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Role of mechanical interactions in self-organization




Coordinated cell movement and intercellular interactions are crucial for bacterial multicellular-
ity and self-organization, and the mechanisms governing these processes are of active scientific
interest. Individual cells interact with neighbors through various biochemical and mechanical
interactions, but the role of mechanical interactions in coordination and self-organization of
bacteria remains unclear. This work investigates the mechanisms underlying various multi-
cellular patterns in Myxococcus xanthus bacteria, a model organism to study self-organization
in bacteria, and the role of mechanical interactions in these self-organization behaviors using
biophysical models of cell motility in an agent-based-simulation framework.
Using this framework, first I studied the mechanism of gliding cell motility inM. xanthus by
discriminating motility behavior of biophysical model cells during physical cell collisions from
two alternative cell motility models proposed in the literature. Comparing the model cell motil-
ity behavior with experimental cell collision behavior showed that gliding cell motility in M.
xanthus requires strong cell-substrate interactions supporting one of the proposed models. New
predictions from this model are independently verified in direct experimentation. Next, I inves-
tigated the mechanisms responsible for formation and alignment ofM. xanthus cells in groups
and their collective movement in circular and spiral patterns under starvation, by simulating in-
tercellular interactions among a large number of model cells. Results from the simulations show
that these collective cell behaviors inM. xanthus can be explained through mechanical and bio-
chemical interactions among cells and with the substrate. Finally, I investigated the mechanism
for non-monotonic colony expansion behavior observed in M. xanthus motility mutants using
the agent-based-simulation framework and analyzed individual cell motility behavior from ex-
periments under similar conditions. Results from this work provide evidence that cell-stalling,
a crucial assumption made by previous models to explain non-monotonic colony expansion,
does not occur due to physical interactions and is not observed in experimental M. xanthus
swarms.
Results from this thesis work show that many self-organization behaviors inM. xanthus can
be explained by a combination of mechanical interactions among cells, between the cells and
the substrate and biochemical signaling through physical cell-cell contacts. This work improves
our understanding of mechanisms governing various self-organization behaviors displayed by
M. xanthus bacteria and provides a general framework to study self-organization behaviors in
other surface motile bacteria.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Collective behavior and self-organization in biological systems
Collective behavior is a natural phenomenon in which individuals of the same kind work to-
gether. Collective behaviors are observed in many living organisms e.g. a flock of birds, fish
schools, insect swarms, and a herd of animals [1]. Sometimes collective behavior results in
self-organization in the group where a global order emerges from seemingly chaotic individ-
ual interactions [2, 3]. Biological systems use self-organization as an advantageous strategy
to gather food and to survive in adverse environments [3, 4]. Self-organization is a complex
dynamic phenomenon that requires individual’s ability to sense and adapt to their surrounding
environmental cues [5]. The mechanisms of this dynamic organization have been widely stud-
ied in vertebrates [2]. However, self-organization is not limited to higher organisms and is also
observed in simple life forms such as bacteria [6, 7].
1.1.1 Self-organization behaviors in bacteria
Bacterial cells self-organize into a variety of multi-cellular patterns during formation and ex-
pansion of biofilms [8]. Biofilms are bacterial communities that are attached to a surface and
are generally surrounded by slime (a polymeric material secreted by cells). Like in higher or-
ganisms, collective behavior through biofilms allows bacterial cells to colonize nutrient rich
areas and results in cooperative benefits [9, 10, 11]. Self-organization in bacterial cells often
results from coordinated cell motility that requires cells to sense, integrate and respond to a va-
riety of intercellular and environmental signals [6, 7]. However, being unicellular organisms,
bacteria lack sophisticated communicationmechanisms utilized by higher organisms and gener-
1
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ally interact and coordinate with their neighbors through biochemical signaling and mechanical
interactions [12, 13, 14].
1.1.2 Biochemical signaling in bacterial collective behaviors
Bacterial species are known to secrete various chemical/signaling molecules from their sur-
face in response to change in local environment (e.g. nutrient availability, adverse conditions
- heat, chemical, mechanical stress). These signaling molecules stay on the cell surface and/or
diffuse into surrounding environment. Other cells in the community recognize these biochem-
ical signals and respond by changing their behavior (move towards the nutrient source, start
gene expressions that protect from stress, etc.). Quorum sensing is one of the major mech-
anisms through which bacteria exhibit collect behaviors [15]. Here cells exhibit a collective
response to a self-produced chemical signal in a density-dependent manner, i.e. collective re-
sponse is activated only when the concentration of the chemical reaches a certain threshold
[12, 13, 16, 17]. Quorum sensing is oberved in multiple bacterial species in different collec-
tive cell behaviors ranging from bioluminescence in V. fischeri, opportunistic host infections in
pathogenic bacteria P. aeruginosa, A. tumefaciens, and competence in S. pneumonia, B. subtilis
[13, 18]. Chemotaxis is another mechanism that was widely studied in the context of bacterial
collective-behaviors. Here individual cells sense and respond to a chemical attractant or repel-
lent by changing their motility pattern towards or away from the chemical source. When cells
respond to chemicals produced by other cells in the community collective behaviors emerge. E.
coli, S. typhimurium has been shown to form cell aggregates and patterns using this mechanism
[19, 20, 21]. Quorum sensing and chemotaxis utilize diffusible chemical signals resulting in
short to long range communication in bacterial cell community. On the opposite extreme, direct
contact signaling between individual cells that synchronizes cell behaviors is a very-short-range
signaling in bacteria.One such example is the exchange of C-signal(contact) among cells during
M. xanthus development that works through cell-cell contacts and promotes coordinated cell
movement that results in cell streams/chains [12].
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1.1.3 Mechanical forces shape bacterial self-organization
Most studies on bacterial self-organization focus on cell growth and intercellular chemical sig-
naling in liquid cultures or on solid surfaces under laboratory conditions. However, most bac-
teria in nature survive inside biofilms attached to surfaces and are subject to various physical
forces. Recent studies have shown that mechanical forces also play a significant role in bacte-
rial collective behaviors [22] and their self-organization in biofilms [14, 23, 24]. At individual
cell level C. crescentus, P. aeruginosa, E. coli bacteria are shown to be adapting to their local
mechanical environment either by changing their gene expressions or harnessing the local me-
chanical forces to their advantage that maximize their adhesion and subsequent colonization
on surfaces [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. When transferred from liquid medium to a solid surface some
bacterial cells observed to be differentiating into specialized swarmer cells that are hyperflag-
ellated to maximize their collective movement on solid surfaces [30, 31, 32, 33]. Mechanical
stresses generated during biofilm expansion modify the internal cellular organization and re-
sult in changes to subsequent global biofilm morphology. Wrinkled structures produced on B.
subtilis biofilms are a direct consequence of buckling of biofilm in confined spaces [34]. Lo-
cal cell death inside biofilm also generates mechanical stresses from the surrounding biofilm
material leading to a local collapse of the biofilm and wrinkling pattern on the surface of B.
subtilis biofilms [35]. Mechanical stresses produced by fluid flow around the biofilms deform
their structure and influence their overall morphology. Streamer structures (long filamentous
biofilms) formed by P. aeruginosa, S. aureus at sharp curvatures in flow fields (e.g. bends in
pipes) are shown to be mainly due to the positive feedback between the decrease in flow with
increase in biofilm mass [36, 37].
Many genes and proteins that are involved in the bacterial signaling pathways have been
identified [8], yet how these signaling pathways lead to self-organization of cells in many bac-
terial systems is still unknown. Furthermore, the influence of mechanical forces on bacterial
self-organization is discovered only recenlty[14]. Understanding the role of mechanical inter-
actions and the combination of chemical and mechanical factors in shaping bacterial collec-
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tive behaviors and their self-organization is of current scientific interest. Additionally, many
pathogenic bacteria evade antibiotic treatments and immune response by forming a surface coat
in their biofilms [38]. Disruption of these biofilms requires breaking the underlying cell-cell
communication and coordination mechanisms. Thus, we need to understand the mechanisms
that result in self-organization in bacterial biofilms. To this end, we study the self-organization
mechanisms in a model bacteriumMyxococcus xanthus (”Myxo”) [39, 40].




Figure 1.1: M. xanthus cells on a surface and its motility systems. (A) Scanning electron mi-
croscopy image showingmultipleM. xanthus cells on a solid surface. The web-like material be-
tween cells is the dried extracellular matrix material secreted by cells. (B) (Top panel) Atomic
force microscopy image showing type IV pili at the leading poles of individual M. xanthus
cells. (Bottom panel) Schematic showing S-motility through extension and retraction of pili at
cell poles and different proteins involved in S-motility. (C) Schematic showing gliding motil-
ity through proposed focal-adhesion-complex model and various proteins involved in gliding
motility. (Adapted from [41, 42, 43] with permission)
M. xanthus is a rod-shaped (≈ 5 - 7 μm in length and 0.5 μm in diameter), gram-negative,
soil bacterium that belongs to the delta group of proteobacteria family [40, 46, 47] (Figure 1.1).
M. xanthus is a social bacterium i.e. it prefers to live in groups. M. xanthus cells collectively
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Figure 1.2: M. xanthus life cycle showing various multi-cellular structures formed at different
stages of its lifecycle. Under nutrient-rich conditions, rod-shaped myxo cells follow a vegeta-
tive growth cycle where they divide and collectively swarm. In the natural environment, myxo
cells predate on other bacteria by secreting enzymes that lyse other bacterial cells and absorb-
ing the resulting nutrients. At high-density myxo cells, when in contact with these prey cells,
exhibit traveling waves structures (predatory ripples) that maximize their predation efficiency
[44]. Under starvation M. xanthus cells undergo a developmental cycle that spans multiple
stages involving traveling waves (developmental ripples), small cell aggregates and fruiting
bodies containing ≈ 105 cells. Cells inside fruiting bodies transform into spherical, environ-
mentally resistant myxospores. When nutrients become available again these spores germinate
and start the vegetative cycle. (Figure reproduced from [45] with permission)
predate (feed) on other bacteria by forming groups called swarms. During predation, they se-
crete enzymes into their environment that lyse other bacteria and absorb the resultant nutrient
molecules. The efficiency of their predation is directly related to their collective movement
to prey-rich areas [44]. During its life cycle,M. xanthus cells exhibit various self-organization
behaviors depending on surrounding nutrient levels (Fig. 1.2). Due to its capacity to form com-
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plex multi-cellular structures through self-organization M. xanthus is considered as a model
organism for studying bacterial self-organization. Its biology and self-organization behaviors
are extensively studied.
1.2.1 Self-organization behaviors inM. xanthus
• Under nutrient-rich conditions, M. xanthus cells swarm (cooperative cell movement in
organized groups of cells) and expand outward from the initial cell colony [45, 48, 49, 50].
• Under high cell density conditions and when in contact with prey, M. xanthus cells ex-
hibit coordinated rhythmic movement that resembles traveling waves (called predatory
ripples) [39, 51, 52].
• Under nutrient starvation, M. xanthus cells undergo a developmental program that pro-
ceeds through various stages of multi-cellular patterns containing traveling high cell den-
sity waves (called developmental ripples, [53, 54, 55]), cell aggregates and finally form
spore-filled fruiting bodies (aggregates containing more than 105 cells) [56, 57, 39, 58].
Formation of these multi-cellular structures requires coordinated cell motility and inter-cell
communication [45, 44]. Cell machinery responsible for motility and communication in M.
xanthus has been studied extensively in the past [45, 39].
1.2.2 M. xanthus motility
M. xanthus cells are non-motile in liquid medium as they lack flagella (typical motility or-
ganelles for bacteria). M. xanthus cells move on solid surfaces using gliding motility - a smooth
movement without any visible change in cell shape [45]. Two different and independent motil-
ity systemswere discovered inM. xanthus [59, 60, 39, 61]: Adventurous (A)motility - responsi-
ble for individual cell movement and Social (S) motility - responsible for group cell movement.
These two motility systems act independently in M. xanthus cells i.e. deletion of either set of
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motility genes does not stop cell movement completely [60, 45]. However, the twomotility sys-
tems are shown to work synergistically for M. xanthus cell collective movement [60, 62, 63]
and provide a selective advantage to cells depending on substrate hardness [64].
Adventurous motility
Adventurous (A) motility powers the individual M. xanthus cell movement on solid surfaces
and it does not utilize any visible external organelles. The exact mechanism of A-motility ap-
pears to be somewhat unique and is still under investigation [41, 65, 66, 67, 68]. Genetic studies
identified many proteins involved in M. xanthus A-motility and based on the location and dis-
tribution of these proteins multiple mechanisms were proposed for A-motility [69, 70, 71].
Earlier studies argued that A-motility is powered by the secretion and subsequent expansion
of exopolysaccharide material (slime) from the trailing end of the cell that pushes cell forward
[71]. Recent studies show that slime secretion is not localized to cell poles [72, 73] and the pro-
teins involved in A-motility appear to be distributed along the cell length [69, 74, 75]. Based
on recent experimental evidence two alternative mechanisms for gliding/A-motility1 are pro-
posed: Helical-rotor-model (HRM) [69] and Focal-adhesion-model (FAM) [70, 74] (Fig. 1.1C).
In both the mechanisms A-motility motor proteins move along helical cytoskeleton tracks and
interact with the underlying substrate. However, the nature of this interaction differs in these
two models: In HRM motor proteins interact with the substrate through frictional forces gen-
erated by surface undulations; in FAM motor proteins interact with the substrate through focal
adhesion protein complexes that span the cell membrane and attach to substrate through adhe-
sive bonds. Neither mechanism was completely proven to be correct for M. xanthus motility.
Additionally, the proteins involved in A-motility also regulate other cellular processes [43], and
this complicates the identification of their function in cell motility.
1Smoothmovement of cells along their long-axis on solid surfaces without using any visible external organelles
is referred as gliding motility in other bacteria[76]. Here, we use A-motility and gliding motility interchangeably.
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Social motility
Social (S) motility powers the movement of M. xanthus cells in groups i.e. M. xanthus mu-
tants containing only S-motility genes remain non-motile as individual cells but are capable of
moving in cell groups. During S-motilityM. xanthus cells use type IV pili (concentrated on the
leading pole of the cell, Fig. 1.1B) to bind to exopolysaccharides material on neighbor cells
surface or on the substrate and move forward by retracting the pili inward [77, 78, 79, 80, 81].
During a cell reversal (described next) pili at the leading pole retract inward and new pili ex-
tend from the other pole. The mechanism of S-motility is better understood as it is analogous to
twitching motility in other bacteria and many proteins involved in S-motility have been iden-
tified [41]. Though individual cell movement through S-motility is well studied, however, it
is currently not known how collective cell motility is achieved in S-motility particularly at a
colony edge where no cells are present in front of the edge cells [82, 63, 83].
Periodic reversing of travel direction
Wild-type M. xanthus cells periodically reverse their direction (reversal period ≈ 6-10 min)
by switching the roles of leading and lagging poles [39]. Cell reversals require regulation of
both A and S motility systems and are controlled by frzA-G (a set of seven genes) [39, 84, 85].
Though the functions of the individual Frz proteins are identified, the mechanism by which
Frz pathway regulates the cell motility is currently unknown [39]. Deletion of individual frz
genes results in hyper or hypo reversal mutants [39, 84, 86]. M. xanthus cells also observed
to be regulating their reversal periods based on surrounding nutrient conditions [45] and in the
presence of chemo-attractant/repellents [39, 87]. The presence of Frz system genes are shown
to be essential for many self-organization behaviors ofM. xanthus [39, 88, 53, 89, 85], but the
exact the role frz genes in these multi-cellular behaviors is not completely established.
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Slime-trail-following
M. xanthus cells secrete slime from their surface that is deposited on the underlying substrate
as long trails during cell movement [90]. It is observed that M. xanthus cells tend to follow
their own trails after a reversal and when in contact with slime trails deposited by others, cells
can reorient and follow these trails[91]. However, the exact mechanism that allowsM. xanthus
cells to follow slime-trails has not been established.
1.2.3 Intercellular signaling inM. xanthus
During cell motility, M. xanthus cells exchange various chemical signals with their neighbors
[92, 93] by contact or by diffusion in the immediate neighborhood (short-range signal). C-
signal (Contact) is exchanged through end-to-end contacts on cell surfaces [39] and is known
to increase the reversal frequency of cells during developmental rippling phase [94]. By con-
trast, cells that are aligned parallel exchange side-to-side signal (through FrzCD clusters) that
results in a reversal in one of the cells [53]. This signal is mainly observed during predatory
rippling. During aggregation phase, cells exchange A-signal [95] that causes cells to initiate de-
velopmental program in a density dependent manner i.e. similar to quorum sensing mechanism.
Many of these signals directly affect cell motility during self-organization of cells into multicel-
lular structures [96]. But how these signals are activated in response to specific environmental
conditions and result in coordinated cell movement is unknown.
1.3 Modeling self-organization in M. xanthus and other biological sys-
tems
Self-organization is an emergent property of the system and thus cannot be explained by identifi-
cation of individual components. This requires understanding the interactions among individual
components in both spatial and temporal coordinates. Experimental approaches are instrumen-
tal in identifying the individual components of the system. However, modeling approaches can
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complement experiments in identifying the interactions that result in self-organization in M.
xanthus. Earlier modeling work by Igoshin et al. on M. xanthus self-organization used mean
fieldmodels based on partial differential equations [97, 88, 98]. Thesemodels mainly addressed
the formation of travelingwaves and aggregation patterns during development. They used inter-
actions resulting from cell-cell contact signaling, change in cell reversals based on cell density,
random noise in cell motility, and the existence of refractory period (a brief time interval after
a reversal where the cell is unresponsive to further signaling) to study the self-organization pat-
terns. But at cell densities relevant to the studied phenomena mean field assumptions in these
cell systems may not be appropriate. Since then several studies have used agent-based mod-
eling and cellular automata models to investigate the self-organization behavior in M. xanthus
[99, 44, 73, 100, 101, 102, 103, 89, 104, 105, 106]. These models mainly studied the behavior
of cells in swarms, the formation of rippling patterns and aggregate formation. Many of these
studies were successful in explaining the observed cell patterns under specific experimental
conditions. But many questions still remain unanswered [107]. Further, most of these studies
used phenomenological approaches for simulating intercellular interactions and not considered
mechanical interactions that are shown to play a significant role in self-organization behaviors
of biological systems.
1.3.1 Modeling studies on physical interactions driving self-organization in biological
systems
Multiple modeling and experimental studies have shown that physical characteristics and me-
chanical interactions play a significant role in collective and self-organization behaviors of
biological systems at small length scales. These studies span a wide variety of areas ranging
from proteins, microtubules [108, 109, 110, 111], bacterial and other eukaryotic cells [112,
113, 114, 24]. These studies considered various mechanical aspectes e.g. physical features
of the cells and interactions among cells (shape of cells [115], alignment with neighbors, ad-
hesive interactions among cells [116], cell density or confinement [117, 118]) and with their
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environment (viscosity and surface tension of surrounding fluid, hardness and roughness of
the underlying substrate, geometry) to investigate their effect on overall cell organization [119,
120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127]. Studies in the field of active matter physics are in-
strumental in elucidating many self-organization behaviors governed by physical interactions
[128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136]. Individual-cell-based models or agent-based
models are particularly benefical in simulating and understanding [137, 138] intercellular in-
teractions that lead to emergent patterns. These studies provide basis and motivation for under-
standing the role of physical interactions in bacterial self-organization.
1.4 Specific research objectives
Investigating self-organization behaviors in M. xanthus using biophysical cell motility
models and agent-based-simulation framework
My research on self-organization behaviors in M. xanthus relies on a reverse engineering ap-
proach that uses a combination of computational models, image processing techniques, and
experimental testing (performed by our collaborators). The cornerstone of the approach is a
biophysically realistic model of individual cell motility which is then extended to study inter-
actions in small groups of cells and finally, to study the self-organization in large cell groups.
A brief of description of the biophysical cell motility model forM. xanthus, other cell processes
involved in computational framework and specific research objectives are described below.
In this thesis work, we 2 investigated self-organization mechanisms in M. xanthus bacteria
by constructing biophysical models ofM. xanthus cell and using these model cells as individual
agents in an agent-based-simulation framework [139, 140, 141] to study intercellular interac-
tions that result in observed multi-cellular patterns. Each model cell/agent consists of multiple
2Due to interdisciplinary nature of this work combining computational models and experimental testing (per-
formed by our collaborators), in general ’we’ is used to signify that research work presented here is the product
of discussions with collaborators and colleagues. However, all the theoretical, computational work and scientific
analysis presented in this thesis are performed by me. Contributions from others are appropriately acknowledged






Figure 1.3: Schematic of biophysical cell motility model for a singleM. xanthus cell in simula-
tion represented as a connected string of nodes with rotational joints between neighbor nodes.
Cell moves forward due to propulsive forces acting on nodes tangential to cell nodes in current
cell travel direction.
segments enabling a realistic mechanical model of a singleM. xanthus cell. We represent each
agent as a connected string of nodes (1,2,...,N, see Fig. 1.3). Neighbor nodes are joined by
rotational joints consisting of linear and angular springs. Linear springs between nodes resist
elongation or compression to keep the agent length constant. Angular springs resist bending
of the agent from straight line position and thus simulate elastic nature of cell bending. For
simplicity, we only implement only gliding (A) motility of M. xanthus cells in our model. For
this, we use the distributed force generation along cell length through multiple motor protein
complexes as indicated by recent models [69, 70, 74, 73]. Thus, agents move forward through
propulsion forces (Fp) acting on nodes tangential to the agent length towards next node in the
current agent travel direction. Agents periodically reverse their travel direction by reversing
the order of nodes in the model (N, ..., 2, 1)
The direction of the propulsive force on the head node is influenced by other contributing
factors: M. xanthus cells are known to follow slime-trails of other cells (slime-trail-following).
We model this by reorienting a fraction of propulsive force on head node in the direction of
the underlying slime-trail left by other agents. M. xanthus cells also exhibit a random change
of their travel direction (random turning noise). We model this by reorienting propulsive force
on the head node randomly either clockwise or counter clockwise for a short time interval.
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Viscous drag forces arising from the surrounding fluid act on nodes opposing their motion and
are proportional to the node velocities. Adhesive attachments (modeled as linear springs) with
the underlying substrate at nodes resist lateral displacement of nodes during collisions. These
attachments represent the adhesion complexes in focal adhesion model of gliding motility inM.
xanthus [74]. At low densities,M. xanthus cells are known to move in a monolayer. Therefore,
collisions among agents are resolved by applying appropriate forces on nodes that keep agents
from overlapping. Using this biophysical cell motility model including various cell processes
that affect cell motility we simulate interactions among a large number of cells moving on a 2-
D surface and study their collective and self-organization behaviors. Specific implementation
details of biophysical cell motility model and other cell processes are presented in Appendix
A.
In this thesis work, I combine approaches of agent-based-simulation that gives the flexi-
bility to include complex intercellular interactions and biophysical model of cell motility that
accurately describes the cell motility on a surface. Using the above cell motility model and
agent-based-simulation framework that simulates intercellular interactions, I have investigated
mechanisms for individual cell motility inM. xanthus and other self-organization behaviors in
M. xanthus. Specific research objectives investigated in this work are as follows:
1.4.1 Biophysical mechanism of gliding-motility in individualM. xanthus cells
Though mulitple models for gliding cell motility are proposed in literature, the mechanism
of gliding motility (A-motility) in M. xanthus is not completely understood [43]. Recent ex-
periments suggested two possible mechanisms for cell motility which differ in the way a cell
interacts with underlying substrate [70, 69]. We hypothesize that the motility behavior of cells
during mechanical interactions between cells will be affected by the nature of cell-substrate
interactions. Thus, we will simulate these interactions (e.g. cell-cell collisions) using our bio-
physical model of the cell for the two mechanisms of cell motility to discriminate model cell
motility behavior from the two mechanisms. Comparing the model cell behavior with experi-
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ments will allow us to identify the mechanism underlyingM. xanthus gliding cell motility.
1.4.2 Mechanism for collective alignment of cell clusters during swarming
During colony growth at low cell density,M. xanthus cells form aligned cell clusters, cell groups
containing hundreds of cells oriented in the same direction. These clusters are important in for-
mation of other multi-cellular structures later at high cell densities. The process by which these
clusters form is presently unknown. Cell alignment can be a direct consequence of pure me-
chanical interactions between cells [142, 143]. However, a recent study questioned the validity
of this mechanism [105]. We hypothesize that the mechanical interactions between cells com-
bined with cells following slime trails (a polymeric material secreted by cells) cause the cells
to align thereby forming aligned clusters. We investigate this mechanism of cell alignment us-
ing our biophysical model of cell motility in our agent-based-simulation framework. We will
use the model to simulate the interactions among cells in initial stages of the colony growth.
Comparing the cell behavior in low-density clusters in experiments with model behavior un-
der similar conditions will allow us to identify the mechanism governing aligned cell cluster
formation.
1.4.3 Mechanism for circular cell aggregate formation in developmental M. xanthus
swarms
DevelopmentalM. xanthus cells in swarms (cell groups) occasionally aggregate and self-organize
into transient circular or spiral shaped multi-cellular structures - circular cell aggregates. Re-
cent experiments withM. xanthus cells that over-express TraA/B protein formedmultiple stable
circular cell aggregates during development[144]. At present we do not know the mechanism
underlying this circular movement of cells and why over-expression of TraA/B protein stabi-
lizes these cell aggregates. We hypothesize that circular/spiral movement of cells is a result
of confined movement and self-closing of cell streams (cells following others like a chain)
that are normally observed during M. xanthus development. We investigate this mechanism
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for circular cell movement using our biophysical cell agent-based-simulation framework under
slime-trail-following by cells and identify the cell processes that result in stable circular cell
aggregates. From these results we hypothesize the specific cell processes directly affected by
TraA/B over-expression and investigate whether these changes results in multiple stable circu-
lar cell aggregates in our simulation as observed in experiments.
1.4.4 Collective expansion dynamics ofM. xanthus swarms
Under vegetative growth conditions,M. xanthus cells in a colony divide and collectively move
in swarms and the cell colony expands at a constant rate [83]. Interestingly, the swarm ex-
pansion rates of different M. xanthus mutants found to be varying non-monotonically with the
cell reversal period [103]. Specifically, swarm expansion rate for mutants that reverse fre-
quently than wild-type cells increased with increase in cell reversal period. But swarm expan-
sion rate for mutants that reverse less frequently than wild-type cells decreased with increase in
cell reversal period suggesting that wild-type M. xanthus cell reversal period is optimized for
maximum swarming efficiency. Currently we do not know the exact mechanism resulting in
this non-monotonic swarm-expansion behavior of M. xanthus cells. Some studies in literature
suggested that decrease cell movement in high cell density regions results in reduced swarm
expansion [102, 103]. We investigate the expansion dynamics ofM. xanthus swarms and mech-
anism of cell-stalling in high cell density regions using a combination of agent-based-simulation
framework and continuum models. Additionally, we analyze cell motility behavior from data
collected by tracking individual M. xanthus cells in swarms from experiments to identify the
mechanisms that explain the decrease in swarm expansion for cells with high-reversal periods.
Chapter 2
Mechanism of gliding motility inM. xanthus
bacteria
Abstract
Myxococcus xanthus is a model organism for studying bacterial social behaviors due
to its ability to form complex multicellular structures. Knowledge of M. xanthus surface
gliding motility and the mechanisms that coordinate it are critically important for our un-
derstanding of collective cell behaviors. Although the mechanism of gliding motility is
still under investigation, recent experiments suggest that there are two possible mecha-
nisms underlying force production for cell motility: the focal adhesion mechanism and the
helical rotor mechanism which differ in the biophysics of the cell – substrate interactions.
Whereas the focal adhesion model predicts an elastic coupling, the helical rotor model pre-
dicts a viscous coupling. Using a combination of computational modeling, imaging, and
force microscopy, we find evidence for elastic coupling in support of the focal adhesion
model. Using a biophysical model of theM. xanthus cell, we investigated how the mechan-
ical interactions between cells are affected by interactions with the substrate. Comparison
of modeling results with experimental data for cell-cell collision events pointed to a strong,
elastic attachment between the cell and substrate. These results are robust to variations in
the mechanical and geometrical parameters of the model. We then directly measured the
motor-substrate coupling by monitoring the motion of optically trapped beads and find that
motor velocity decreases exponentially with opposing load. At high loads, motor velocity
approaches zero velocity asymptotically and motors remain bound to beads indicating a
strong, elastic attachment1.
1Research work shown in this chapter is already published[145]. Text presented here is from the published
manuscript. Contributions from our experimental collaborators are appropriately acknowledged where presented.
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2.1 Introduction
Myxococcus xanthus is a predatory soil bacterium that has been widely used as a model or-
ganism for studies of bacterial social behaviors [45]. Under different environmental conditions
M. xanthus cells display a range of complex multi-cellular behaviors, including groups of cells
moving together (often referred to as swarms), periodic bands of high cell density traveling
waves (termed ripples), and aggregates of more than 105 cells containing environmentally-
resistant myxospores (termed fruiting bodies) [39]. Formation of these complex self-organized
patterns requires coordination and collective motility among the cells. The biophysical mech-
anisms underlying the cell motility and intercellular interactions that generate these collective
behaviors are still not completely understood.
M. xanthus cell movement is limited to translocation on solid surfaces using two different
flagella-independent motility systems[60]. Gliding motility, previously termed adventurous
(A) motility, is defined as active surface translocation along the long cell axis without the aid of
flagella or pili and is responsible for individual cell movement. Twitching motility, previously
termed social (S) motility, appears similar to gliding motility, but is limited to cells within
at least a cell length of another cell and is known to be powered by type IV pili extension and
retraction [78]. The biophysical mechanism of gliding motility inM. xanthus and other bacteria
is the subject of active research.
Earlier studies on the mechanism of gliding motility hypothesized that the exopolysaccha-
ride (EPS) slime secretion at the cell’s lagging pole and the expansion of slime due to hydra-
tion was responsible for the motility [146, 90, 69]. However, subsequent experimental studies
[72, 73], indicated that force generation in gliding motility is likely to be distributed along the
cell length.
Recently, an alternative view of the gliding motility mechanism has emerged. Using flu-
orescently tagged proteins recent experiments identified a few components of the machinery
responsible for the distributed force-generation: gliding motility regulatory protein (AglZ) [74]

























Figure 2.1: Schematics of alternative mechanisms of gliding motility and their representation
in biophysical models of the M. xanthus cell. (A) Focal adhesion mechanism (FAM) - Multi-
protein complexes (green bars) spanning from the cytoplasm to the outside of the cell attach to
the underlying substrate at specific points. Cells move forward as a result of the force gener-
ated by the components of these complexes against cytoskeleton (B) Helical rotor mechanism
(HRM) - Motor proteins (green dots) tracking on a helical cytoskeleton create distortions in
cell wall. These distortions generate drag forces between the substrate and the cell surface and
result in cell movement. (C) Distinctions in cell-substrate interactions for the two alternative
models of gliding motility. In the elastic coupling model during a cell-cell collision, a restora-
tion force acts on the cell at the cell-substrate interaction points (green dots) in the direction
perpendicular to cell axis. No such force exists in the viscous coupling model.
and motor proteins (AglRQS) [70]. These studies showed clustering of these proteins at regu-
lar intervals along the cell length. These clusters appear to form at the cell’s leading pole and
disperse at the lagging pole, while remaining stationary with respect to the substrate during
cell movement. Further, depolymerization of the cell cytoskeleton elements (MreB) dispersed
these clusters and inhibited the gliding motility [70]. Based on the above observations, a fo-
cal adhesion mechanism (FAM) of gliding motility was proposed [74, 70] (Fig. 2.1A). The
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mechanism hypothesizes that intracellular motor proteins moving on helical cytoskeletal fila-
ments are somehow connected to the focal adhesion complexes attached to a substrate. The cell
movement is therefore generated by motors pushing against these focal adhesion complexes.
However, it is not clear which molecules adhere cells to the substrate and how their connection
to the motor complex is able to move through the peptidoglycan of cell wall.
Another study observed that AgmU, a gliding motility protein, is part of a multi-protein
complex that spans cell’s inner membrane and periplasm [147]. Additionally, it was found that
AgmU decorates a looped continuous helix that rotates as the cell moves forward [69]. It was
shown that rotation of the helix stopped whenMreB cytoskeletal filaments were depolymerized
[69]. The authors also observed that a periodic distortion of cell wall that is consistent with
periodicity of theMreB helices. Based on these observations, a helical rotor mechanism (HRM)
[69, 43] (Fig. 2.1B) of gliding motility was proposed. In this mechanismmotor proteins (AglR)
[148] distort cell surface by interacting with the gliding motility proteins (AglZ, AgmU) in
protein clusters and create drag forces between cell surface and substrate. These drag forces
propel the cell forward.
Even though these studies provide ample evidence for both FAM and HRM mechanisms
of gliding motility, neither mechanism has been conclusively proven or eliminated. We note
that the major biophysical distinction between the mechanisms is in the nature of cell-substrate
interactions – elastic force coupling in FAM vs. viscous drag coupling in HRM. Hence, by
studying the mechanical interactions of motile cells it may be possible to distinguish between
the two mechanisms of gliding motility. We tested the effect of mechanical forces on motility
in two ways: (i) by examining the outcome of physical collisions between moving cells, and
(ii) by probing the effect of applied load to the motion of individual motor complexes.
We hypothesize that the outcomes of mechanical collisions between a pair of cells will be
different in the two models of motility because of the differences of the nature of cell-substrate
interaction (see Fig. 2.1C). Specifically, during a cell-cell collision FAM-based cell motility
would offer high resistance to the cell displacement because of the adhesive attachment be-
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tween the cell and substrate. In contrast, HRM-based cell motility would result in a larger cell
displacement, as the resistance due solely to viscous interactions would be weak.
To test this hypothesis, we built a computational model (see Appendix A for details) that
represents the biophysical characteristics ofM. xanthus cells and used it to investigate how the
outcomes of cell-cell collisions depend on the gliding motility mechanism. Since the individual
components and their interactions are not completely known at present, we simplified the two
mechanisms of gliding motility in our model to focus exclusively on their cell-substrate inter-
actions. As such we employed the viscous coupling model (VCM), which is similar the HRM
and the elastic coupling model (ECM), which is similar to the FAM.We analyzed the modeling
results for both mechanisms of cell - substrate interactions and compared them with quantified
experimental data on isolated cell-cell collisions. Furthermore, we investigated the robustness
of our results to variations in mechanical and geometrical parameters of the collision events.
As an additional test of the coupling of motors to the substrate, we used optically trapped
beads to directly test the mechanics of motor coupling and the effect of load on motor move-
ment. While the details of how applied hindering load affects the speed of the gliding motors
themselves remains unknown, the two models of motility make qualitatively different predic-
tions near the motor stall force due to the difference in coupling. Regardless of the shape of
the motor force-velocity relationship, as the force is increased to high enough levels, the VCM
predicts that beads should cease motion at the stall force and move backwards for higher loads.
In contrast, the ECM predicts that applied force should stop bead motion even for loads well
above stall.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Distinct cell-cell collision behaviors of two alternative gliding motility models
2Refer to [145] for supplemental movies.
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Figure 2.2: Mechanical interactions between two cells during head-to-side collisions in the bio-
physical models and experiments. (A) Viscous coupling model – both cells change directions.
(B) Elastic coupling model – only the secondary cell changes direction. (C) Experimental time-
lapse images (rotated to match with simulation configuration) showing collision between two
isolated cells where only the secondary cell changes its direction. See videos S1-3 for corre-
sponding movies2.
To study the mechanical cellular interactions, we simulated a head-to-side collision between
two cells moving on crossing paths. To differentiate the two mechanisms of gliding motility,
we assumed strong attachments between the cell and the substrate in the ECM. The results
show qualitatively distinct interaction behaviors of cells for the two alternative mechanisms
(Fig. 2.2A and 2.2B). In these simulations, we define a primary cell as the one whose side is
hit by the first node of another (secondary) cell. We observed that in the simulations of both
the mechanisms, primary and secondary cells align with each other and move in a common
direction after the collision. However, this common direction differed in the two mechanisms.
In the VCM (Fig. 2.2A), both the cells changed their direction after the collision. In contrast,
in the ECM (Fig. 2.2B), the new common direction is the same as the direction of the primary
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cell before collision. Thus, the primary cell maintained its direction, whereas the secondary
cell aligned with the former.
This contrasting cell-cell collision behavior in the two mechanisms can be explained by
observing the cell’s resistance to shape deformation (bending). During collision the primary
cell nodes are displaced due to the contact with the secondary cell, thereby leading to local
deformation of the primary cell. This deformation results in counter forces on the cell nodes.
In both of the mechanisms cell deformation produces viscous drag forces and angular spring
forces on nodes. In addition, in case of the ECM a strong restoring force acts on nodes due
to the substrate attachments. These forces do not allow the deformations to propagate to the
front nodes of the primary cell and as a result limits its change in direction. Since no such force
exists in VCM, cell-cell collision results in cell deformation that propagates to its front node,
and in turn significantly changes the cell travel direction.
To identify which of the two scenarios resembles the behavior of collidingM. xanthus cells,
we examined similar collisions in the time-lapse images3 of wild-type M. xanthus cells under
low cell density (8 × 107 cells/ml). We chose these conditions to easily identify isolated cells
and their pairwise interactions. Figure 2.2C shows a typical cell-cell collision observed in
experiments. In this case, the direction of the primary cell has not changed after collision. This
behavior is similar to the simulations using the ECM of gliding motility. Thus, comparison of
our simulations with experimental observations indicates there is an elastic coupling between
the cell and substrate for M. xanthus gliding cells. Nevertheless, these conclusions may be
sensitive to the parameter values used in our simulations or to the particular collision geometry.
We therefore examined the robustness of these results.
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Figure 2.3: Strong adhesive attachments between cell and substrate are required to match
experimental observations. (A) Maximum change in primary cell orientation (∆θp,max) as a
function of the strength of substrate attachments (ka). Red band represents the range of bond
strengths observed for integrin bonds in other biological systems (22-24). Horizontal solid line
(∆θ¯data = |θdata − θ¯basal|) represents the mean value of change in primary cell orientation from
experimental cell collisions after subtracting the spontaneous cell turning and the dashed lines
represent one standard deviation variation in the experimental data. (B) Same as (A) but with
mean and standard deviation from aggregated simulations with varied model parameters. (C)
The minimum adhesive strength of attachments matching experimental data closely matches
with the cell propulsion force. Error bars represent variation in the results for different cell flex-
ibilities. (D) The distribution of ∆θp values in experimental data of wild-type cells (DK1622,
collision events, N=97) and (E) cells lacking twitching motility (DK10407, N=58). (F) The
distribution of spontaneous cell orientation change for mean cell collision time of ≈2.9 min
measured from trajectories of isolated cells (DK1622, N=4018, see Fig. B.3A for additional
details).
2.2.2 Distinct cell-cell collision behaviors require strong adhesion strength of substrate
attachments but are robust to variation in other parameters
To further investigate the role of substrate adhesions during cell-cell collision we needed a
quantitative metric to characterize the outcome of collision events. Since the major difference
3Experimental images are taken by Douglas Litwin, graduate student in Dr. Heidi Kaplan Lab, University of
Texas - Houston Medical School
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between the two mechanisms is the change in the primary cell orientation during collision, we
focused on this value (see SI in AppendixB for details). We note that the collision outcome
greatly depends on some aspects of the collision geometry, especially the collision position
(defined from leading end of the cell, see Fig. B.2A) and collision angle. Therefore, we set the
collision angle as ≈90 deg (that produces maximum change in cell orientation) and choose the
maximum change in cell orientation (∆θp,max) from all possible node collision positions (n =
2, 3, ..., N − 1;N = 7) as the metric that describes the cell-cell collision behavior for a specific
parameter set. Nodes 1 and N were excluded from this analysis since we assume no adhesion
complexes at these nodes (see AppendixB for details). Figure 2.3A depicts how∆θp,max varies
in the ECMmodel as a function of attachment strength. Each adhesive attachment ismodeled by
an elastic spring with a spring constant ka and a bond-breaking distance Lmax. By keeping the
bond-breaking distance constant we vary the elastic spring constant (ka) and thereby change
the maximal force to break the bond. ka = 0 corresponds to the case in which no bond is
formed with the substrate, and therefore only viscous interactions with substrate exist (VCM).
Intermediate values of correspond toweak and non-specific interactionswith substrate therefore
may correspond to viscoelastic properties of EPS slime surrounding cells. Large values of ka
correspond to a strong specific binding which resembles the ECM. Figure 2.3A shows that the
value of ∆θp,max starts at approximately 40 degrees for ka = 0 and then decreases to values
below 15 degrees for ka > 100 pN/μm. ka = 100 pN/μm corresponds to a bond-breaking
force of 50 pN ( Lmax = 0.5μm), which is roughly the order of integrin bond-breaking forces
(≈50-250 pN) [149, 78]. This behavior is expected as the adhesion complex force will only
be relevant if it resists the force generated by cell motility (≈ 60 pN). When the attachment
strength exceeds this threshold it results in small node displacements and hence small changes
in cell orientations after collision.
For comparison we quantified the change in primary cell orientation (θdata) in isolated cell
collisions under experimental conditions for 97 cell pairs (Fig. 2.3D). As these measurements
also contain the spontaneous change in the orientation of cells, we measured the mean sponta-
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neous orientation change (θ¯basal ≈ 12 deg) of isolated cells (measurements from≈ 50 cells; see
AppendixB and Figure 2.3F and B.2 for details) and subtracted it from experimental data (θdata).
The mean value and standard deviation of the net change in cell orientation (|θdata − θ¯basal|)
from experimental images is shown in Figure 2.3A (gray area). Since these experimental results
were based on wild-type cells that exhibit both gliding and twitching motility, we replicated the
analysis with DK10407 (∆pilAA+S−) cells that exhibit only gliding motility. The results from
58 isolated collision events for DK10407 cells are shown in Figure 2.3E. We observed that the
mean change in primary cell orientation in isolated cell collision events for pure gliding motility
cells is≈ 14± 12 deg (n=58). This value is very close to that of the wild-type cells (≈ 15± 15
deg). These results indicate that the contribution of twitching motility to our analysis of gliding
motility is negligible which is expected as twitching pili are located only at the poles and should
not affect cell bending. Thus we used only wild-type cell data in our further analysis.
We observe that the modeling results match with the experimental observations only for ad-
hesion strength (ka) values greater than 200 pN/μm (Fig. 2.3A). Whereas, model results with
no adhesion complexes (ka = 0, VCM) show very large changes in cell orientation and do not
match the experimental observations for the chosen parameters. However, we are uncertain
whether the results will hold if some mechanical parameters (see Table A.1 for model parame-
ters) of the model are changed. We therefore systematically varied the model parameters over
two orders of magnitude (from 0.1x to 10x, see Table B.1) and investigated their effect on
cell-cell collisions. These results are combined in Figure 2.4B, which shows the mean values
and standard deviations of the cell orientation changes for different adhesion strengths (ka).
As before, we find that only the ECM model at very high adhesion strength values (ka > 500
pN/μm) matches the experimental values. We also noted that despite the large variability of
the parameters, the standard deviations in the model results at high adhesion strengths are quite
small. Thus, we conclude that our results are robust to variation in all model parameters except
the strength of adhesion complex.
We have also quantified the minimum strength (F adhmin) required for a focal adhesion complex
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in the cell model to match the experimental cell orientation change in a collision for different
cell propulsive force (F p) (Fig. 2.3C). The results indicate that F adhmin values increased with an
increase in the cell propulsive force and are similar in magnitude to that of propulsive force.
2.2.3 Distinct cell-cell collision behaviors are observed using the two gliding motility
mechanisms over a range of collision geometries














































Figure 2.4: Distinct cell behavior from the two cell models for variation in collision geometries.
(A) The change in primary cell orientation (∆θp) as a function of collision position from the
leading end of the primary cell and (B) as a function of collision angle.
As noted earlier, the outcome of cell-cell collisions depend on the mechanical parameters of
the cell and on the collision geometry, specifically the collision position along the cell length
and collision angle (the angle between the cell orientations at the start of the collision) (Fig.
2.4, B.3). To this point, our analysis focused on the maximum change in cell orientation as we
varied the position of the colliding nodes and used a collision angle near 90 degrees at which
the maximal cell deformation is expected. However, it is not clear if the experimental collision
events correspond to these amplified effect scenarios or whether it is possible that a model with
very weak or no elastic coupling can be consistent with the experimental collisions at some con-
ditions. Thus, we systematically explored how variability in the geometrical model parameters
affects the outcome of the collision. In these simulations we chose for the adhesion strength
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value (ka) of 2000 pN/μm in the ECM, a value for which the model results closely match the
experimental observations. In addition, all the experimental observations were corrected for
spontaneous orientation change of cells (θ¯basal).
First, we compared the orientation change from the two mechanisms as a function of the
collision position for the default parameter set (Fig. 2.4A). We note that both models produced
a much smaller change in cell orientations for collisions near the lagging end of the primary
cell. This is an expected behavior of the model, as small node displacement near the lagging
end of the cell may not produce sufficient cell deformation to significantly change the cell
travel direction. However, collisions in the forward and middle section of the cell produced
significantly larger orientation changes for the VCM model as compared to the ECM model.
We note that the collision at the first node of primary cell produced very large orientation change
in both mechanisms. This large change is due to the assumption that no adhesive attachment
present at the first node of the cell (see SI for details). As a consequence we observed a large
displacement of nodes even in the ECM. Thus, we excluded the first node collisions from our
analysis. For comparison, we next quantified the changes in cell orientation as a function of the
collision position from experiments (black circles in Fig. 2.3A). We note that only the results
of the ECM model match with the mean experimental values for all collision node positions,
whereas the results of the VCMmodel deviated significantly from the experimental values. We
also found that these results are also robust to variation in mechanical parameters of the model
(see Fig. B.4A) and for small perturbations in collision positions (see Fig. B.4B).
Next, we investigated the effect of collision angle on cell-cell collision behavior. We var-
ied the collision angle between 15 – 165 deg (corresponding to the experimental data, see Fig.
B.3C) and measured the maximum orientation change of the cell across all node collision posi-
tion at each collision angle. We observed that the cell orientation changes with both the mech-
anisms are similar at both extremes of the collision angle range, but vary significantly in the
middle (Fig. 2.4B). We compared these results with the observations from experimental cell
collisions as a function of collision angle. We determined that results from the ECM model
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match closely with the experimental observations, whereas the results from the VCM model
deviated significantly (Fig. 2.4B).
We also observed similar results for variation in cell length and number of adhesion com-
plexes per cell (see Fig. B.3C,D). Thus, the results from the VCM model consistently showed
large cell orientation changes compared with the ECM model for various collision geometries.
Further, the results from the ECM model match with mean values from the experimental data
for all the collision scenarios considered.
2.2.4 The effect of force on motor velocity is consistent with an elastic motor-substrate
coupling
Experimental results presented below are performed by Fabian Czerwinski, Mingzahi Sun in Dr.
Joshua Shaevitz Lab, Princeton University
To directly test the coupling of single motor complexes to external objects such as the glid-
ing substrate, we applied controlled loads to micron-sized beads being transported by gliding
motors on immobilized cells[70]. We designed a transient force clamp that isolates the effects
of force on the motor-driven ‘runs’ even from the complex pause dynamics and occasional di-
rectional reversals seen in bead motion (Fig. 2.5A, see [70] and SI for experimental procedure).
This procedure uses an optical trap to apply fixed loads to beads, but only after being triggered
by a motor-driven displacement of 63 nm in less than 3 s. Trap position feedback was then used
to maintain a constant force on the bead for approximately 8 s after which the trap was shut off.
If the bead velocity and direction before and after force application was nearly the same, we
concluded that the motor did not reverse or pause during the force-clamped period.
Fig. 2.5B-D show the measurements of bead linear velocities under various loading condi-
tions in force clamp experiments. We observe that after some initial period of inactivity bead
starts moving (green lines) at which point a preset opposing force is applied on the bead. We
found that opposing forces of≈12pN (Fig. 2.5C) causes stalling of the bead whereas for forces
below 12pN (Fig. 2.5B) bead movement is continued albeit slower than load free conditions.
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Figure 2.5: Bead/molecular motor motility behavior under optical trap loading. (A) A gliding
motor moves a bead along the cell axis. Past a preset threshold movement, the shutter in front
of the optical trap is opened, pulling the bead in the direction opposite to the motor by the preset
force, resulting in a slowing of bead movement. (B-D) For opposing forces of 12 pN or greater
(18 pN) bead movement has stopped and for lower forces (9 pN) bead movement is slowed
down but not completely stopped. Here an experiment is associated with the activity of a single
motor only if the bead moves before and after trapping with the same direction and speed (green
lines). A linear fit to the position versus time during force application provides the velocity
(blue lines). (E) Bead velocity decreases exponentially with force but never becomes negative
consistent with an elastic coupling and inconsistent with a viscous coupling between the bead
and motor. The dashed lines are an exponential fit to the data. Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean across trials (> 6 trials per data point). (F) Force-velocity curves normalized
by unloaded velocity corresponding to different nigericin concentrations (blue circles – 0 µM,
brown circles – 10 µM, red circles – 20 µM; see Fig. B.5 for individual curves) collapse on to
a single line on a semi-log plot.
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We estimated this stall force by finding those events in which the linear velocity was zero within
twice the standard error of the linear velocity measurement. Interestingly, beads remained mo-
tionless for loads well-beyond the stall force (18 pN, Fig. 2.5D) and we never observed a bead
to reverse its direction in response to high loads over the eight seconds of force application.
The lack of backwards motion at super-stall forces is consistent with the ECM, but inconsistent
with the viscously-coupled VCM model which predicts significant backwards motion at these
loads.
We measured the force-velocity response of at least 108 motor complexes on 40 different
M. xanthus cells. We chose the preset force to probe the complete force-velocity relationship
for opposing loads from 0 to 20 pN (Fig. 2.5E) and also varied the concentration of nigericin
(a drug that reduces pH gradient/ proton motive force across cell membrane there by decreases
the motor function/bead motion [70]) in solution. We find that opposing loads slow gliding
motors exponentially with a characteristic decay force of 2.3 ± 0.1pN . In addition, we find
that with increasing nigericin concentration, bead velocity decreased but force production did
not (Fig. B.5A-C). When normalized by the unloaded velocity, force-velocity curves from
different nigericin concentrations collapse onto a single exponential curve (Fig. B.5D) with
characteristic force independent of nigericin. This is again inconsistent with the VCM in which
decrease in velocity would lead to decrease in force production.
2.3 Discussion
Despite progress in elucidating the mechanism of M. xanthus gliding motility, its biophysical
mechanism is still not fully understood. Based on recent experimental evidence two alternative
mechanisms: FAM and HRM of gliding motility are proposed but to date neither model has
been conclusively proven. A key difference between the two models is in the biophysics of
the interactions between cells and substrate. We hypothesized that this difference will affect
cell behavior during cell-cell collisions. To test this, we constructed mathematical models of
theM. xanthus cell with either viscous (VCM) or elastic (ECM) interactions with substrate and
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studied the mechanical behavior in isolated cell-cell collision events. As expected, we found
that both models differed in their cell interaction outcome, which was quantified by cell orien-
tation changes. We compared the results from both the models with experimental observations
of isolated cell-cell collisions events under similar conditions. We found that experimental cell
behavior differs from that of the VCM model and agrees with the ECM model in which there
is strong adhesion between the cell and substrate. Variations of the mechanical and geometri-
cal parameters in the cell model for the collision process further confirmed these findings and
indicated the robustness of the model. Thus our analysis predicts strong elastic attachments
between the cell and substrate, which is consistent with a focal adhesion mechanism for gliding
motility. As a further test of the mechanics of cell attachment, we then studied of the effect
of load on motor attachment and speed. We found that motors stalled to zero speed for loads
about12 pN. Even when the load exceeded these stall force value (up to 20pN), the beads re-
mained strongly attached to the cells and did not show motion in the opposite direction. This
behavior is expected in an elastic-coupling model. In total, our simulations and measurements
are consistent with the ECM and inconsistent with the VCM.
The strong attachment between cell and substrate indicated by our analysis are realistic
and are similar in the range of other biological cell-substrate interactions (e.g. integrin focal
adhesions in eukaryotic cells [149, 78]). Further, we observed that the minimum adhesive
strength per node required to match the experimental observations increased with an increase
in cell propulsive force, but remained within same magnitude (0.5x – 5x) of cell propulsive
force. Based on the force-clamp experimental estimate of≈12pN force generated at each focal
adhesion node, and assuming ≈5 adhesion nodes per cell [74, 147], we estimate the gliding
motility apparatus generates ≈60pN of force. This estimate is of the same order as the force
generated by the twitching motility engine [150, 151] which is not surprising given that M.
xanthus cells using either gliding or twitching motility move at approximately the same speed
[63]. In light of this estimate, our model (Fig. 2.3C) would predict at least 80pN of adhesion
force. In support of this, force-clamp experiments never observed bead detachments for forces
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up to 20pN.
While the work here probed the attachment of motor bound-bead cargos to immobilized
cells, it should be possible in the future to directly test the ECM model using optical tweezers
and moving cells to measure the cell detachment force along the cell length. Large detachment
forces with the existence of multiple peaks in the cell displacement curve along the cell length
would provide support for multiple strong attachment sites.
Although our biophysical model that includes strong adhesion, similar to the FAM, ex-
plains the observed experimental cell collision behavior, a number of issues remain unresolved
regarding the focal adhesion model of gliding motility. First, while it is observed that clusters
of AlgZ proteins, which are predicted to form the focal adhesions, remain stationary during cell
movement [74, 69, 44], this behavior requires that the adhesion complexes move through the
peptidoglycan layer. Second, the adhesive proteins/molecules that bind the motor complexes
to the substrate have not been identified. A recent study by Durcet et al.[152] speculated that
slime acts as a binding agent between the cell and substrate. In this context it is worth noting
that our biophysical cell model incorporates a simplistic viscoelastic model for cell-substrate
interactions. However, a non-isotropic viscoelastic model for attachment may provide a better
description of the substrate interactions [153]. Third, strong cell-substrate attachments pose
an additional problem for cell by restricting its movement at the lagging pole. Since the at-
tachments remain stationary during cell movement, the elastic nature of the attachment at the
lagging pole would be expected to cause an increasingly opposing force for cell movement as
the cell moves forward until the attachment is broken causing its lagging pole to snap back.
This type of jerky motion is commonly seen in fibroblasts that utilize substrate attaching lamel-
lopods for movement [154, 155, 156]. However, since this type of motion is absent in M.
xanthus gliding, it suggests that the cells actively destroy attachment complexes at the lagging
pole.
The critical role of substrate adhesion in the mechanism of gliding motility of M. xanthus
may have analogues in other bacteria. Recent studies have demonstrated that gliding motility
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in Flavobacterium johnsoniae is dependent of the cell-surface adhesion protein SprB [31]. As
in M. xanthus, these adhesion proteins appear to rapidly move along the cell surface on heli-
cal filaments and this movement is powered by the PMF [157]. F. johnsoniae cells are also
capable of binding and propelling latex beads[158] but the force-velocity relationship has not
been measured. These observations bring an intriguing possibility that the biophysical mecha-
nism of gliding motility in evolutionary distant F. johnsoniae andM. xanthus could share some
similarities.
Is there any physiological role for the strong adhesion with substrate? We speculate that
the strong attachment between the cell and substrate helps the cells align at high cell density.
Indeed, the simulations of Janulevicius et al.[105] lacking substrate adhesion, indicated that
M. xanthus cells with the bending modulus reported in literature [159, 160] cannot maintain
alignment. In our model we have observed that when strong substrate adhesion is included the
orientation of one of the cells remains unchanged during cell collisions, whereas the orientation
of the other aligns to this orientation. This reflects the natural arrangements of high densityM.
xanthus cells that self-organize into well-aligned clusters [161, 99]. As new cells join and align
with the existing cells in a cluster, strong substrate attachments prevents the change in orienta-
tion of the cell clusters, thus preserving the mean orientation of the cluster. This effect appears
to explain that flexible cells can maintain their alignment using strong adhesive attachment with
the substrate.
Chapter 3
Mechanism of collective cell alignment in
Myxococcus xanthus bacteria
Abstract
M. xanthus cells self-organize into clusters, aligned cell groups, at various stages of its
lifecycle. Formation of these clusters is crucial for complex dynamic multi-cellular behav-
ior of these bacteria. However the mechanism underlying the cell alignment and cluster-
ing is not fully understood. Motivated by studies of clustering in self-propelled rods, we
hypothesized that M. xanthus cells can align and form clusters through pure mechanical
interactions among cells and between cells and substrate. We test this hypothesis using
an agent-based simulation framework where each agent is based on biophysical model of
individualM. xanthus cell. We show that model agents, under realistic cell flexibility val-
ues, can align and form cell clusters but only when periodic reversals of cell directions are
suppressed. However, by extending our model to introduce observed ability of cells to lay
and follow slime trails, we show that effective trail following leads to clusters in reversing
cells. Furthermore, we conclude that mechanical cell alignment combined with slime-trail-
following by cells is sufficient to explain the distinct cell clustering behavior observed for
wild-type and non-reversingM. xanthusmutants in recent experiments. Our results are ro-
bust to variation in model parameters, match with the experimentally observed trends and
can be applicable to understand surface motility patterns of other bacterial species1.
1Research work shown in this chapter is already published [162]. Text presented here is from the published
manuscript. Refer to [162] for supplemental movies.
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3.1 Introduction
M. xanthus is a model organism for studying self-organization behavior in bacteria [45]. These
rod-shaped bacteria are known for their ability to collectively move on solid surfaces. Depend-
ing on environmental conditions, this collective movement allows cells to self-organize into a
variety of dynamic multi-cellular patterns [58, 40]. For instance, when nutrients are abundant,
cells collectively swarm into surrounding spaces [45]. When cells come in direct contact with
other bacteria that can serve as their prey,M. xanthus cells self-organize into ripples i.e. bands
of traveling high cell density waves [88, 51, 44]. Alternatively, if nutrients are limited, cells
initiate a multi-cellular development program resulting in their aggregation into 3-dimensional
mounds called fruiting bodies [163, 92].
Self-organization inM. xanthus requires coordination among cells and collective cell motil-
ity [88, 45, 97, 73, 44]. Despite decades of research, mechanisms that allow for motility co-
ordination in M. xanthus are not fully understood. In particular, ability of cells to collectively
move in the same direction is crucial to the observed multi-cellular behavior at various stages
of its life cycle [164, 53, 161]. Given that individual rod-shaped M. xanthus cells move along
their long axis, coordination of cell direction in a group can be achieved by forming aligned
cell clusters. Such clusters are observed in a variety of environmental conditions: low-density
swarming [161], aligned high cell density bands in ripples [53] and long streams of aligned
cells during initial stages of aggregation [165, 166]. But the mechanisms responsible for this
collective cell alignment are not completely clear.
Another important aspect of M. xanthus motility is the periodic reversal of cell’s travel
direction by switching cell’s polarity and flipping head and tail poles. Recent experiments in-
dicate that clustering behavior of M. xanthus cells is dramatically affected by variation in cell
reversal frequency [167, 168]. Starruẞ et al.[167] observed that, above certain cell density
non-reversingM. xanthus mutants (A+S−Frz−) form large moving clusters whereas reversing
wild-type cells organize into interconnected mesh-like structure. In a recent study, Thutupalli
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et al.[168] observed that starving wild typeM. xanthus cells increased their reversal frequency
with time which resulted in change in their clustering behavior from aggregates (large clus-
ters) to streams (elongated clusters). In addition, this study indicated that reversing and non-
reversing cells differ in their dynamic behavior inside clusters. Reversing (wild-type) cells form
stream-like clusters that appear stationary and the cells move within the clusters. In contrast,
non-reversing (∆frzE) mutants form flock like isolated clusters that move around and the cells
inside clusters appear to be moving with the same velocity as the clusters.
Therefore, our ability to explain cell alignment in to clusters and variation of cell cluster-
ing behavior with change in reversal frequency is essential for successful models of all self-
organization phenomena. Several prior studies [169, 167, 170] attempted to understand the cell
clustering process inM. xanthus using mathematical and computational approaches. Starruẞ et
al.[167] developed a kinetic model, inspired from coagulation theory for colloidal particles, in
which cell clusters dynamics resulted from their fusion, splitting, growth-decay processes. Us-
ing this model they were able to explain the observed cluster size distribution for non-reversing
cells. However, this model could not explain the cell clustering behavior for wild-type (re-
versing) cells. In another study, Harvey et al.[170] showed symmetry breaking between free
cells (uniform gas phase) and nematically ordered cell clusters (dense phase) using a multi-
phase continuum model. However, this model did not explicitly study the effects of changing
reversal frequency on clustering and the equations developed are limited to 1-D and quasi-1D
settings. Further, both the models follow phenomenological approaches and do not provide a
clear relationship between the model assumptions and individual cell behavior.
In this study, we overcome the limitations of previous approaches by connecting the indi-
vidual cell behavior with collective cell motility through a biophysical agent-based model. Our
overarching hypothesis is that cell clustering can be explained solely via mechanical interac-
tions among cells and between cells and substrate. In other words, the observed patterns do
not rely on biochemical signals such as chemotaxis. To test this hypothesis, we simulate in-
teractions among a large number of cells through an agent-based-simulation(ABS) framework.
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Using this framework, we first study the formation of aligned cell clusters in non-reversingM.
xanthus cells and later extend our investigation to reversing cells. Furthermore, we investigate
the effect of cell-substrate interactions such as slime-trail-following on the clustering patterns.
The results of our simulation are compared with experimental data from literature and can be
applicable to other bacteria that display surface motility.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Non-reversing flexible cells form clusters due to steric alignment
First, we investigated whether mechanical interactions among M. xanthus cells would be suf-
ficient to induce aligned cell cluster formation. This approach was motivated by our previous
study [145], which demonstrated alignment in cell pairs as a result of the head-to-side colli-
sion, and soft-condensed matter models showing clustering in self-propelled rigid rod particles
[171, 143, 142]. We hypothesized that successive collisions of cells with previously aligned cell
clusters will result in formation of even larger clusters. Thus, we simulated mechanical inter-
actions among non-reversing cells, similar to self-propelled rod models, but with realistic cell
flexibility values. For this step, we have used the bending stiffness value (kb) for M. xanthus
cells, from our previous study [145], which reproduces realistic pair-wise collision behavior
in model agents. Under these estimates of kb, we studied clustering behavior of the model M.
xanthus cells in our ABS framework at different cell densities (η, defined as the fractional area
occupied by all cells in the simulation region).
To simulate mechanical interactions of cells moving on 2D surface we extended our previ-
ously developed framework (see AppendixA for further details). In this framework, each agent
consists of multiple segments enabling a realistic mechanical model of a singleM. xanthus cell.
To this end, we use a connected string of nodes with linear and angular springs between nodes to
simulate elastic behavior. Agents move forward through propulsive forces acting on the nodes
tangential to the cell length (towards the next node). This is similar to the force generation
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through multiple motor protein complexes distributed along cell length as observed by recent
models of M. xanthus gliding motility [74, 73, 69, 70]. Agents experience drag forces oppos-
ing their motion due to the surrounding fluid. Adhesive attachments with underlying substrate
at nodes resist lateral displacement of agents during collisions (the focal adhesion model of
gliding motility [70]). At low densities, M. xanthus are known to move as monolayer of cells.
Therefore, collisions among agents are resolved by applying appropriate forces on nodes that
keep agents from overlapping. Agents move over a 2D simulation space with periodic bound-
ary conditions according to the net forces acting on their nodes. We introduce random noise
in agent travel direction by altering the direction of the propulsive force on the front node. We
observe the agent behavior by solving the Newton’s equations of motion on nodes to get their
position and velocity at each time step of the simulation. We use Box2D [172] physics library
to solve these equations of motion and efficiently handle the excluded-volume forces.
We start the simulation by initializing the cells one by one in the simulation region at random
positions and with random orientations until desired cell density is reached. While initializing,
we accept only the cell configurations that do not result in cell overlap. As soon as the simu-
lation begins, cells start moving and colliding with their neighboring cells and as a result align
along their major axis [145]. This alignment is nematic [173] – aligned cells can move in the
same or opposite directions depending on the initial orientation of cells. When aligned cells
move in the opposite directions, they separate; however, when they move in the same direc-
tion, a small cluster of aligned cells is formed. These clusters grow in size as more cells join
through collisions or due to merging with other cell clusters. Clusters shrink in size as periph-
eral cells leave the cluster due to a random change in their travel direction (Movie SM1, SM2).
We quantify the evolution of clusters through cluster size distribution (CSD, see Appendix C
Text). After about 180 min of simulation time CSD is stabilized (Fig. C.3), and we observe
that cells in the simulation regions are distributed among clusters of different sizes while few
cells remain isolated.
Depending on the cell density (η), we observe a variation in the clusters size distribution
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Figure 3.1: Clustering behavior of non-reversing flexible agents in simulations. (A-D) Snap-
shots of the simulation region at 180 min of simulation time for different cell densities, η.
(A)η=0.08, (B)η=0.16, (C)η=0.24, (D)η=0.32. Flexible agents formed aligned clusters at mod-
erate to high cell densities (η ≥ 0.16). (E) Mean cluster sizes, 〈m〉, from simulation as a
function of cell density, η. The error bars indicate the standard deviation in the data. The re-
sults are averaged over 5 independent simulation runs. The mean cluster sizes increased with
increases in cell density. (F) Orientation correlation 〈cos2∆θr〉 among cells as a function of
neighbor cell distance, r. ∆θr is the angle deviation between orientations (θ) of a pair of neigh-
bor cells separated by a distance r. Orientation correlation (cos2∆θr) values from all cell pairs
are binned based on r(bin width = 1 μm) and averaged. Dashed and solid lines represent ori-
entation correlation values at 1 min and 180 min of simulation time, respectively. Agents in
clusters showed higher neighbor alignment at larger distances compared to the initial randomly
oriented cells. Furthermore, the alignment increases with increases in cell density.
and in the number of isolated cells. Cells formed stable clusters (containing > 102 cells) only
for sufficiently high cell densities (η ≥ 0.16) (Fig. 3.1A-D), while cells largely remain isolated
for lower densities (η = 0.08). We have quantified the effect of increasing in cell density (η) on
clustering behavior by measuring the mean cluster size 〈m〉 (refer to Appendix C for details on
quantification procedures) at each cell density value. We observe that increase in cell density
resulted in increased mean cluster size (Fig. 3.1E). We have quantified the alignment within
the cell clusters using mean cell orientation correlation, C(r) = 〈cos(2∆θr)〉, as a function of
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neighbor cell distance r (Fig. 3.1F). Here ∆θ4 is the angle deviation between the orientations
(θ) of a pair of agents whose center nodes are separated by distance r (see Appendix C). We
use 2∆θ to ensure correlation values in parallel and anti-parallel alignment configurations re-
main same [105]. The orientation correlation results confirm that in comparison with initial
distribution clustering results in longer-distance orientation correlation for high cell densities.
We observe that immediately after the start of the simulation (1 min), cells exhibit very low
correlation with their immediate neighbors (r = 2 − 3μm). However after long simulation
time, we observe a large increase in cell orientation correlation with neighbor distances (except
for η = 0.08, Fig. 3.1F) indicating formation of larger aligned clusters. (Refer to Fig. C.4 for
evolution of orientation correlation with time)
To test the robustness of our results, we have varied the cell flexibility (kb) values over
a wide range (0.1x – 10x) and studied the cell clustering behavior in our simulations. We
observed that our model agents formed clusters except for very high cell flexibility value (0.1x,
kb = 10
−18N.m) (Fig. C.5A-F). Further mean cluster sizes increased with increase in cell
densities for all cell flexibility values (Fig. C.5G). Interestingly, increases in cell flexibility
decreased the mean cluster sizes.
Thus, we observe that flexible agents can form aligned clusters through mechanical colli-
sions for sufficiently high cell densities (η ≥ 0.16), similar to self-propelled hard rods [169].
Furthermore, these cell clusters from our simulations are very similar to the isolated cell clusters
experimentally observed for non-reversingM. xanthus (frz−) cells [169, 167].
3.2.2 Periodic reversals destroy clustering
Next, we investigated the effect of cell reversals on clustering behavior. We introduced periodic
reversals of cell travel direction (reversal period = 8 min [52]) in our model agents. Similar to
M. xanthus cells, each reversal results in switching of the agent polarity, i.e. switching of the
head and tail nodes. Surprisingly, with addition of periodic cell reversals, cells failed to form of
large clusters even after long simulation time (180 min) (Fig. 3.2A, Movie SM3). Furthermore,
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Figure 3.2: Clustering behavior of periodically reversing agents in simulations. (A) Snapshot
of the simulation with periodically reversing agents (η=0.24) at 180 min of simulation time.
Reversing agents did not show significant clustering. (B)Mean cluster sizes, 〈m〉, in simulation
as a function of cell density, η, for agents following slime trails (green line) and agents without
slime trails (black line). Agents following slime trails showed a significant increase in mean
cluster size compared to agents without slime-trail-following. (C) Snapshot of the simulation
for periodically reversing cells with the slime-trail-following mechanism (η=0.24, Ls=11 μm,
ϵs=1.0, refer to Methods for details) at 180 min of simulation time. Agents show improved
clustering compared to those without the slime-trail-following mechanism. (D) Orientation
correlation 〈cos(2∆θr)〉 among agents for reversing cells (black) and reversing cells with the
slime-trail-following mechanism (green). Dashed and solid lines are orientation correlation
values at 1 min and 180 min of simulation time, respectively. Orientation correlation with
neighbors improved for larger neighbor distances with the slime-trail-following mechanism.
we observe that increase in cell density did not improve mean cluster sizes significantly (Fig.
3.2B, black line). Even when we started with cells that initially formed clusters by simulating
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non-reversing cells first for 90 min and then turned on cell reversals, we observe destruction of
existing cell clusters within about 30 min (Fig. C.6). Thus, our simulations results indicate that
steric alignment is not sufficient for formation of aligned clusters in population of periodically
reversing agents. However, given that wild-type M. xanthus cells reverse their polarity but
still form clusters, additional interactions must be included in our model to explainM. xanthus
clustering behavior.
In our first attempt to correct this, we tested whether cohesive interactions among M. xan-
thus cells [174] can rescue clustering. Studies on colloidal particles indicate that adhesion
between particles can lead to their clustering [175]. M. xanthus cells secrete exopolysaccharide
(EPS) proteins and fibrils on their surface and these are observed to a form network with other
cells’ surface fibrils that are in close contact resulting in cell-cell cohesion [174, 176]. These
cohesive interactions can keep cells together and thus may lead to clustering in reversing M.
xanthus cells. We investigated this mechanism, by introducing lateral adhesion forces between
neighboring agents nodes in our simulations (Refer to AppendixA). However, we observe that
adhesive interactions between neighbor cells did not lead to significant cell clustering for re-
versing cells even at high adhesion forces (Fig. C.7). Thus, lateral adhesions are not sufficient
to stabilize the clusters of reversing cells.
To understand the rationale of why cell reversals prevent the formation of large clusters
we examined the cell clustering dynamics in our simulations with and without cell reversals.
For non-reversing cells, we observe that, clusters grow in size due to collision with new cells
and cells inside the clusters are unable to leave the cluster. At steady-state, cluster size is
determined by a balance between the flux of peripheral cells leaving the cluster and new cells
joining the cluster similar to kinetic theory developed in Ref. [169]. In contrast, for reversing
cells we observed that even though mechanical collisions often lead to transient formation of
small clusters, these clusters fail to grow and stabilize. This occurs because upon reversal cells
from interior of the cluster move through the other cluster cells in the opposite direction and
leave the cluster. Further, random changes in their travel direction prevent them from returning
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to their original clusters after another reversal. This also explains why adhesive cell interactions
failed to result in clustering of cells in our simulation. Lateral adhesive interactions do not stop
cells from leaving the clusters after reversal and cannot influence the direction of cell movement
once it leaves from the existing cluster.
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Figure 3.3: Robustness of the slime-trail-following mechanism for cell clustering. (A-D) Snap-
shots of simulations showing agent clustering behavior (η=0.24) for variation in the slime ef-
fectiveness value and slime trail length at 180 min of simulation time. Only agents with high
slime-trail-following efficiency and long slime trails show significant clustering behavior (D).
Inset figures show the slime distribution in the simulation region. The mean cluster sizes in the
simulations (E) as a function of the slime effectiveness factor, ϵs for different slime trail lengths
and (F) as a function of the slime trail length, Ls, for different slime effectiveness factor values.
Cell clustering improved with increases in the slime effectiveness factor (E), provided the slime
trails are sufficiently long, and with increases in the slime trail length (F).
Based on the results thus far, we conclude that an additional mechanism that could reduce
random orientation changes in the cells could help overcome destabilizing effects of reversals
on clustering. A possible mechanism for this is suggested by the observations of slime-trail-
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following by M. xanthus cells. M. xanthus cells secrete slime, a polymeric gel, from their
surface, and it is deposited on the underlying substrate as long trails during cell movement
[90]. Furthermore, cells tend to follow their own trails after reversal, and, when in contact
with slime trails deposited by others, cells can reorient and follow these [91]. Accordingly, we
hypothesize that slime trails act as orientation memory that reduce cells’ ability to randomly
change travel direction and assist in clustering for reversing cells.
We investigated above mechanism of cell clustering based on slime-trail-following using
our ABS framework. As the mechanistic basis of slime-trail following by M. xanthus cells
is not fully clear, we opt for phenomenological model of slime-trail-following by reorienting
part of the propulsive force on cell’s leading pole (head node) parallel to the slime trail it is
crossing (Refer to Appendix C text for more details). Results of these simulations indicate
that slime-trail-following mechanism rescued clustering for reversing cells (Fig. 3.2C, Movie
SM4). This is reflected by significant increase in mean cluster sizes (green line in Fig. 3.2B)
for slime-trail-following cells compared to cells that do not follow slime trails (dashed line).
Additionally, slime-trail-following also increased large-distance orientation correlations of cells
indicating formation of aligned cell clusters (Fig. 3.2D).
Notably, the cell clusters in our simulations for reversing cells with slime-trail-following
mechanism resemble an interconnected mesh-like structure (Fig. 3.2C). These clusters are dis-
tinct form the freely moving isolated cell clusters for non-reversing cells (Fig. 3.1C). However,
these interconnected cell clusters in our simulations are very similar to the interconnectedmesh-
like structure observed for wild-type (reversing)M. xanthus cells in experiments [167].
3.2.4 Effective slime-following and long slime trails required for clustering in reversing
cells
To investigate the robustness of clustering to the values of unknown parameters and demonstrate
key features of the model that are essential for clustering, we investigated effects of variation in
slime-trail-following ability of cells. For this, we perturbed the parameters that affect the slime-
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of cell clustering behavior in simulations with experiments. (A-B)
Comparison of cluster size distributions (CSD) from simulations (lines) with experimental data
(symbols, digitized from Starruẞ et al. [167]) for non-reversing (A) and reversing (B) cells.
Probability, p(m), of finding a cell in a cluster is plotted as a function of the cluster sizem. We
use different sets of slime-trail-followingmechanism parameters for non-reversing (Ls=0.6 μm,
ϵs=0.5) and reversing (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=0.2) agents. CSD results from simulations show a similar
trend to that of the experimental data. (A) Non-reversing cells show a power-law-like CSD,
whereas reversing cells show a monotonically decreasing CSD (B). (C-D) Heat maps of cell
visit frequencies over the simulation region for 2 consecutive hours (η=0.24). The color bar
represents the number of cell visits per hour at a particular location. Non-reversing cells show
a dynamic cluster pattern with changes in cell traces (C), whereas reversing cells show a static
cluster pattern with the pattern of cell traces remaining approximately the same over time (D).
(E) Probability of cell visits, p(N), as a function of visit frequency, N , for non-reversing (red)
and reversing cells (green) over a 1-hr simulation time (120-180 min). Reversing cells show a
large fraction of sites with high visit frequencies compared to non-reversing cells.
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trail-following mechanism in our model: slime effectiveness factor (ϵs) that controls the ability
of a cell to follow a slime trail, and slime trail length (Ls) which controls memory effect of cell
path (refer to AppendixA for details). High ϵs values decrease a cell’s chance of escaping from
the slime trail whereas high Ls values increase the chance of a cell to encounter slime trails
from other cells. We have varied both parameters over a wide range in our simulations: ϵs (0.1
to 1.0) and Ls (0.16 to 11 μm).
For short slime trail length (Ls =0.16μm) and with low slime effectiveness value (ϵs =
0.1), reversing cells show dispersed cell pattern with minimal cell clustering (Fig. 3.3A). This
dispersed cell pattern is very similar to the situation for cells without slime-trail-following(Fig.
3.2A). The underlying pattern of slime distribution in the inset showsminimal slime paths in the
simulation that do not effectively result in cells to follow others. Increasing slime trail length to
higher value (Ls=11μm) but keeping the slime effectiveness values low (ϵ=0.1) did not improve
cell clustering significantly (Fig. 3.3B). Although cells are able to leave longer slime trails,
creating an interconnected slime network (inset), low slime effectiveness (ϵs) values allow cells
to easily escape from the slime paths and the slime-trail-following cannot effectively stabilize
the formed clusters. In the same fashion, an increased slime effectiveness value (ϵs=1.0) but
with low slime trail length (Ls=11μm) also did not result in significant cell clustering (Fig.
3.3C). Here even though cells are able to follow slime trails effectively, slime trails are not long
enough that other cells can follow and thus cells are more or less separated except for small
cell clusters. However, with high slime effectiveness (ϵs=1.0) and long slime trails (Ls=11μm),
cells are able to produce normal cell clustering pattern for reversing cells (Fig. 3.3D). Here,
long slime trails allows for cells to follow other cells’ slime trails thus produce a network of
interconnected slime network and high slime effectiveness factor prevent cells from escaping
from slime paths and thereby results in mesh-like clustering of cells. Thus, we observe that
high slime-trail-following efficiency and sufficiently long slime trails allows for reversing cells
to form cell clusters.
To further investigate the robustness of slime-trail-followingmechanism on agent clustering
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behavior, we have measured the mean cluster sizes in simulation for variation in slime effec-
tiveness and slime trail length over a wide range of values (ϵs = 0.1− 1.0;Ls = 0.2− 11μm -
64x change in slime production rate – see SI Text for details). Our results indicate that, except
for very short slime trails (Ls ≥ 1μm), increase in slime effectiveness values increased the
mean cluster sizes (Fig. 3.3E). Similarly, increase in slime trail length resulted in significant
increase of mean cluster sizes except for very low slime effectiveness values (Fig. 3.3F). Thus
reversing agents along with slime following mechanism can form clusters over a wide range of
model parameters.
3.2.5 Mechanical clustering model reproduces many features of observed M. xanthus
cell behavior
To further assess our model of clustering we decided to quantitatively compare our model pre-
dictions with the available experimental data on clustering behavior for both reversing and
non-reversing strains of M. xanthus. To this end we quantified the cell clustering behavior in
our simulations by measuring cluster size distribution, cell path maps, and cell visit frequency
distribution from our simulations and compared our results with experiments reporting similar
metrics [167, 168].
First, we compared cell cluster size distribution from our simulations with experiments of
Starruẞ et al.[167]. For this, we performed simulations with the same cell density as in ex-
perimental conditions for both reversing and non-reversing cells. We measured the cluster size
distribution (CSD) from our simulations and plotted the probability, p(m), of finding a cell
in a cluster of size m as a function of cluster size (solid lines in Fig. 3.4A, B) and compared
with experimentally observed distribution (symbols). We observe that our simulation results
qualitatively follow similar trend as experimental data. We chose model parameters, slime
effectiveness, ϵs, slime trail length, Ls to produce an approximate match. Global parameter op-
timization could further improve the agreement but was not performed. At small cell densities
(η = 0.08) both reversing and non-reversing cells show a monotonically decreasing CSD with
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large number of cells are either isolated or belong of small clusters (m ≈ 10− 102). However,
no clusters larger than 102 cells are observed. Nevertheless, with increases in cell density (η),
non-reversing cells show a power-law distribution for CSD (mβ, β = −0.90 – closely matches
with the result β = −0.88 from Starruẞ et al.[167]), and a significant number of cells now
belong to large clusters (m ≈ 102 − 103). In contrast, reversing cells show a decreasing CSD
with increases in cluster size, and the largest clusters formed are limited to < 400 in size even
at high cell densities.
Next, inspired by recent experimental studies indicating that wild-type (reversing) and∆FrzE
(non-reversing)M. xanthus mutants form distinct cell clusters that differ in their shape and dy-
namic behavior [168], we investigated this phenomena in our simulations. For this, we traced
the cell paths over time and plotted cell visit frequency of sites in the simulation region as a
heat map for 2 consecutive hours after an initial transition period of 60 min (Fig. 3.4C and D).
We observe localized high frequency visit areas and changing shape of cell trace paths over
time for non-reversing cells (Fig. 3.4C) indicating formation of large clusters that move all
over the simulation region (Movie SM5). In contrast reversing cells organized into intercon-
nected clusters that resemble a mesh-like structure and shape of the structure itself remained
approximately the same over time (Fig. 3.4D,Movie SM6). Further the gap regions in the mesh
structure (white areas) mostly remain free of cells or show very low visit frequency indicating
that reversing cells are confined within the cluster network (clearly seen for high slime-trail-
following efficiency parameters, Ls =11μm, ϵs =1.0 – see Movie. SM4). Additionally, we
have quantified the probability of cell visits,p(N), as a function of visit frequency, N , in our
simulations for both motility mutants (Fig. 3.4E). We observe that simulations with reversing
cells show large fraction of sites with high visit frequencies (N = 20−50 visits for 60min inter-
val) compared to non-reversing cells. Thus reversing cells in simulation region frequently visit
specific sites indicating stationary cluster structures. These results are qualitatively consistent
with observations of Thutupalli et al.[168] on dynamic behavior of clusters.
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3.3 Discussion
Aligned cell clusters are crucial for the formation of multicellular structures observed during
M. xanthus life cycle [165, 166, 53]. However, mechanisms responsible for the cell alignment
and clustering were not completely clear. Inspired by the studies of clustering in self-propelled
hard-rods through mechanical collisions [171, 143, 142], we have developed an agent-based-
simulation framework to investigate mechanical collisions based cell clustering inM. xanthus.
In this framework, each agent is based on a biophysical model of individualM. xanthus cell that
realistically mimics flexible cell motility behavior. Results from our simulations show that non-
reversing flexible model agents can form clusters through mechanical collisions alone under
realistic cell bending stiffness values of M. xanthus cells. However, addition of periodic cell
reversals destroyed cell clusters in our simulations. Thus we observe that mechanical collisions
alone are insufficient for cell clustering for reversing cells. We hypothesized an additional
mechanism of cell clustering based on slime-trail-following byM. xanthus cells. As expected,
slime-trail-following by cells rescued clustering for reversing cells. By varying the parameters
in our model, we observe that effective slime following along with long slime trails are required
for cell clustering using slime following mechanism. We quantified cell clustering behavior
from our simulations and compared our results with experiments for both non-reversing and
reversing cells. We observe that our simulation results qualitatively agree with experimental
cell clustering behavior. Thus our analysis show thatM. xanthus cells can form aligned clusters
through mechanical collisions and slime-trail-following.
We believe that the following mechanism enables the reversing M. xanthus cells to form
clusters through slime trail following (Fig. 3.5): a single M. xanthus cell leaves a slime trail
while moving on a substrate and traces back its own trail while reversing and thus reinforces its
own slime trail. When other cells cross this trail they reorient and align with this slime trail and
start following it. This results in a positive feedback mechanism where newly joined cells in
the slime trail further reinforce the trail with their own slime causing more cells to join the trail.
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Thus more cells, aligned with the original slime trail, are recruited into the trail resulting in
cluster of aligned cells. Within a cluster, cells maintain alignment with neighbor cells through
mechanical interactions.
In the current study, we limited cell densities (η) to 0.32 due to the limited availability of
experimental data [167]. However, to extrapolate our conclusions, we have simulated the clus-
tering behavior of cells for higher densities (up to η = 0.60). Results from these simulations
indicate that cell alignment and clustering trough mechanical interactions also occur at these
high densities (Fig. C.8). Interestingly we observe clustering of reversing cells at high cell den-
sities even without slime-trail-following by cells (Fig. C.8B). These results suggest diminished
role of slime trails in collective cell alignment at these conditions as the whole area covered
by cells is likely to contain slime. However, we have opted not to investigate these condi-
tions at greater depth due to limitations of our current 2D simulation framework and cluster
quantification metrics for such conditions. At high densities cells in our simulations form large
continuous clusters such that separating and characterizing individual clusters is practically im-
possible. Moreover at high cell densities real M. xanthus cells are capable of moving on top of
one another resulting in a multi-layered biofilm whose dynamics are different from that of low
cell density scenario. These effects would be explored in depth elsewhere.
Our simulations show that distinct clustering behaviors observed in M. xanthus mutant
strains can be explained through mechanical interactions alone. Quantitative results from our
simulations (CSD, cell visit frequency) follow the general trend as observed in experimental
data [167, 168]. Even though our results do not exactly match with the experiments, this is
understandable as we were aiming to explain the observed cell clustering phenomena with a
minimal interaction model. In our current model, we ignored many other interactions that exist
amongM. xanthus cells e.g. twitching ofM. xanthus that uses type IV pili to pull cells together.
Addition of these processes along with further optimization of unmeasurable parameters and
choosing others model parameters from direct experimental observations (e.g. distribution of
cell orientation changes, reversal time distribution) could further improve our current model
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but is beyond the scope of this study.
Slime trail secreted
Slime trail broadens with 
cell reversals
New cell aligns and 
follows the slime trail
More cells join the slime trail
Aligned cell cluster forms
Figure 3.5: Hypothetical mechanism of cell clustering through slime-trail-following in revers-
ingM. xanthus cells.
Cell clustering and alignment of cells inside the clusters play major role inM. xanthus phys-
iology. M. xanthus are predatory bacteria that feed on other bacteria by secreting proteolytic
enzymes into their surroundings. To maximize their predation these cells form groups that
move together. Alignment of cells inside these groups allows for dense packing of cells per
given area there by increasing their predation efficiency. Further, variation in cell clustering
behavior observed by Thutupalli et al.[168] with concomitant change in cell reversal frequency
may enable starving cells to optimize search for nutrients. During initial phase of starvation,
M. xanthus cells exhibit low reversal frequency that allows them to form flock like clusters that
explore their surroundings for nutrients. Once nutrients are found, cells switch to high reversal
frequency thus enabling cells to form stationary cluster structures that allow them for optimal
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nutrient gathering.
Notably, cell clustering through slime following is observed in other bacterial systems. A re-
cent study by Zhao et al.[177] showed that P. aeruginosa also uses slime-trail-following mech-
anism to form initial cell clusters. Using cell-tracking algorithms and by fluorescently staining
the secreted Psl exopolysaccharides (slime), they concluded that P. aeruginosa cells form cell
clusters by depositing slime trails that influence the motility of their kin cells, that encounter
these trails, to follow them resulting in a positive feedback. Our study shows that M. xanthus
cells use similar mechanism to form aligned cell clusters. Furthermore, our results show that
differences in surface motility mechanisms (e.g. reversals or ability to follow trails) lead to
distinct cell clustering behaviors. These distinctions can be used to identify the nature of cell
motility from snapshot images of bacteria for which direct observations on individual cells are
difficult. Therefore the mechanistic model of cell clustering and alignment developed here can
be applicable to a wide class of bacteria displaying surface motility.
Chapter 4
Mechanism of circular cell aggregates formation in
developmentalM. xanthus swarms
Abstract
Recent experiments with developmentalM. xanthusmutants that over-express TraA/B
protein produced a large number of circular cell aggregates compared to wild-type cells.
M. xanthus cells in these aggregates self-organize and move in circular/spiral formations
that span multiple cell layers. At present we do not have a clear mechanism for this cir-
cular movement of M. xanthus cells and the increased formation of cell aggregates from
TraA/B protein over-expression. In this work, we investigate the mechanism for circular
cell aggregate formation inM. xanthus cells using our agent-based simulation framework.
Our results show that circular cell aggregate formation inM. xanthus cells requires a com-
bination of multiple factors such as strong cell reversal suppression, slime-trail-following
of cells and neighbor cell alignment through mechanical cell-cell collisions. Our simula-
tion results qualitatively match with the observed motility behavior of cells inside circular
aggregates and the overall dynamics of cell aggregates, in contrast to the predictions of a
previous model in literature. Further, we show that the increased cell aggregate formation
in TraA/B over-expressed M. xanthus cells is due to the synergistic effects of TraA/B-
mediated physical cell-cell adhesion and the contact based suppression of cell reversals.
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Figure 4.1: Circular cell aggregates observed inM. xanthus developmental cell swarms. (A) A
large number of circular cell aggregates formed by TraA/B over-expressedM. xanthusmutants
(B) Close-up view of a single circular cell aggregate. Cells self-organize into circular forma-
tions in multiple layers. Multiple cell layers may rotate in synchrony or rotate with different
speeds independent of other layers. Consecutive layers in a single stack may also rotate with
opposite spins. (C) Relatively few number of circular aggregates (many not completed formed
into a circular shape) produced by wild-type M. xanthus cells (TraA/B expressed at wild-type
cell level). (D) Large circular/spiral cell aggregates formed in wild-type M. xanthus develop-
mental swarms. Pictures A, B, C are taken by Pengbo Cao - graduate student in Dr. Daniel
Wall Lab, University of Wyoming (unpublished work). Picture D is a snapshot of circular cell
aggregates from Reichenbach H et al. [178, 179] myxo movies.
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 TraA/B over-expressed M. xanthus cells produced large number of circular cell
aggregates
Recent experiments from Dr. Daniel Wall Lab, University of Wyoming, with developmental
M. xanthus mutants that over-express TraA/B protein produced a large number circular cell
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aggregates (CCA) (Fig. 4.1A, unpublished results [144]. Work presented in this chapter is
performed in collaboration with Dr. Wall lab). TraA/B is a recently discovered two compo-
nent system protein that facilitates exchange of materials between cells through fusion of their
outer membranes [180, 181, 182, 183, 184]. CCAs are also observed in wild-type M. xan-
thus developmental swarms (Fig. 4.1C) [178, 179], albeit to a less extent than swarms with
TraA/B over-expressed cells. M. xanthus cells in these aggregates self-organize and move in
circular/spiral formations that span multiple layers (Fig. 4.1B). Interestingly, cells in individual
layers are observed to be moving independently to the overall rotation of the aggregate [144].
Sometimes consecutive cell layers within the same aggregate are observed to be rotating with
opposite spins [144]. It is believed that some of these cell structures serve as initial seed cen-
ters for much larger 3-dimensional cell aggregates (fruiting bodies) in later stages ofM. xanthus
development process [185, 165]. What makes M. xanthus cells aggregate and move in these
circular formations is currently unknown.
Cell aggregation duringM. xanthus development is a well-known multi-stage process span-
ning over several hours (≈ 42 hr) culminating in large 3-dimensional multicellular structures
called fruiting bodies, where some of the inner cells of these aggregates turn into environmen-
tally resistant spores. Cell aggregation process inM. xanthus was well studied in the literature.
A recent study by Xie et al.[186] using image analysis techniques on time-lapse images of M.
xanthus aggregation identified various metrics that predict the fate of initial cell aggregates ma-
turing into larger fruiting bodies and showed that cell aggregates are dynamic structures. Vari-
ous other modeling studies also identified the mechanisms underlying cell aggregation process
[98, 89, 73]. However, most of these studies concentrated on late stages (≈ 20 − 40 hr post
starvation) of M. xanthus development, and circular cell aggregates are mainly observed dur-
ing initial stages (below ≈ 20 hr post starvation) of M. xanthus development with transiently
formed cell aggregates. A recent study by Cotter et al.[187], by analyzing cell motility patterns
during initial stages of aggregate formation, identified that individual cell movement signif-
icantly differs while traveling towards and away from the aggregates. However, our current
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understanding of the exact mechanisms that govern the initial cell aggregate formation during
M. xanthus development are still unclear: we currently do not understand why some aggregates
stabilize and others disperse with time; why cells move towards aggregates in long cell streams;
what are the locations of aggregate formation etc.
4.1.2 Mechanism ofM. xanthus circular cell aggregate formation is not clear
A B
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
Figure 4.2: Circular cell aggregates formed by model cells in simulations. (A) Circular cell
aggregates formed by model M. xanthus cells under active guiding forces between cell poles
(Reproduced from [106]) (B) Circular cell aggregates formed by model M. xanthus cells in
our cell clustering simulation (Chapter 3) without active cell guiding forces (Non-reversing
model cells with the slime-trail-following mechanism, Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0, η = 0.24). Color
bars represent cell speed in μm/min. Cells in circular aggregates maintain their natural speed
(≈ 4 μm/min or lower at center of aggregate due to restricted cell movement) in our simulation
compared to unrealistically large speeds (≈ 10 μm/min) shown by cells at the aggregate edge
in Janulevicius et al. model [106].
Circular or spiral movement of cell groups and circular aggregate formation in M. xanthus
developmental swarms was observed only as a transient process during initial stages of cell
aggregation in wild-typeM. xanthus cells. However, this phenomenon gained recent scientific
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interest due to the multiple stable defined patterns produced byM. xanthus cells under TraA/B
protein over-expression. At present, we do not have a clear understanding of the mechanism
behind the circular movement of cells and the formation of these large cell aggregates. Dur-
ing developmental phase, M. xanthus cells are known to move in long-chains or streams that
lead towards cell aggregate centers [188, 189]. This collective movement of cells in streams
towards aggregates requires suppression of normal periodic cell reversals in M. xanthus cells
[189, 190, 191, 192]. Reversal suppression in M. xanthus cells is previously observed in de-
velopmental M. xanthus cells, but the exact reason for cell reversal suppression is not known.
It is assumed that during development, a short-range C-signal is exchanged among cells that
inhibits cell reversals [193]. However, the actual components of C-signal or the exact mech-
anism of this signal exchange were not completely established [39, 93]. Further, CCAs are
observed only occasionally duringM. xanthus development but cell stream formation, through
decrease in reversal frequency, is a prominent feature during development. Thus increase in
cell reversals alone may not be a sufficient condition to produce CCAs in developmental M.
xanthus swarms. We currently do not understand how change in cell reversal behavior results
in circular movement of cells and which other cell processes contribute to CCA formation in
M. xanthus cells.
A recent simulation study by Janulevicius et al.[106] using flexible mass-spring model cells
showed that CCAs could be formed through short-range active guiding forces between cell
poles (Fig. 4.2A). This study assumed that the cell-guiding forces could arise from either phys-
ical adhesion between cell poles (tail and head poles of leading and lagging cells in a chain
respectively) or through additional cell forces generated in the lagging cell that allows it to
actively seek and maintain a constant distance from the leading cell. Further, results from
this study indicate that passive-cell-following (lagging cell only turns toward the direction of
leading cell but does not actively follow) or any long-range guiding mechanism (e.g. slime-
trail-following) did not result in CCAs in their model. Additionally, complete cell reversal
suppression between cells that are in end-to-end contact is required for forming CCAs in their
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model. Without reversal suppression, their model failed to produce circular cell aggregates.
We observe that there is no biological evidence of additional force generation in M. xanthus
cells that allows them to actively seek other cells. Specifically, the cell motility forces required
to maintain the large cell speeds (≈ 10 μm/min at the outer edge of an aggregate in their sim-
ulation, see Fig. 4.2A) are biologically unrealistic. Additionally, rigid-body rotation of cell
aggregates in their model is different from experimental cell aggregate movement where in-
dividual cells are seen to be moving independent of aggregate rotation. Further, based on the
proposed mechanism in this model, we can not explain why TraA/B over-expression results in
a large number of CCAs.
4.1.3 Circular cell aggregates occasionally formed in ourM. xanthus clustering simula-
tion without active cell forces
In our previous simulation study aimed at investigating M. xanthus cell clustering mechanism
(Chapter 3) we occasionally observed CCAs in our simulations (Fig. 4.2B) with non-reversing
cells under slime-trail-following. Interestingly these aggregates formedwithout using any addi-
tional cell forces in our simulations indicating that active cell guiding forces are not required for
CCA formation. However, formation of these cell aggregates in our simulations is not robust
i.e. not all simulations with non-reversing cells produces CCAs. In this work, we investigate
the conditions for stable CCA formation in our simulations and the mechanism underlying the
formation of multiple cell aggregates in TraA/B over-expressed M. xanthus strains using our
ABS framework.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Circular cell aggregates in our simulation do not rotate as rigid bodies
First, we examined the cell motility behavior in simulations that formed circular aggregates.
We observe that cells inside the circular aggregates (except for few cells close to the center)
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Figure 4.3: Individual model cell motility behavior in circular cell aggregates. (A) Close-up
view of circular aggregates formed by model M. xanthus cells in our simulation. 3% of model
cells are colored red to for easy visualization of individual cell movement. (B) Visualization
of cell speeds in simulations. Color bar represents cell speeds in μm/min. Cell speeds inside
circular aggregates are similar to cells outside the aggregates in the simulation. Further speed
of a cell is independent of its position from the aggregate center (except few cells at the center
whose movement is restricted) in contrast to the results of the previous model[106] indicating
rigid-body rotation of cell aggregates. Further cells are observed to be sliding past each other
inside the aggregate in our simulation. Simulation parameters: non-reversing model cells with
the slime-trail-following mechanism, Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0, η = 0.24.
move with similar speeds (≈ 4μm/min) independent of their position from the center and easily
slide past each other. This cell motility behavior is in contrast to the rigid body rotation of
circular aggregates predicted by the Janulevicius et al. model [106] where a cell speed inside
the aggregate is proportional to its distance from the aggregate center (see Fig. 4.3). Further,
this rigid body rotation of aggregates in their model resulted in biologically unrealistic cell
speeds (≈ 10 μm/min) in their model. Qualitative observations from experiments also show
that cells move with similar speeds and can slide past each other inside the aggregates[144].
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Figure 4.4: Dynamics of circular cell aggregate formation in simulations. Snapshots of simu-
lations showing the formation of initial circular cell aggregates with non-reversing cells. Cells
initialized with random positions and orientations (2 min) align with neighbors through col-
lisions and form small cell clusters (7 min). Cells in these clusters follow slime-trails left by
other cells and form cell streams (12 min). Occasionally a single cell stream closes on itself
by following slime-trail of previous cells and forms an initial circular cell aggregate (12 - 22
min). This initial cell aggregate grows and stabilizes by addition of new cells from neighboring
cell streams (17 - 42 min). Not all initial aggregates stabilize and grow. Some aggregates dis-
perse and join other neighbor aggregates (smaller cell aggregate left of central cell aggregate
in snapshots from 22 - 42 min)
4.2.2 Dynamics of circular cell aggregate formation
Careful observation of cell behavior in simulations with non-reversing model cells under slime-
trail-following revealed that initial CCAs form primarily through two mechanisms in our simu-
lations: A single cell stream closing on itself by following its own slime-trail and start moving
in a circular fashion (Fig. 4.4) or through the merging of two anti-parallel moving cell streams.
These initial CCAs either disperse after some time or stabilize and grow into larger aggregates
through joining of other cell streams into the aggregate.
4.2.3 Formation of stable circular cell aggregates require strong slime-trail-following,
mechanical cell collisions and long cell reversal periods
We observed that not all initial CCAs stabilize and grow into larger cell aggregates. Some of
the initial aggregates dispersed with time. So we investigated the conditions required for stable
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cell aggregate formation in our simulations. Our results indicate that stable circular aggregates
form in our simulations when cells move with low reversal frequency (long reversal periods)
under moderate to strong slime-trail-following efficiency and align with neighbor cells through
mechanical interactions.
Circular aggregates are not observed under weak slime-trail-following
A B C
Figure 4.5: Effect of cell slime-trail-following efficiency on the circular aggregate formation.
Non-reversing cells readily form circular cell aggregate under strong (A, Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0)
and moderate (B, Ls=2.8 μm, ϵs=0.5) cell slime-trail-following efficiency but failed to form
any circular cell aggregates under weak cell slime-trail-following (C, Ls=0.6 μm, ϵs=0.2)
Since initial cell aggregates in our simulation formed by self-closing of a cell stream, we
hypothesize that cell stream formation is essential for circular cell aggregate formation. Cell
streams form in our simulations as cells follow other cells through slime-trails. Sowe systemati-
cally varied cell slime-trail-following efficiency and studied CCA formation in our simulations.
Since we primarily observed CCAs with non-reversing cells in clustering simulations, we first
studied the effect of variation in cell slime-trail-following efficiency with non-reversing model
cells.
We observed that under moderate (Ls=2.8 μm, ϵs=0.5) to strong (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0) cell
slime-trail-following efficiency non-reversing cells readily formed circular aggregates in our
simulations (Fig. 4.5A, B). Further, under strong (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0) slime-trail-following by
model cells, CCAs are formed in simulation independent of cell density in simulation region
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(SI Fig. D.1). Additionally, CCAs formation in our simulation is robust under strong slime-
trail-following i.e. reproduced in all simulation runs (SI Fig. D.2). However, under weak
slime-trail-following non-reversing model cells, though formed cell streams, failed to form any
circular aggregates in our simulations (Fig. 4.5C). Further, decreasing the slime-trail-following
efficiency decreased the formation of CCAs in our simulation (SI Fig. D.4). Thus we observe
that CCA formation requires the ability of cells to follow slime-trails with good efficiency.
Reversing wild-type model cells failed to form circular cell aggregates in simulation
A B
Figure 4.6: Effect of cell reversals on the circular aggregate formation. Non-reversing model
cells readily form circular cell aggregate under slime-trail-following (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0) (A),
but reversing wild-type cells (reversal period, τr = 8min) failed to form circular cell aggregates
under similar conditions (B)
Next, we studied the effect of cell reversals on CCA formation in our simulations by system-
atically varying the cell reversal period. We observe that under periodic cell reversals (τr = 8
min, wild-type)model cells only formed connected cell clusters and small cell streams but failed
to form any circular aggregates (Fig. 4.6). However, we observed an increased probability of
forming circular aggregates with increase in cell reversal periods in our simulation (Fig. 4.7).
Thus we observe that CCAs form in our simulation for cells with high reversal periods.




R=16 minτr=8 min τr=16 min
R=16 minτr=64 min
Figure 4.7: Effect of cell reversal period (τr) on circular cell aggregate formation (A-D). In-
creasing cell reversal period increased the probability of CCA formation under strong slime-
trail-following (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0).
Cell alignment through mechanical cell collisions is essential for CCA formation
To understand the role of mechanical interactions in CCA formation, we studied cell clustering
process with and without mechanical interactions among model cells in our simulation. We
observe that removing mechanical interaction among cells (cell-cell collisions turned off) re-
sults in decreased collective movement of cells in our simulation. Specifically, non-reversing
model cells under strong slime-trail-following (Fig. 4.8A, B) collapsed into narrow streams in
absence of cell-cell collisions. These streams sometimes form circular aggregates of single cell
width. However, under weak slime-trail-following (Fig. 4.8C, D) non-reversing cells did not






































Figure 4.8: Effect of cell-cell mechanical interactions on CCA formation in simulation under
different cell slime-trail-following conditions. Disabling cell-cell collisions under strong cell
slime-trail-following (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0, top row) in simulation collapsed all cells into single
cell width streams and failed to produce large CCAs as observed in experiments. However
under weak cell slime-trail-following (Ls=0.6 μm, ϵs=0.2, bottom row) and disabling cell-cell
collisions resulted in cells moving randomly independent of other neighbor cells and failed to
produce any collective movement.
show any collective cell behavior and move randomly. We observe that this lack of collective
cell behavior is mainly due to the absence of cell-cell collisions that normally result in cell
alignment and subsequent clustering. Thus we observe that neighbor cell alignment through
mechanical interactions among cells is essential for cell clustering and CCA formation.
Additionally, we studied the effect of other cell processes on CCA formation and observed
that formation of stable circular aggregates requires the presence of cell-substrate attachments
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(SI Fig. D.7). Further, we investigated the robustness of our predictions of the conditions
(strong slime-trail-following, large cell reversal periods andmechanical cell collisions) required
for stable CCAs. For this, we initialized model cells in spiral formations (as a circular aggre-
gate) and studied the stability of CCA under variation of cell processes. Results of these simu-
lations are presented in Appendix D and confirm our predictions of the conditions required for
stable CCA formation.
Our simulations results indicate that wild-type reversing cells fail to produce CCAs and
the formation of stable CCA requires long cell reversal periods. Thus we need an additional
mechanism in our simulation that results in increased cell reversal periods. To this end, we
first investigated whether physical (adhesive) interactions among cells lead to increased cell
reversal periods.





Lateral cell adhesive interactions
TH
Figure 4.9: Physical adhesive interactions in our cell model (A) Pole-pole adhesion (B) Lateral
cell adhesion between adjacent cell nodes
Adhesive interactions among cells can arise throughmembrane fusion during TraA/B-mediated
material exchange. Further, experiments from Dr. Wall Lab show an increased CCA formation
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with TraA/B over-expressed cells i.e. increased adhesive interactions among cells. Thus we
hypothesized that adhesive interactions among cells affect cell movement. Particularly, strong
adhesive bonds between a pair of cells that are moving in tandem (pole-pole) can prevent cell
movement during reversal of one of the cells. This altered cell movement effectively increases
the reversal period for one of the cells. So we implemented two types (pole-pole and lateral,
Fig. 4.9) of adhesive interactions in our cell model and studied their effect on CCA formation in
our simulations. These adhesive cell interactions are modeled as linear springs that form when
cells are in contact and break under a threshold bond breaking force F adhmax. Refer to Appendix
D for implementation details.
Fadh = 200 pNFadh = 100 pN Fadh = 400 pNFadh = 0 pN
Figure 4.10: Effect of cell-cell adhesion at poles at different adhesion strength values (Fadh)
for periodically reversing cells (τr = 8 min)
First, we introduced pole-to-pole adhesive cell interactions in our simulations and stud-
ied the clustering behavior of periodically reversing cells moving under strong slime-trail-
following conditions under different threshold bond breaking strengths (F adhmax=100-400pN).We
observe that even under very large adhesive interactions (F adhmax=400 pN) reversing model cells
only formed connected cell clusters and did not exhibit any circular cell aggregation. These
results are similar to the case without cell-cell adhesive interactions for reversing cells, and
we did not observe any significant change in cell clustering behavior. However, non-reversing
cells under similar conditions form multiple stable circular aggregates (SI Fig. D.9) similar to
the case with no cell-cell adhesive interactions present.
Above results aimed at understanding the effect of adhesive interactions on CCA formation
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Fadh = 400 pN
Figure 4.11: Cell-cell adhesive interactions at cell poles result in small circular aggregates.
However, these initial aggregates fail to grow and stabilize.
are confounded by the presence of slime-trail-following by cells. To understand the effect
of cell-cell adhesions on motility of cells, we introduced adhesive cell-cell interactions in the
absence of slime-trail-following by cells and studied cell clustering behavior (see Appendix
D). We observe that the adhesive interactions between cell poles make the trailing cells to
follow the leading cells and the resulting cell behavior is similar to slime-trail-following by
cells with very short slime trails. So we expected the formation of some circular aggregates
in our simulation. However, at the end of the simulation (180 min) we did not observe any
significant stable circular cell aggregates for both reversing and non-reversing cells even at
high threshold bond breaking forces (400 pN, SI Fig. D.10). Careful examination of the cell
behavior in these simulations shows that end-to-end adhesions result in formation of small
circular aggregates (Fig. 4.11). However, these initial cell aggregates fail to grow due to the
absence of long-range guiding mechanism typically provided by slime-trails. Note that we have
observed stable circular cell aggregates only for under strong slime-trail-following by cells
(Fig. 4.5). We observe that physical adhesions between cells only provide short range guiding
mechanism and thus does not stabilize the circular movement of cells in the aggregates.
Next, we studied the effect of lateral cell adhesive interactions and combination of both pole-
pole and lateral cell adhesive interactions on CCA formation in our simulations. We observe
that in both the cases cells failed to produce any CCAs in our simulation (Fig. 4.12).
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Figure 4.12: Effect of cell-cell adhesion at poles and lateral cell adhesion on circular cell aggre-
gate formation. Simulation snapshots at 180 min for reversing cells with slime-trail-following
under (A) pole-pole cell adhesive interactions (B) lateral cell adhesive interactions (C) both
pole-pole and lateral cell adhesive interactions. Physical adhesive interactions among revers-
ing model cells failed to produce circular cell aggregates in our simulations.
Increase in cell reversal periods during M. xanthus development is well characterized, but
the precise mechanism leading to the increased cell reversal periods or reversal suppression
among cells is not known. It is assumed that the cell reversal suppression results from the ex-
change of a C-signal through end-to-end cell contacts. However, the exact cell components
involved in this signal exchange are not established. We implement this cell reversal suppres-
sion using a phenomenological cell signaling mechanism in our simulation, and investigate
whether cell reversal suppression lead to CCA formation in our simulation.
4.2.5 Reversing cells form circular cell aggregates under cell-cell contact based reversal
suppression
Our results show that physical adhesion between cells is not strong enough to influence cell
motility and the resulting cell reversal behavior to produce circular cell aggregates. So next we
turn to short range chemical signaling between cells that can affect cell reversals. As mentioned
earlier, C-signal exchange amongM. xanthus cells during development decrease their reversal
frequency and results in cell stream formation. Since the exact mechanism of C-signal exchange
in not clear, we hypothesize that C-signal exchanges through TraA/B-mediatedmaterial transfer
between cells that are in contact. We implement the TraA/B mediated cell reversal suppression
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Figure 4.13: Effect of contact based reversal suppression in reversing cells on CCA formation.
Periodic reversing cells (τr=8 min) produced circular cell aggregates under strong cell reversal
suppression. Increasing reversal suppression amount (A) δR = 1 (B) δR = 2 (C) δR = 3
increased circular cell aggregate formation in simulation. Snapshots of simulation at 180 min.
Black cells represent normal reversing cells and red cells represent reversal suppressed cells.
(D) Cumulative distribution of cell reversal periods in simulation for different cell reversal
suppression amounts. Results show an increase cell reversal period distribution to the right
with an increase in cell reversal suppression factor. All cells move with wild-type reversal
period (τr=8 min) in the absence of reversal suppression. Other simulation parameters: Ls=2.8
μm, ϵs=1.0, η = 0.24.
in our model using a phenomenological approach where physical contact between cells result
in suppression of cell internal reversal clock by a fixed amount in model cells i.e. cell reversal
clock is reversed by a fixed amount (reversal suppression factor, δR) for every time step that
cells are in contact. We justify the assumption of turning back of reversal clock in our model by
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noting that actual cell reversals in M. xanthus cells are maintained through chemical reactions
and the transfer of C-signal reverses direction of this reaction. Further, we hypothesize that
over-expression of TraA/B results in increased signal exchange among cells that are in contact
and thus results in increased circular aggregate formation inM. xanthus cells.
First, we tested our hypothesis in our simulation with reversing cells at wild-type TraA/B
expression. Since we do not know the contribution of adhesive interactions through TraA/B
system, we assume that at wild-type expression level of TraA/B, cell-cell adhesive interactions
are minimal (basal level, Fmax=0 pN). Under these conditions, we simulated the clustering be-
havior of periodically reversing cells (τr = 8min)moving with strong cell slime-trail-following
efficiency (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0) for different cell reversal suppression factor values (Fig. 4.13).
We observe that with an increase in cell reversal suppression (δR =1-3), connected clusters
produced by periodically reversing cells changed to uni-directional moving cell streams and
started forming circular cell aggregates under strong cell reversal suppression (δR = 2, 3).
Thus we observe that contact based cell reversal suppression in periodically reversing cells
results in CCA formation in our simulation.
Increased circular cell aggregates in TraA/B over-expressed cells is due to synergistic ef-
fects of cell-cell adhesion and contact based cell reversal suppression
Next, we investigated the effect of over-expression of TraA/B proteins in our simulation by in-
cluding additional cell-cell adhesive interactions. For simplicity, we maintain the reversal sup-
pression factor (δR = 3) of TraA/B system at the same level as wild-type TraA/B expression
level that resulted in CCA in our simulation. We observe that under additional cell-cell adhe-
sive interactions (due to TraA/B over-expression) model cells in our simulation readily formed
multiple stable CCAs (Fig. 4.14). Here, we believe that the additional adhesive interactions due
to TraA/B over-expression increase the cell-cell contacts i.e. keeps cells in contact for longer
than the wild-type expression level. This increased cell-cell contacts act synergistically with the
contact based cell reversal suppression in M. xanthus cells and result in increased circular cell























δR = 0, Fadh = 0 pN
δR = 3, Fadh = 0 pN
δR = 3, Fadh = 200 pN
Figure 4.14: Effect of TraA/B over-expression onmodel cell clustering behavior in simulations.
Cell clustering behavior (A) in the absence of cell reversal suppression δR = 0, (B) under strong
cell reversal suppression, δR = 3 and (C) strong cell reversal suppression, δR = 3, combined
with cell-cell adhesive interactions. Strong cell reversal suppression combined with cell-cell
adhesive interactions produced a large number of circular aggregates in our simulation similar to
the case of TraA/B over-expressedM. xanthus cells in experiments. (D) Cumulative distribution
of cell reversal periods for different cell reversal suppression factors. Results show an increase
cell reversal period distribution towards right with an increase in reversal suppression. Cells
move with wild-type reversal period (τr=8 min) in the absence of reversal suppression. Other
simulation parameters: Ls=2.8 μm, ϵs=1.0, η = 0.24.
aggregates formation in TraA/B over-expressed cells. Thus our proposed mechanism, through
contact based cell reversal suppression mediated by TraA/B proteins in M. xanthus cells, ex-
plains the formation of CCAs in wild-type reversing cells and the increased formation of CCAs
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in TraA/B over-expressed cells.
4.3 Summary and Future work
In this work, we investigated the mechanism of circular cell aggregate formation inM. xanthus
developmental swarms using our agent-based-simulation framework. We showed that forma-
tion of stable CCAs requires long cell reversal periods or reversal suppression among periodi-
cally reversing cells, strong slime-trail-following efficiency of cells and neighbor cell alignment
through mechanical interactions among cells and between the cell and the underlying substrate.
Cell motility behavior inside circular aggregates in our simulation is qualitatively similar to
the cell motility behavior in cell aggregates from experiments i.e., cells inside aggregates are
observed to be sliding past one another and moving with similar cell speeds independent of
their position from the center of the aggregate. Further, we showed that strong cell reversal
suppression leading to large cell reversal periods, an essential requirement for CCA forma-
tion, in periodically reversing wild-type cells (τr=8min) could not be achieved by physical cell
interactions alone. We hypothesized that cell reversal suppression observed in developmen-
tal M. xanthus swarms is due to the result of an unknown signal exchange between cells that
are in contact and this signal exchange is facilitated by TraA/B membrane exchange proteins.
Our simulation results show that wild-type periodically reversing cells can readily form CCAs
under strong contact based reversal suppression mediated by TraA/B proteins. Further, our re-
sults indicate that the increased CCA formation in TraA/B over-expressed cells is due to the
synergistic effect of contact based cell reversal suppression and physical adhesive interactions
between cells mediated through TraA/B system.
4.3.1 Future work
Our current simulations results qualitatively match with experimentally observed cell motility
behavior and overall cell aggregate formation in M. xanthus developmental swarms. Further,
our proposed mechanism for circular aggregation for M. xanthus cells is directly testable in
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experiments. For future work, we plan to develop methods to measure and quantify cell ag-
gregates formation in cell swarms and overall cell motility behavior to compare our simulation
simulations with experimental observations. Specifically, we develop methods to quantify cell
aggregation process based on various measurable quantities in both experiments(using image
processing techniques) and simulation e.g. aggregates density (number of aggregates), size and
distribution of the aggregates, spatial distribution of the aggregates, time required for the aggre-
gate formation, speed and rotation direction of aggregates etc. Additionally, our hypothesis of
contact based cell reversal suppression through TraA/B system can tested by quantifying indi-
vidual cell motility behavior by measuring cell reversal periods for both individual cells and in
cells in groups. Quantifying cell motility behavior in experiments, specifically in high-density
cell groups, require advance cell tracking and image analysis methods. For this, we plan to
collaborate and use advanced cell tracking algorithms for M. xanthus cells developed by Dr.
Joshua Shaevitz group, Princeton University. For quantifying cell behavior in high-density cell
aggregates, we plan to use fluorescent cell tracking techniques where a small fraction (≈ 1%) of
total cells are fluorescently labeled that allows tracking of individual cells inside the aggregates.
Proposed experiments
We hypothesize that TraA/B system mediates the contact based cell reversal suppression inM.
xanthus cells during the developmental phase and this effect is enhanced through physical adhe-
sion among cells through TraA/B membrane fusion. We propose to test whether TraA/B medi-
atesM. xanthus cell reversal suppression, by observing cell aggregation behavior among mod-
ified M. xanthus mutants with TraA/B deleted genome (∆TraA/B) but with additional TraA/B
protein analogs that provide cell-cell adhesion. If contact based cell reversal suppression is
mediated by TraA/B system, we expect no CCAs in these modifiedM. xanthus mutants.
Next, we propose to test whether TraA/B system itself causes cell reversal suppression i.e.,
fusion of TraA/B proteins activates reversal suppression in M. xanthus cells or it mediates the
exchange of another protein that causes cell reversal suppression. This can be tested by con-
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structing ∆TraA/B M. xanthus mutants containing two-component membrane exchange pro-
teins from other bacteria. If TraA/B system itself activates cell reversal suppression, we expect
no CCA formation in these new mutantM. xanthus cell swarms.
Additionally, we propose experiments to quantify the effect of cell reversal suppression
as a function of TraA/B expression, quantify cell motility behavior (specifically cell reversals
periods) for individual cells (no contacts) and when cells are in groups (contacts potentially
resulting in cell reversal suppression). Another testable prediction from our simulation results
is the requirement of strong cell reversal suppression among cells. This can be tested in exper-
iments by artificially inducing cell reversals under an external chemical control with TraA/B
over-expressedM. xanthus cells. Since long cell reversal periods resulting from strong cell re-
versal suppression is negated by induction of artificial cell reversals in this system, we expect
a decrease in CCA formation in these experiments.
Chapter 5
Expansion dynamics ofM. xanthus swarms
Abstract
During vegetative growth, swarms (cell groups) of M. xanthus cells collectively ex-
pand into nutrient-rich regions at a constant rate. Interestingly, cell swarm expansion rate
for differentM. xanthusmutants is found to be varying non-monotonically with cell rever-
sal period. Notably, the swarm expansion rate increases with reversal period for strains of
cells that reverse more frequently than wild-type cells and then decreases for cells revers-
ing less frequently. This observation suggests that wild-type reversal period is optimized
for maximal swarming efficiency of M. xanthus bacteria. However, a clear mechanism
resulting in this maximum cell swarming efficiency for wild-type cell reversal periods is
lacking. In this work, we investigate the mechanism behind the non-monotonic expansion
behavior of M. xanthus cell swarms using our agent-based-simulation framework based
on realistic M. xanthus cell motility behavior. In contrast to experiments, our simulation
results show an increase in swarm expansion rate with increase in cell reversal period even
beyond wild-type cell values. Therefore, an additional mechanism that slows down col-
lective cell motility at high cell reversal periods is needed. A previous study indicated that
M. xanthus cells slowdown/stall in cell groups during collisions with other cells and these
collisions are resolved by cell reversals resulting in overall high collective cell movement
for frequently reversing cells. However, by analyzing individual cell motility behavior in
experimental M. xanthus swarms of wild-type cells and mutants with very large reversal
periods, we show that cell stalling is not present in M. xanthus swarms. We conclude that
the non-monotonic swarm expansion behavior by M. xanthus cells is due to an unknown
complex signaling mechanism acting in high cell-density regions.
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5.1 Introduction
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Figure 5.1: M. xanthus colony expansion in experiments. (A) Snapshots of M. xanthus colony
expansion on agar surface with time. Under vegetative growth, starting from an initial cell
colony, M. xanthus cells divide and swarm outward at a constant rate. (B) M. xanthus colony
expansion behavior for different initial cell densities in the colony. A M. xanthus colony ex-
pands at a constant rate with time. However, at lower initial cell densities (black, purple and
green lines) colony expansion is preceded by a lag-phase until the cell density reaches a thresh-
old amount and then the linear colony expansion resumes (Panels A, B are reproduced from
Patra et al. [83]). (C) Swarm expansion behavior (relative to wild-type) for different M. xan-
thus mutants in experiments (dots - experimental data [194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 103], dotted
line - qualitative trend line for the data). M. xanthus mutants with reversal periods (τr) below
wild-type cells (τr = 8 min) showed an increasing relative expansion distance with increase in
cell reversal periods. However, for M. xanthus mutants with reversal periods above wild-type
values relative swarm expansion decreased with increase in cell reversal period. Moreover,
cell swarming efficiency is maximum for cells with reversal periods close to wild-typeM. xan-
thus cell reversal period (≈ 8 min). Data is partially compiled by Christopher Cotter, graduate
student in Dr. Lawrence Shimkets group, University of Georgia.
Myxococcus xanthus is a social bacterium, known for its rich display of dynamic self-
organization behaviors under different environmental conditions. These dynamic cell behav-
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iors are the result of collective swarming of cells utilizing cell-cell coordination and signaling.
Though many signaling systems inM. xanthus are discovered, we are still exploring the mech-
anism of cell swarming and how variation in cell swarming behaviors achieve different M.
xanthus cell self-organization behaviors.
On a solid agar plate M. xanthus cells, starting from an initial cell colony, grow and divide
by consuming nutrients and expand outward in a symmetrical fashion (Fig. 5.1A). The speed
of M. xanthus colony expansion is found to be constant with time (Fig. 5.1B). Interestingly,
M. xanthus colony expansion was also observed to be dependent on initial cell density of the
colony where colonies with lower initial cell density exhibit a lag phase before resuming linear
expansion [64, 63, 199]. A recent study by Patra et al.[83] using social motile M. xanthus
cells (A−S+) showed that the M. xanthus swarm expansion requires a threshold amount of
exopolysaccharide material (EPS; secreted by cells). Further, they showed that, the presence of
a lag phase in some colonies is due to the low levels of initial EPS content in the colony (low
initial cell density) and needs to reach the threshold EPS level before the colony resumes linear
expansion behavior. Experiments with a larger initial density of cells, in their study, showed an
immediate colony expansion behavior without the lag phase (Fig. 5.1B). However, this study
only considered social (S) motility of M. xanthus cells and we do not know how addition of
adventurous (A) motility in wild-typeM. xanthus cells affect swarm expansion behavior.
5.1.2 Swarm expansion rates for differentM. xanthus mutants vary non-monotonically
with cell reversal period
Cell colonies belonging to differentM. xanthusmotility mutants show different expansion rates
in experiments (Fig. 5.1C). Interestingly it was observed that swarm expansion rate of a colony
varies non-monotonically with the corresponding cell reversal period of the mutants. Specif-
ically, swarm expansion rate for mutants with lower reversal periods than wild-type cells in-
creased with increase in cell reversal period. However, swarm expansion rate decreased for mu-
tants with reversal periods above wild-type values with increase in cell reversal period. These
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observations suggest that wild-typeM. xanthus cell reversal periods (τr = 8min) are optimized
for maximum swarming speed of cell colonies. We currently do not know the reasons for this
maximum swarming efficiency for wild-type M. xanthus cells. A previous simulation study
[103] indicated that frequent stalling of cells in cell groups is the reason for the decrease in
swarming efficiency for cells with high reversal periods. This study suggests that cell speeds
decrease in high cell density regions due to frequent collision with other cells. When a cell
collides with another cell this collision resolved only when the other cell passes or the current
cell reverses and the colliding cell stalls until the collision is resolved [103]. Thus frequent
cell reversals resolve cells out of cell stalls/jams resulting in better swarming for cells with
low cell reversal periods. However, qualitative observations based on cell motility behavior in
large cell aggregates e.g. fruiting bodies indicate that cells can move freely even under very
high-density conditions [200]. From these observations, the validity cell-stalling explanation
in collective cell motility is questionable specifically in the context of M. xanthus swarming
where cell density is much lower compared to fruiting bodies.
In this work, we investigate the mechanism of cell swarming in wild-typeM. xanthus cells
and study the expansion dynamics of cell swarms for different motility mutants ofM. xanthus.
First, we study expansion dynamics of periodically reversing M. xanthus cells using a simple
1-D continuum model. Next, we investigate the swarm expansion behavior at a colony edge
by simulating the collective motility of a large number of model cells using our agent-based-
simulation (ABS) framework. We compare our simulation results with experimental swarm
expansion behavior for different M. xanthus mutants with varying cell reversal periods. Ad-
ditionally, we revisit the cell stalling process in M. xanthus swarms proposed in a previous
study to understand the discrepancy between swarm dynamics from our current ABS frame-
work with experimental cell swarm dynamics. We analyze individual cell motility data from
high-resolution cell tracking of M. xanthus cells in swarms from experiments to verify the va-
lidity of the cell-stalling process. Finally, we compare cell motility behavior from experimental
M. xanthus swarms with results from our ABS framework and aMonte-Carlo simulation model
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with cell-stalling assumptions.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 A simple continuum model for M. xanthus swarm expansion shows a monotonic
swarm expansion rate with cell reversal period
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Figure 5.2: Swarm expansion behavior (relative to wild-type cells, red dot - 8 min reversal
period) from a simple 1-D continuum model for M. xanthus cells as a function of cell reversal
period. Cells in the model swarm/expand through a combination of cell growth, motility and
cell reversals. At low cell reversal period values, swarm expansion increased with increase in
cell reversal period up to wild-type cell values similar to experiments. However, in contrast
to experimental observations, swarm expansion rate in model increased with increase in cell
reversal periods for reversal periods beyond wild-type values. Further, we observe that swarm
expansion rate saturates for very high cell reversal periods (≈500 min; see inset).
To understand the expansion behavior of M. xanthus cell colonies with reversing cells, we
developed a simple 1-D continuum model1 of colony expansion based on telegraph equations
1Some initial calculations based on this model are preformed by Maria Lalata, under-graduate summer intern
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[201]. Cells in this model swarm/expand through a combination of cell growth, motility and
cell reversals. Movement and expansion behavior of such a cell colony can be described by
a set of partial differential equations (Eqn. 5.1). Here the movement of a colony of reversing
cells in a 1-D channel is described by two separate cell groups of left and right moving cells
(densities ρ+(x, t), ρ−(x, t) respectively). Cells move with a net speed of v, and random noise
in cell movement is described by the diffusion process (diffusion coefficient D, [202]). Cells
grow (growth rate g growth rate) and divide by consuming nutrients and we describe cell growth
kinetics using logistic growth model (saturation constant or carrying capacity K [203]). Cells
switch/reverse from left to right moving (and vice versa) at a rate λ (cell reversal frequency, 1/λ
- cell reversal period). Refer to Appendix E for details on solution procedure of these equations




















+ gρ−(1− ρtot/K)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Growth
+λ(ρ+ − ρ−)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reversals
(5.1)
We observed that total cell density (ρtot = ρ+ + ρ−) in the colony increases due to cell
growth and the colony expands forward at a constant rate (see Fig. 5.2A) after an initial tran-
sient period. These results are similar to the observations of constant rate colony expansion from
experiments and previous modeling studies [83]. Next, we measured the steady-state colony
expansion rate at different cell reversal periods and calculated the relative swarming distance of
the colony (after a fixed amount of time, 96 hr) with respect to the wild-type cell colony expan-
sion distance. We observe that with an increase in cell reversal period, relative swarm expansion
distance increased for values below wild-type cell values similar to experiments. However, for
cell reversal periods beyond wild-type cell values we observed a continued increase in colony
expansion with increase in cell reversal period. This is in contrast to the experimentally ob-
in CTBP FIS program
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served decreasing colony expansion behavior with increase in cell reversal period at high cell
reversal period values (> wild-type cell values). Further, our model shows a saturation behavior
for colony expansion at very large cell reversal period values (see Fig. 5.2 inset).
We observe that our 1-D continuum model forM. xanthus colony expansion failed to repro-
duce the observed non-monotonic colony expansion behavior with varying cell reversal period.
However,M. xanthus colonies grow and expand on 2-D surfaces and also includes many other
complexes cell processes (e.g. cell orientation change during movement resulting in non-linear
expansion with time than simple 1-D channel, cell-cell collisions resulting change in overall
travel direction of the cell group, M. xanthus cells following slime trails of other cells) which
our simple continuum model does not describe. To better understand M. xanthus colony ex-
pansion behavior under complex cell-cell interactions on 2-D surfaces, we study the swarm
expansion behavior of M. xanthus cells using our ABS framework with realistic cell motility
and volume exclusion interactions.
5.2.2 Agent-based-simulation with excluded volume interactions produces a monotonic
swarm expansion behavior with increasing cell reversal period
An expandingM. xanthus cell colony typically contains 106− 108 cells. Simulating such large
number of cells with realistic interactions is not computationally feasible. So we study the
expansion dynamics of M. xanthus swarm at a colony edge in our simulation (similar to a
previous simulation study[103] in literature). In this setup, cell swarm expansion is studied in a
rectangular simulation region (Lsim/Wsim > 5) (Fig. 5.3A) with cells initially positioned in a
constant cell density region (shaded area) at the bottom edge of the rectangle. This region in our
simulation represents a small region at the outer edge of a full circular cell colony. We employ
periodic boundary conditions at the left and right boundaries to simulate continuum around
colony edge. We use reflective boundary conditions i.e. we rotate the travel direction of a cell
by 180° when the cell touches this boundary. Reflective boundaries at bottom edge simulate
high cell-density conditions in the interior of the cell colony beyond the bottom edge where
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Figure 5.3: Model cell swarm expansion behavior in agent-based simulations. (A) Schematic
of simulation setup in a rectangular region representing cell swarming behavior out of colony
edge with biophysical cell model simulation. Cells are initialized in the constant cell density
region (shaded area) representing colony interior. Cells swarm out from the initial region and
new cells are added to the initialization region to maintain cell density constant in the initial
region. (B) Cell number flux increase in the simulation with time as cells leave the initial region
(simulation results with reversing cells, τr = 8 min). (C) Relative swarm expansion behavior
of cells in ABS as a function of cell reversal period
space is limited for cell movement and a dynamic equilibrium between cells moving in and out
of the interior region exists i.e. equivalent number of cells move in and out of the colony interior
to the edge. We maintain the initial region (shaded region, Fgi. 5.3A) at a constant cell density,
to simulate high-density colony interior and edge, by adding additional cells to the region when
cells swarm out beyond the upper edge of the initial region. We employ absorbing boundary
conditions at the top edge of the simulation region which removes cells from simulation i.e.
cells moved out of the region of interest. We remove the cells from beyond region of interest
to minimize the computational cost.
Starting from random positions and orientations cells in the initialization region move and
interact with other cells through collisions and form cell clusters. When these cell clusters
swarm out of the initial region, additional cells are added to the initial region to keep the cell
density constant. Thus the total number of cells in the simulation region increases as cells
swarm out of the colony edge. We measure the total number of cells in the simulation region
as a function of time. We observed that, with time, cells swarm out of initialization region and
the cell numbers (N ) increased at a constant rate with time (Fig. 5.3B). We studied swarm
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expansion behavior of different mutants in our simulation by measuring the cell number flux
((Nfinal−N0)/Tsim i.e. number of new cells added to system/total simulation time, a measure
of swarm expansion rate) for different cell reversal period values. We plotted the relative cell
number flux (with respect to wild-type cell reversal period) as a function of cell reversal period
(τr). We observe that the relative swarm expansion rate monotonically increased with increase
in cell reversal period (Fig. 5.3C), beyond wild-type cell reversal periods, saturating at≈500%
for non-reversing cells (τr = ∞, as predicted by 1-D model). Specifically, we did not observe
a decrease in swarm expansion behavior at high cell reversal periods. Thus our biophysical cell
simulation model with realistic cell interactions failed to capture the non-monotonic cell swarm
expansion dynamics observed in experiments.
Based on our results from the continuum model and biophysical cell simulations, we ob-
serve that swarm expansion behavior of reversing cells monotonically increases with increase
in cell reversal period. We believe that the decrease in M. xanthus cell swarm expansion for
cell reversal periods beyond wild-type cell values is due to an additional mechanism acting in
M. xanthus swarms. Thus we need a mechanism that slows down swarm movement at high
cell reversal period values. Frequent cell stalling in cell groups with high reversal periods is
suggested to be the reason for the decrease in swarm expansion rate in literature [103]. We
explore this mechanism of cell-stalling inM. xanthus swarms next.
5.2.3 Swarm expansion behavior under cell-stalling process
A previous study by Wu et al. [103] based on qualitative observations of individualM. xanthus
cell motility behavior indicated thatM. xanthus cells stall (stop moving) during collisions with
other cells specifically for pole-to-lateral cell collisions. Cell collisions are resolved when the
other cell passes or the current cell reverses. Thus this study suggested that cells with high cell
reversal periods frequently stall in cell groups and the cells with frequent reversals are able to
resolve cell collisions better resulting in high collective cell movement. This study reproduced
the non-monotonic expansion behavior of M. xanthus cells with reversal period by simulating
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Figure 5.4: Swarm expansion rate in Monte-Carlo simulation model with cell-stalling process
present (A) and in the absence of cell-stalling process (B). Under cell-stalling process, swarm
expansion rate (cell number flux) decreased with increase in cell reversal period similar to the
observations of Wu et al.[103]. However, in the absence of cell-stalling process, Monte-Carlo
simulationmodel produced an increase in swarm expansion rate with cell reversal period similar
to the results from biophysical cell model, Fig. 5.3C.
model M. xanthus cell swarm expansion behavior under above cell-stalling process using a
Monte-Carlo simulation framework.
In our previous simulations aimed at understanding cell clustering process (Chapter 3), we
did not observe any significant decrease in model cell speeds inside cell clusters or stalling of
cells during collisions for both reversing (τr =8 min) and non-reversing cells (SI Fig. E.5) even
for high cell densities (η=0.4). To understand the discrepancy in cell motility behavior and
the resulting swarm expansion behavior between our simulation and the previous study with
cell-stalling process [103], we replicated the Monte-Carlo simulation model for M. xanthus
cells from Wu et al. [103] study (refer to Appendix E details) and studied swarm expansion
behavior of M. xanthus cells under cell-stalling conditions. Using this model we simulated
swarm expansion of modelM. xanthus cells from a colony edge (similar to simulation setup in
Fig. 5.3A) and measured the total number of cells in simulation region with time. Here, similar
to our agent-based-simulation for swarm expansion, we maintain the cell density in the initial
region constant by adding new cells to this region as cells swarm out.
We observe that wild-type (τr = 8 min) model cells in simulation collectively swarm out
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of the initial region and the cell numbers increased with time (SI Fig. E.7). Next, we varied the
reversal period of cells and studied the swarm expansion behavior bymeasuring the cell number
flux from initial cell region. We observe that with cell-stalling present during cell collisions,
swarm expansion rate decreased with increase in cell reversal period (Fig. 5.4A) at high cell
reversal period values similar to the results fromWu et al. study. However, we did not observe
the increase in swarm expansion rate with cell reversal period for low cell reversal period values
(< 8 min). Next, we simulated the swarm expansion behavior from a colony edge with a mix
of reversing and non-reversing model cells similar to the previous study. We measured the
steady-state swarm expansion rate in our simulation for varying fraction of non-reversing cells.
We observe a decrease in swarm expansion rate with increase in non-reversing cell fraction
in Monte-Carlo simulation (Fig. E.8) indicating that reversing cells are able to swarm better
than non-reversing cells. Our results from agent-based-simulation under similar conditions are
in contrast to the results of Monte-Carlo simulation model, and showed an increasing swarm
expansion rate with increase in non-reversing cell fraction indicating a better swarm expansion
efficiency for non-reversing cells.
Both our agent-based simulation (ABS) and the Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) simulate
the motility behavior of model M. xanthus cells under similar cell processes i.e. individual
cells are move through A-motility in their long-axis direction, cells follow slime-trails of other
cells, cells align with neighbor cells through mechanical collisions (ABS) or phenomenological
rules (MCS). We believe that the contrasting cell expansion behavior from our agent-based-
simulation and the Monte-Carlo simulation model is mainly due to the additional cell-stalling
process in Monte-Carlo simulation. To test this hypothesis, we turned-off cell-stalling in MC
simulation and studied the swarm expansion behavior under varying cell reversal period val-
ues. In the absence of cell-stalling process, swarm expansion showed an increase in swarm
expansion with increase in cell reversal periods similar to the results from ABS (Fig. 5.4B).
Thus we observe that the decrease in cell swarm expansion behavior at high cell reversal
periods in the previous study is mainly due to the cell-stalling assumptions in the simulation.
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Another interesting observation from our MC simulation (also observed in Wu et al.’s study) is
that simulations with non-reversing cells alone moving under cell-stalling process resulted in
zero swarm expansion rate i.e. cell movement completely stopped in the simulation. However,
non-reversing M. xanthus mutants in experiments show motility in swarms [168]. Further cell
movement is observed inM. xanthus developmental aggregates where cells are packed at high-
density into 3-dimensional cell mounds [200]. Thus the cell-stalling assumptions may not be
completely true in M. xanthus cell swarm movement. So we next look into the validity of the
cell-stalling assumptions inM. xanthus swarms.
5.2.4 Cell-stalling not present inM. xanthus swarms
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Figure 5.5: M. xanthus cell velocity distributions from experiments for (a) wild-type (reversing,
4.5×105 data points from n=4791 cell tracks) and (b) non-reversing cells (8.0×105 data points
from n=18628 cell tracks). Red line shows Gaussian fit to the cell velocity histograms for
wild-type (µ = 2.63 μm/min, σ=1.11 μm/min) and (b) non-reversing (µ = 2.71 μm/min, σ=1.04
μm/min) cells
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To understand cell stalling process and the collective cell behavior in M. xanthus swarms
we analyzed the motility behavior of individual cells in M. xanthus swarms for both reversing
and non-reversing cells. If cells are frequently stalled in cell swarms, we expect a large fraction
of cells to have very low velocities. The experimental cell motility data [168] is provided
by Dr. Joshua Shaevitz Lab at Princeton University. This data is obtained by applying high-
resolution cell tracking methods [204] on time-lapse microscopy images ofM. xanthus swarms.
From this cell tracking data (provided as positions (r) of cells in each frame) we calculated the
distribution cell velocities after noise filtering (see Appendix E for data analysis methods) for
both reversing (n=5038 cell tracks) and non-reversing mutants (n=19600 cell tracks). These
cell velocity distributions are shown in Fig. 5.5. We observe that cell velocities are normally
distributed with a mean at (µ = 2.7 μm/min) indicating that most cells move with normal cell
velocities (≈ 3 μm/min). Further, the fraction of cells with near zero velocities are very small
indicating that cell stalling is rare inM. xanthus swarms.
Some cells inherently move with low velocities
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Figure 5.6: Mean/inherent cell velocity distributions for (a) wild-type reversing cells (n=2428)
and (b) non-reversing mutants (n=6466). Cells inherently move with different velocities
To further understand the source of lower cell velocities in the cell motility data (Fig. 5.5)
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we calculated the total distance traveled by each cell (from cell track data) as a function of time
(SI Fig. E.11). We observe that the distance traveled by a cell is linear with time and the slope
of the line (from linear regression, SI Fig. E.12) gives the mean velocity of that cell. From this
data, we observe that different cells have different mean or inherent velocities i.e. there exists
an inherent variation of velocity among cells. We calculated the mean/inherent velocities for
all cells in the data and the distribution of these inherent cell velocities for both reversing and
non-reversing cells are shown in Fig. 5.6. We observe that a fraction of cells inherently move
with lower velocities and the small cell velocities observed in Fig. 5.5 is mainly due to the
inherent low cell velocities but not due to cell stalling in crowded cell groups.









































Figure 5.7: Qualitative visualization showing effect of neighbor cell density on individual cell
velocities. Cells represented as point particles (colors indicate cell velocity) in a specific time-
lapse image frame with their neighbor cell densities (number of neighbor cells within a circle
area of one cell length radius) represented as background gray-scale intensity for wild-type and
non-reversing cells. No obvious correlation observed for cell velocities with their neighbor cell
densities.
To further understand the effect of cell crowding on cell velocity, we calculated the neighbor
cell density (cell counts) for each cell along its track from the cell tracking data. A qualitative
visualization showing the effect of neighbor cell density on cell velocities are shown in Fig.
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Figure 5.8: Quantitative measurements showing effect of neighbor cell density on individual
cell velocities. Individual cell velocities are plotted as a function of their neighbor cell densities
for wild-type and non-reversing cells. We expect a negative correlation between cell velocity
and its neighbor cell density if cells are stalling is swarms. We observed a small positive corre-
lation (ρ ≈0.2) between cell velocity and neighbor cell density indicating that cell velocity do
not decrease with increase in neighbor cell density as expected due to cell crowding.
5.7. Here the cell positions are shown as colored points (color represent cell velocity) in a
specific time-lapse image frame. The neighbor cell densities are shown as the underlying gray
intensity cloud (darker areas indicate higher cell densities). If cells slow down due to crowding,
we should see a decrease in cell velocities in high cell density areas. However, we observe no
qualitative correlation between cell velocities and their neighbor cell densities. To quantify the
relation between cell velocities and neighbor cell density wemeasured the Pearson’s correlation
(ρ) between these quantities from the data of all cells. If cell stalling/slowing down is present,
we should observe a negative Pearson’s correlation between cell velocity and neighbor cell
density. However, we observed a small positive Pearson’s correlation (ρ ≈ 0.22) for both
reversing and non-reversing cells indicating that there is no cell crowding effect inM. xanthus
swarms i.e. cell velocity did not decrease with increase in neighbor cell density.
Based on the results from above analysis, we conclude that cell stalling is not present inM.
xanthus swarms.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of cell velocity distributions from agent-based biophysical cell sim-
ulation and Monte-Carlo simulation (inset) with experimental observations for reversing and
non-reversing cells. Results from biophysical cell simulations quantitatively match with exper-
imental data whereas results from Monte-Carlo simulations fail at the same (inset).
To better understand cell swarming behavior in experiments we compared cell motility be-
havior in swarms from our ABS with cell tracking data from Dr. Shaevitz’s lab. For this, we
simulated the swarming behavior of model cells (both reversing and non-reversing cells) in a
square simulation region with periodic boundary conditions (to simulate continuum). Here we
initialized the cells (density η = 0.24) in random positions with random orientations and simu-
lated their collective cell behavior for 180 min. We observe that with time, model cells formed
cell clusters through mechanical interactions with neighbor cells under slime-trail-following
and collectively swarmed. We measured the resulting model cell velocities under collective
cell swarming in 1 min intervals for the last 60 min of simulation time and calculated the dis-
tribution of cell velocities as a histogram for both reversing and non-reversing cells (Fig. 5.9).
We observe that our agent-based simulation framework reproduces (after adjusting the veloc-
ity of the model cells to mean cell velocities from experiment) the experimental cell velocity
distributions for both reversing and non-reversing cells (Fig. 5.9). However, under similar
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conditions, Monte-Carlo simulation with cell-stalling assumptions failed to reproduce the cell
velocity distributions for both reversing and non-reversing cells (Fig. 5.9 inset). Specifically
for non-reversing cell case, cell velocities are entirely concentrated at zero indicating that cell
motility is completely stopped (an artifact of cell stalling assumptions) which is not indicative
of the actual motility behavior of cells in experiments. Thus we show that our biophysical
cell-based simulations reproduce the experimentalM. xanthus cell swarming behavior indicat-
ing that our simulation framework accurately describes the actual M. xanthus cell swarming
behavior.
5.3 Summary and Discussion
In this work, we investigated the mechanism for non-monotonic variation ofM. xanthus colony
expansion with change in cell reversal period as observed in experiments. We studiedM. xan-
thus colony/swarm expansion behavior under a simple 1-D continuum model for reversing M.
xanthus cells based on telegraph equations and amore complex biophysical cell simulations that
include various M. xanthus cell processes. In both the models, we observed only a monotonic
expansion behavior ofM. xanthus swarms with an increase in cell reversal period. Specifically,
we fail to reproduce the decrease in swarm expansion behavior for cells with reversal periods
beyond wild-type cell values.
Next, we explored for additional mechanisms in literature that can decrease the swarm ex-
pansion at high cell reversal period values. We find that a previous study by Wu et al. [103]
reproduced the decrease in swarm-expansion rate for cells with high reversal periods using a
Monte-Carlo simulation model [205, 206]. To understand the cell behavior from this model,
we replicated their model and studied swarm expansion behavior of model M. xanthus cells.
Results from these simulations show that the observed decrease in swarm expansion rate with
increase in cell reversal periods is mainly due to cell-stalling assumptions present in the model.
In absence of cell-stalling, the Monte-Carlo simulation produced the monotonic swarm expan-
sion behavior similar to the results of ABS. Since cell movement is observed even in very
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high cell-density conditions in experiments, cell-stalling assumptions in M. xanthus swarms
are questionable.
To test the validity of cell-stalling assumptions, we analyzed individual cell motility be-
havior in experimental M. xanthus swarms and showed that the cell-stalling is not present M.
xanthus swarms. Additionally, our biophysical cell agent-based simulation quantitatively re-
produced the cell motility behavior observed in experiments. Monte-Carlo simulation with
cell-stalling assumptions under similar conditions fail to reproduce the experimental cell motil-
ity behavior. Based on these observations, we conclude that the decrease in cell swarming
efficiency at large reversal periods observed by the previous simulation study [103] is mainly
due to the cell stalling assumptions in the their model. Results from our ABS and experimen-
tal cell motility data analysis indicate that cell stalling is not present in M. xanthus swarms.
Further, our ABS with biophysical cell motility model reproduced the experimentally observed
cell motility behavior, but fail to reproduce the decrease in cell swarming efficiency for large
cell reversal periods. Thus, we conclude that physical interactions among cells do not result
in cell-stalling in M. xanthus swarms and do not reproduce the decreased cell swarming be-
havior with increase in cell reversal period beyond wild-type cell values. We believe that the
reduced cell swarming efficiency is probably due to an additional, currently unknown, mecha-
nism specifically acting in M. xanthus cells with large cell reversal periods. Additionally, it is
possible that this mechanism is only activate under high-cell density conditions present in cell
colonies further complicating its identification.
Chapter 6
Summary
Most bacterial species self-organize and exhibit collective behaviors in biofilms. These be-
haviors require coordination and collective movement of participant cells. Understanding the
mechanisms that enable bacterial cells to work in a coordinated fashion andmove collectively is
crucial for understanding bacterial self-organization. Being single cell organisms, bacteria lack
sophisticated communicationmechanisms that are available in higher organisms and coordinate
with their peers through biochemical signaling and mechanical interactions. Biochemical cell
signaling in the context of bacterial self-organization was studied extensively in the literature,
but the role of mechanical interactions are still under investigation. In this thesis work, I inves-
tigated the mechanisms underlying self-organization behaviors exhibited by a model bacterium
Myxococcus xanthus and the role of mechanical interactions in its collective behavior.
Individual-cell-based models (or) agent-based-models were particularly proven to be useful
in understanding the effect of intercellular interactions in bacterial self-organization. In this
work, I studied M. xanthus self-organization behaviors by constructing biophysical models of
M. xanthus cell motility and simulating interactions among large number of these models cells
as individual agents in an agent-based-simulation framework. I followed amulti-stage approach
where I first investigate the mechanism of individual cell motility, then extend this model to
study interactions in small cell groups and finally to study collective behaviors in large cell
groups. Results from each of the studies are summarized below.
Mechanism of individual cell motility inM. xanthus
Mechanism of M. xanthus gliding motility is still under investigation. Based on recent exper-
imental evidence two alternative mechanisms of gliding motility (Helical-rotor-model, HRM
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and Focal-adhesion-model, FAM) were proposed in the literature. However, neither mecha-
nism was conclusively proven to be the actual mechanism for gliding cell motility. Physically,
these two mechanisms differed in how a cell interacts with the underlying substrate: In HRM
a cell moves through pure friction forces between the cell surface and the surrounding fluid
whereas, in FAM a cell moves through adhesive interactions between the cell surface and the
underlying substrate. We hypothesized that difference in cell-substrate interactions results in
different cell motility behaviors during cell-cell collisions. We simulated cell-cell collisions us-
ing our biophysical models of cell motility and studied resulting cell motility behavior for the
proposed two models of gliding motility. Comparing cell motility behavior during collisions
in simulations with experimental cell-cell collision behavior under similar conditions showed
that cell motility inM. xanthus requires strong adhesive interactions between cell and substrate
as indicated by focal-adhesion-model of gliding motility. Our results are robust to variation in
model parameters. Further, our predictions of strong attachments between cell and substrate
are proven to be true in direct experimentation (performed by our collaborators) using optical-
trap loading. Additionally, a recent experimental study by Faure et al. [67] proved that force
transmission inM. xanthus gliding motility occurs through focal adhesion complexes.
Mechanism of collective cell alignment inM. xanthus groups
M. xanthus cells moving on a solid surface at low cell density conditions form cell groups (clus-
ters) and move collectively. Individual cells in these clusters are observed to be aligned with
their neighbors parallel to their long-axis. We currently do not the know the mechanism for this
collective cell alignment. Multiple studies in active-matter physics literature indicate that rod-
shaped particles moving along their axis can align with others through pure steric interactions
(mechanical collisions). We hypothesize that being rod-shaped cells, M. xanthus cells form
aligned clusters through mechanical interactions. However, these studies consider particles
to be rigid and move along their axis without reversing whereas M. xanthus cells are flexible
and periodically reverse their travel direction. We investigated the mechanism of aligned cell
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cluster formation in M. xanthus under cell flexibility and periodic reversals by simulating me-
chanical interactions among model cells based on our biophysical model of cell motility in an
agent-based-simulation framework.
We observe that flexible non-reversing model cells formed aligned cell clusters through
collisions with other cells similar to self-propelled-rod studies in the literature. However, un-
der periodic cell reversals, we did not observe any significant cell clustering in our simulation.
Careful analysis revealed that we need an additional mechanism that guides cells to clusters
during cell reversals and hypothesized that slime-trail-following by cells observed in M. xan-
thus is such mechanism. Under slime-trail-following periodically reversing model cells formed
aligned cell cluster in our simulations. Additionally, our simulations reproduce, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively, variation in shape and spatial distribution of cell clusters and their
collective motility behavior for reversing and non-revering M. xanthus cells as observed in
experiments. Thus our simulation results show that mechanical interactions among cells and
between the cell and substrate resulting from slime-trail-following are sufficient to explain the
distinct aligned cell cluster pattern formation observed inM. xanthus motility mutants.
Mechanism of circular cell aggregate formation inM. xanthus developmental swarms
M. xanthus cells in developmental swarms (large cell groups moving collectively) occasion-
ally aggregate and move in circular or spiral formations, called circular-cell-aggregate (CCA).
CCA formation is a known transient phenomenon duringM. xanthus developmental phase, but
the mechanism underlying this cell self-organization behavior was not well understood. Re-
cent experiments, from Dr. Daniel Wall Lab at University of Wyoming, with developmental
M. xanthus mutants that over-express TraA/B protein formed multiple stable CCA, renewing
interest in understanding mechanism for CCA formation. M. xanthus cells are known to move
in streams (swarms of cells following one another like a long chain) during M. xanthus devel-
opment and we hypothesize that CCAs form due to self-closing of these cell streams following
previous slime-trails on the surface. We investigated this mechanism of CCA formation using
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our agent-based-simulation framework under slime-trail-following by cells.
We observe that non-reversing model cells readily form CCAs in our simulation under
strong slime-trail-following efficiency of cells. However, reversing model cells fail to form
either cell streams or CCAs in the simulation. Since it is known that cells in streams move with
decreased reversal frequencies, we hypothesize that an additional mechanism suppresses cell
reversal frequency in wild-type reversing M. xanthus cells. We investigated the effect of vari-
ous potential physical (adhesive) intercellular interactions that can interfere with cell reversals
and lead to decrease in cell reversal frequency. However, physical interactions alone are found
to be insufficient to suppress cell reversals to the extent required for CCA formation. TraA/B
being membrane bound proteins that facilitate material exchange, we hypothesize that TraA/B
mediates the exchange of a signal that suppresses cell reversals through cell-cell contact. We
tested this mechanism in our simulation and observe that reversingmodel cells formCCA under
contact based cell reversal suppression. Further, we show that the increased CCA formation
in TraA/B over-expressed cells is due to the synergistic effect of contact based cell reversal
suppression and TraA/B-mediated cell adhesion that keeps cells in contact for longer periods.
Thus our simulation results show that CCA from in M. xanthus cells through the combined
effect of contact based cell reversal suppression, strong slime-trail-following by cells, and the
alignment of cells in streams through mechanical interactions.
Expansion dynamics ofM. xanthus swarms
Under nutrient-rich conditions,M. xanthus cells grow, divide and collectively swarm out from
an initial cell colony at a constant rate. Interestingly, swarm expansion rate for different M.
xanthus motility mutants in experiments is found to be varying non-monotonically with cell
reversal period and exhibit a maximum swarm expansion rate near wild-type cell reversal pe-
riods. We currently do not know the reason for this optimal swarming efficiency of wild-type
cells. Previous studies indicated that cells frequently stall/slowdown in high cell density re-
gions and the cells with frequent reversals resolve these cell stalls better and thus show better
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swarming efficiency. However, cell stalling in M. xanthus has not been well understood and
the specific mechanism resulting in cell stalling is currently unclear. Further, in our simulations
with biophysical cell interactions, we did not observe any cell stalling indicating that physical
interactions are not the cause of cell stalling.
We investigated the non-monotonic swarm expansion ofM. xanthus cells with cell reversal
period by simulating swarm expansion of cells at a colony using a simple 1-D continuummodel
and agent-based-simulation framework. We observe that in both the models swarm expansion
rate monotonically increased with cell reversal period saturating at very high cell reversal pe-
riods (≈ 500 min). Specifically, we did not observe the decrease in cell swarming efficiency
for cell reversal periods beyond wild-type values (8 min). Further, by replicating a previous
study, we observe that the non-monotonic expansion behavior shown by the previous model is
mainly due to the cell stalling assumption in the model. Next, we analyzed motility behavior
of individual cells in experimental M. xanthus swarms (data provided by Dr. Joshua Shaevitz
Lab, Princeton University) and showed that cell stalling is not present in M. xanthus swarms
for both reversing and non-reversing cells. Thus our simulation results and experimental data
analysis show that physical cell interactions do not result in cell stalling for M. xanthus cells
in swarms as indicated by previous studies. We conclude that decrease in swarming efficiency
of cells with high reversal periods is due to unknown mechanism that slows down collective
motility of cells at high cell densities in cell colonies.
Using the biophysical model of cell motility and an agent-based-simulation framework, we
investigated mechanisms and the role of mechanical interactions in individual cell motility and
collective behaviors ofM. xanthus bacteria. Our simulation results show that most of the studied
self-organization behaviors in M. xanthus can be explained by a combination of mechanical
interactions among cells, physical interactions between the cell and the substrate and cell-cell
contact signaling. This work improves our understanding of mechanisms governing various
self-organization behaviors displayed byM. xanthus bacteria and provides a general framework
to study self-organization behaviors in other surface motile bacteria.
Appendix A
Biophysical cell motility model forM. xanthus and
the Agent-Based-Simulation framework


































Figure A.1: A biophysical representation of the M. xanthus cell as a mass-spring system. (A)
Each flexible cell is represented as a connected string of nodes. Circular nodes are similar to
the focal adhesion complexes (FAM) or cell wall distortions (HRM) at which cell propulsion
force is generated. Circular nodes are spaced apart by rectangular bodies of fixed dimensions.
(B) Linear springs join neighboring nodes (circular and rectangular bodies) and maintain the
connectivity between the bodies by opposing change in distance between the connected bodies
and apply forces ( F l ) to that effect. (C) An angular spring between three consecutive circular
nodes resists bending of the nodes from straight line formation by introducing elastic bending
forces ( F a). (D) Cell propulsive forces are applied at circular nodes along the segment joining
the next neighbor node in cell travel direction. (E) Adhesive attachments between the node and
the substrate are represented by linear springs that introduce a restoration force (F r) on that
node when it is displaced from cell’s linear axis. (F) Collision forces (F c) act on the nodes that
are in direct contact to prevent overlap of bodies.
We developed a biophysical model of the M. xanthus cell by extending the linear flexible
cell model by Janulevicius et al.[105]. In our model, each cell is represented as a connected
string of circular nodes with a total cell length L and widthW (Fig. A.1A). Each circular node
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is modeled as a rigid body of radius W/2. Circular nodes are kept at a fixed distance apart
by M(= N − 1) rectangular spacers of length ((L − W )/(N − 1)) and width (W ). Each
body of mass (mi) is identified by its position (ri) and heading direction(θi). Neighbor circular
and rectangular bodies are connected by a rotational joint at the center of the circular node (Fig.
A.1B). Each circular node is connected to the neighboring circular nodes by angular springs (ai)
that resist bending of the nodes from straight line position (Fig. A.1C). Spring constants for the
angular springs (kb) can be tuned to achieve the desired flexibility of the cell that matches with
the actual bacterium. Various forces (Fi) (e.g. propulsive forces that move cell forward, drag
forces on the cell surface due to contact with surrounding fluid) act on the nodes that affect the
velocity (vi) of the nodes. In the following sections we describe the equations that model the
cell motion. In these equations letters represent magnitudes and bold letters represent vectors.
Rotational joints
Rotational joints between circular and rectangular bodies are modeled as linear springs with
zero equilibrium length (Fig. A.1B). Thus, joints resist variation in length (elongation and
compression) between connected bodies with counteracting forces (F li ) determined by Hooke’s
law
F lii = −klli = −F lii+1 (A.1)
where li is the vector joining the connected bodies at joint i from their respective joint positions
(|li| = 0 at equilibrium) and is linear spring constant.
Angular springs
Angular springs resist bending of the bacterium to simulate elastic behavior of the cell. An
angular spring ai connects every three adjacent circular nodes i, i + 1 and i + 2 (Fig. A.1C),
where i = 1, 2,…, N − 2. Each angular spring exerts torques (τ aii and τ aii+2) on the connected
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arms (pi and pi+1) of the spring.
τai = kbθiτ
ai
i = ((pi+1 × pi) /|pi+1 × pi|) τai (A.2)
where, kb is the angular spring constant, θi is the angle between the nodes, τ aii is the torque
acting on the node i , pi is the vector joining the neighboring circular nodes i + 1 to i. These
torques are converted to forces (F ai ) on nodes such that forces acting on node i and i+2 cancel
out the force acting on node i+ 1 thus producing zero axial movement of the nodes.
F aii = (pi × τ aii ) /p2i
F aii+2 =
(
pi+1 × τ aii+2
)
/p2i+1
F aii+1 = −
(





Motility forces are the forces that are generated internally in the cell and propel it forward. In
this model, we consider only the force generation due to gliding motility. In both the proposed
mechanisms of gliding motility, cell propulsive force is generated at the motor protein com-
plexes. In our model circular nodes are equivalent to these motor protein complexes. Thus, we
apply motility/propulsive force (F pi ) at each circular node (except first and last node) of the cell
along the segment connecting next circular node in cell travel direction (Fig. A.1D).We assume
that force generated per node due to gliding motility is constant. Here F pi = (pi/pi)F
p
i , where
pi is the vector joining the neighboring circular nodes i+ 1 to i.
Viscous drag forces
M. xanthus cells secrete slime from their surface, which is deposited on the underlying sub-
strate as long trails [207]. As cells move on the slime they experience drag forces that oppose
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their movement. Since the mean speed of M. xanthus cells is very low (4 μm/min) [208] and
the dimensions of the cell are 0.5 × 7 µm [103, 105, 44], the cell movement is in the low
Reynolds number flow regime, and thus we assume only a Stokes drag force acts on the cell.
Stokes drag force on body is determined using the equation F di = −cvi. Here, c is the drag
coefficient between body and slime and vi is the velocity of the body i. Drag coefficient is
adjusted such that the terminal speed (vf ) achieved by the model cell based on the total force
generated matches the mean speed ofM. xanthus cells observed experimentally.
Node-substrate interaction force
Adhesive attachments between the cell and the substrate result in a restoration force (F ri ) on
circular node i when the node is displaced from its position due to collision with another cell
(Fig. A.1E). These forces restore the displaced node to its original position. Here the attach-






i for rdi ≤ Lmax
0 for rdi > Lmax
, i = 2, 3, ..., N − 1 (A.3)
where rdi is the perpendicular displacement of the node from its original position due to colli-
sion. Here we assume that the cell does not form an attachment at the first node as it interferes
with the cell’s ability to randomly change its direction, which is normally observed inM. xan-
thus cells. Node-substrate interaction forces are absent in VCM (Fig. 2.1C).
When an attachment is broken it reforms after a random waiting time (τ ) that is exponen-
tially distributed with a mean of 1/8 min (rate of new bond formation of 8 1/min). The mean
waiting time is estimated on the experimentally observed cell speed (4 μm/min) and pitch of
helical cytoskeleton ( 0.5 μm) [69]. We assumed that the waiting time corresponds to the time
for the arrival of the next motor protein to the next node.
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Collision forces
When two cells collide (i.e. bodies/nodes of two cells are in direct contact) collision resolving
forces (F ci ) are applied on the nodes to stop them from overlapping (Fig. A.1F). These forces are
applied in the direction normal to their surfaces at the point of the collision. Collision detection
and collision resolving forces are handled by a physics engine (see below) in our model.
Additionally, we employ appropriate forces on agent nodes to simulate periodic reversals
of cells, noise in cell travel direction, and slime trail following by cells. Implementation details
of these processes in our model are presented below.
Additional cell processes
Periodic cell reversals
M. xanthus cells periodically reverse their travel direction (mean reversal period = 8 min [51])
by switching the roles of its head and tail parts [103, 207]. Wemimic this behavior in our model
by renumbering nodes, i.e. switching the roles of head and tail nodes at each reversal event and
as a result the direction of propulsive force on agent nodes are rotated . Reversals in agents are
triggered asynchronously by an internal timer expiring at the end of the reversal period (τr).
This timer is reset to zero at each reversal. During initialization, each agent’s reversal timer
is initialized randomly between [0, τr].For all simulations shown here reversals are perfectly
periodic, i.e. no noise in τr is introduced. However, introduction of noise in reversals does not
affect our conclusions (data not shown).
Noise in cell travel direction
M. xanthus cells exhibit random turns during movement on solid surfaces [145]. What triggers
this random change in cell travel direction is not known. We introduce these random cell turns
in our model by altering the direction of propulsive force on agents’ head node. For simplicity,














































Figure A.2: Implementation of additional cell processes in simulation. (A) Multi-segmented
biophysical model of single M. xanthus cell as an agent in our simulation framework. Each
agent contains 7 nodes connected by joints that simulate the elastic behavior of the cell. Propul-
sive forces (Fp,i, green arrows) on nodes in the direction of next node move the agent forward.
(B) Orientation (θ) of an agent as the angle made by the vector connecting from its tail node to
head node with X-axis. (C) Random noise in agent direction is introduced by reorienting the
propulsive force (Fp,1) on its head node by 90° either clockwise or anti-clockwise randomly for
a fixed amount of time (= 1 min). (D) Schematic for implementation for slime-trail following
by agents. When an agent encounters a slime trail, a part of the propulsive force on its head
node (Fs) proportional to the amount of slime in the trail is reoriented parallel to the direction of
the slime-trail (eˆs). Remaining propulsive force Fc(= (FT/(N − 1)− |Fs|)eˆh) acts in current
head node direction eˆh. Thus the resulting force on the head node Fp,1 maintains its magnitude
but changes its direction due to slime. In slime-rich regions (slime denoted by blue trails) of
simulation, effective slime-trail direction (eˆs) is estimated by dividing a semi-circular slime
search region at the head node of the agent into bins (n = 5). eˆs is chosen as the direction
(center line) of the bin with high slime volume (0.8Smax) but with least deviation (∆θs) from
current head node direction (eˆh). (E) Lateral adhesive forces (Fadh) between a pair of agents
acting normal to node propulsion vectors (eˆn,i). These forces are implemented for simulations
shown in Fig. C.7 only (F) Orientation correlation between a pair of agents, is computed by
averaging cos(2∆θr) over all agent pairs whose center nodes are separated by distance r. ∆θr
is the difference in orientations between the two agents.
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travel direction during turn events that are activated asynchronously. During a turn event, we
rotate the direction of the propulsion force on an agent’s head node by 90° either clockwise or
anti-clockwise direction chosen randomly (Fig. A.2C). Each turn event lasts for a fixed time
interval (1 min). Similar to periodic reversals, turns events in each agent are activated through
an internal timer, expiring after a fixed amount of time (τt=5 min). During initialization, each
agent’s turn event timer is initialized randomly between [0, τt].
Slime-trail-following by cells
The exact mechanism for slime trail following by M. xanthus cells is currently not known. It
is possible that slime tracking by cell is facilitated by attaching the type IV pili at the leading
pole of the cell to the substrate [78]. Retraction of the pili inward causes the cell to reorient
towards the nearest slime trail. Alternatively, slime-trails may provide low resistance (drag)
paths compared to the slime-free areas and thus allow the cells slip into these paths when they
cross these slime-trails.
We employ a phenomenological approach for slime trail following in our model where we
gradually change the direction of propulsive force (Fp,h , Fig. A.2D) on an agent’s leading
node parallel to the slime trail it is crossing. Here, we assume that cells actively seek slime rich
regions on the substrate. Thus, we model a slime field covering the entire simulation region
that tracks the amount of slime at each position. This slime field is divided into a square grid
area with grid width equal to the cell width (Wc). Each agent secretes slime at a constant
rate (Sr) as it moves forward, that is deposited into the underlying slime field grid elements.
Slime exponentially degrades (or dries) in each grid element (dS/dt = −kdS, where kd is the
degradation constant). We assume that cells can only track wet slime (threshold slime detection
limit = 1% of original deposit volume). Consecutive grid elements with wet slime represent a
slime-trail in our model.
Propulsive force on the head node (Fp,1) of an agent is influenced the presence of nearby
slime trails (Fig. A.2D, left). When an agent encounters a slime trail, total propulsive force on
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its head node is rotated with its magnitude preserved and the rotation amount is a function of
slime concentration. To implement this we split Fp,1 into two components: one in current head
node direction (Fc) and another parallel to the slime trail (Fs). The magnitude of force in slime
direction is proportional to the fraction of slime remaining in the grid element whereas Fc is














N − 1 − |Fs|
]
eˆh
Here ϵs is slime effectiveness factor, FT – total propulsive force per cell, N – number of
nodes per cell, S – volume of wet slime in grid element, S0 – initial volume of wet slime, eˆs, eˆh
– unit vectors in the direction of slime trail and head node respectively.
We determine the direction of the dominant slime trail (eˆs) using the following procedure
(adapted from Hendrata et al.[209]). A semi-circular region, radius equal to half the cell length,
in front of each cell’s head node is designated as slime search region (Fig. A.2D, right). This
semi-circle area is divided into 5 sectors (bins) and the total slime volume in each bin and the
maximum slime volume (Smax) among the 5 bins are calculated. Finally, we estimate the slime
trail direction as the vector along the center line of the bin (sector) with at least 80% Smax slime
volume and has least angle deviation (∆θs) from current head node direction (eˆh). If two bins
(on opposite sides of eˆh) satisfy the above condition, then we chose either bin randomly.
Slime-trail length (Ls) is estimated as the distance travelled by an agent within the time slime
deposited at a grid element degrades below a threshold volume (Sthr = 0.01). We assume that
slime degrades exponentially with time (rate constant, kd). So the amount of slime deposited in
a grid element of width (Wc) by the time (τ1 = wc/vc; vc - mean cell speed) an agent crosses the
grid element is Sτ1 =
(
1− e−kdτ1)S0/kd. And the time (tthr) required to degrade this initial
deposited slime volume (Sτ1) below the threshold volume is tthr = ln(Sτ1/Sthr)/kd. Finally,
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length of slime trail is calculated as Ls = tthrvc.
To test the robustness of our results using slime trail following mechanism we have varied
the length of the slime trail (Ls) produced by an agent. For this, we have multiplied production
rate of slime (Sr) from an agent and slime degradation constant (kd) with same factor so that
the net volume of the slime in the simulation region remains constant.
Lateral cell adhesions
To simulate adhesive interactions between agents (used only for simulations in Fig. C.7), we
apply lateral adhesive forces (Fadh) on nodes of neighboring agents that are closer than specific











Wc ≤ d⊥ < dthr
(A.4)
Here d⊥ is the perpendicular distance between the nodes of neighboring agents. These adhesive
forces are applied on each node normal to the direction of propulsive force (eˆn,i) towards its
neighbor agent nodes.
Equations of motion
The equations of motion that describe the movement of a cell in the model are as follows. For








i , total torque Ti acting on
it. Angular spring forces (F ai ) and propulsive forces (F
p
i ) are absent on rectangular bodies.
Positions, velocities and orientations of nodes (ri,vi, θi), are determined by integrating the


















= ωi i ∈ 1, 2, ..., N (A.5)
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Elastic bending forces (Fb)
Viscous drag (Fd)
Slime reorientation forces (Fh)
Re-orientation forces (Fr)
Node restoration forces (Fa)
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• Integrate equations of motion
• Correct for constraints on nodes
 • Check for colliding nodes
• Apply collision resolving forces
• Correct ( , , )  for collision forces
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Internal steps in physics engine  
Figure A.3: Flow chart of simulation procedure for our agent-based-simulation framework
We study the clustering behavior of cells by simulating the mechanical interactions among
large number (M ) of agents on a 2D simulation region with periodic boundary conditions in an
agent-based-simulation (ABS) framework. Flow chart for our simulation procedure is shown
in Fig. A.3.
We initialize agents one by one on a square simulation region (dimension Lsim) over few
initial time steps until desired cell density (η) is reached. Agents are initialized in random
positions over the simulation region with their orientations (θ) chosen randomly in the range
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[0, 2pi]. Here, an agent orientation is defined as the angle made by the vector pointing from
its tail node to head node with X-axis (Fig. A.2B). Agent nodes are initialized in straight-line
configuration. During initialization, agent configurations that overlap with existing agents are
rejected. After initialization the head node for each agent is chosen between its two end-nodes
(i = 1, 7) with 50% probability.
At each time step of simulation, agents move according to the various forces (see Fig. A.3)
acting on their nodes. Changes in node positions and velocities are obtained by integrating the
equations of motion based on Newton’s laws. We use Box2D physics library [172] for solving
the equations of motion and for effective collision resolution. Snapshots of the simulation
region, orientation of each agent along with its node position are recorded at 1 min time interval
for later analysis.
Simulations are implemented in Java programming language with Java port of Box2D li-
brary (http://www.jbox2d.org/). Parameters of the simulation are shown in Table A.1. Each
simulation is run for 180 mins.
Box2D physics engine
We use an open source physics library Box2D (http://box2d.org/) to solve Newton’s equations
of motion in our model. Box2D is a two-dimensional rigid body dynamics simulator that solves
the equations of motion of bodies subjected to various forces, and outputs the position and
velocity of the bodies at each time step. We modeled the biophysical cell in Box2D, using the
mathematical modeling approach described above. The model parameters were specified as
various physical parameters to the simulation engine. The collision forces between the bodies
were internally calculated by the physics engine. The cell model is simulated at each time step
where the position, orientation and velocity of the nodes are recorded. The parameters used
in the model are listed in Table A.1. We scaled the actual cell parameters to the model cell
configuration due to the restrictions on the rigid body dimensions that Box2D simulates. These
restrictions are introduced primarily to maintain the numerical error within acceptable limits
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and for the numerical stability of the simulation. We have also modified the integration scheme
used by Box2D to the semi-implicit Euler method from the original explicit Euler method.
Refer to Appendix F for implementation details of the cell model and rigid body simulation
using Box2D physics engine.
Simulation parameters
Symbol Description Value
Lc Agent length 6 μm [44, 105]
Wc Agent width 0.5 μm [44, 105]
N Number of nodes per cell 7
ρ Cell density 1000 kg/m3
kl Linear spring constant Managed by Box2D
kb Angular spring constant/bending stiffness 10−17 Nm [105, 159, 160]
ka Spring constant for cell-substrate adhesions 500-2000 pN/μm [145]
Lmax Bond breaking length 0.5 μm (cell width)
Lsim Dimension of square simulation region 200 μm
vc Mean speed of cell 4 μm/min [103]
FT Propulsive force per cell 60 pN [145]
µ Viscosity of the slime 10−3 kg/m.s
tstep Simulation time step 5× 10−3min
taur Reversal period 8 min [51]
Table A.1: Simulation parameters for biophysical cell model
Appendix B
Supplementary information forM. xanthus gliding
motility
Computational and quantification methods
To simulate the cell motility and cell-cell collisions, we have used our biophysical model of
M. xanthus cell by extending the linear flexible cell model [105]. In our model, each cell is
represented as a connected string of nodes. Neighbor nodes are joined using linear and angu-
lar springs that simulate elastic behavior of the cell. Cell propulsive forces are applied at the
center of nodes to simulate force generation from motor protein complexes. Cell experiences
drag force on its nodes that oppose cell movement as it travels on the slime. Cell nodes inter-
act with the substrate using elastic attachments (in ECM) modeled as linear springs that resist
displacement of nodes during cell-cell collision. These attachments are absent in VCM. Colli-
sion resolving forces are applied on the nodes when nodes are in direct contact. We solve the
equation of motion describing the cell movement by integrating the Newton’s laws of motion
for all the nodes using an open source physics library Box2D (http://box2d.org/).
Quantifying cell-cell collision behavior
To quantify the cell-cell collision behavior we used the following procedure. We numbered
the nodes in each cell from the leading end (node 1) to the lagging end (node N ), and defined
a vector (O) pointing from lagging to leading node as the travel direction of the cell. Orien-
tation of cell ’i’ at any instance of time ’t’ is denoted by θi(t) and is quantified as the angle
difference between the cell’s travel direction vector (O) and the horizontal axis (y = 0) in the
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Figure B.1: Quantification of cell-cell collision behavioral data from simulations and experi-
ments. (A) A cell’s travel direction is indicated by the vector (O – red arrow) pointing from lag-
ging to the leading end. This direction is converted into the cell orientation (θ) by measuring the
angle between the cell direction vector (O) and the horizontal axis (y=0) in the anti-clockwise
direction. The position of cell collision is identified by the node number of the primary cell
where the secondary cell first makes contact. (B) Schematics showing the change in cells’ ori-
entations at different instances of time during the collision process. (C) Simulation results show
the corresponding change in cell orientations with time. (D) Cell tracking using ImageJ [210]
software and MTrackJ plugin [211]. Individual cells (red, green) participating in collision are
identified and their leading (H) and lagging (T) ends are marked in consecutive time-lapse im-
ages during collision process. The chain of points for each color represents the tracking history
of a marked cell’s end through the time-lapse images. (E) Orientation of primary (red) and sec-
ondary cell (green) as a function of time during a collision event as measured from time-lapse
images. Observe that after the collision secondary cell (green line) changes its orientation and
aligns with the primary cell (red line).
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counter-clockwise direction (Fig. A.1A). We defined a primary cell as the one whose side is
hit by the first node of another (secondary) cell. Thus, the change in orientation of both the
primary and secondary cells can be recorded as a function of time. We measured the value of
the primary cell orientation change (∆θp = |θt(+∞)− θt(−∞)|) before and after the collision. A
schematic showing the quantification of cell collision process and the corresponding change in
cell orientations are shown in Figures B.1B and B.1C.
























































Figure B.2: Cell collision behavior varies for different collision positions. (A) Change in the
primary cell orientation with time for different collision node positions (different colors) from
the leading end of the primary cell. (Note that collisions occur around 0.5 min). (B) Abso-
lute change in the primary cell orientation before and after the collision as a function of node
position. Data points shown in different colors correspond to the lines in panel A.
We observed that the change in the primary cell orientation during the collision process
varies based on the collision position (node numbers) along its length (Fig. B.2A and Fig.
B.2B). We used the maximum change in cell orientation (∆θp,max) resulting from all possible
node collision positions (n = 2, 3, ..., N − 1) as a metric to compare the model results.
Quantifying cell collision behavior from experimental time-lapse images
Cell-cell collision behaviors under experimental conditions were quantified by tracking the
cell’s position and orientation in time-lapse images during the collision process. We used Im-
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ageJ software [210] with MTrackJ plugin [211] for cell tracking. First, we identified cell col-
lision events that were free from interactions with neighboring cells (isolated collision events)
in the experimental time-lapse images. Next, we loaded the image stacks corresponding to
the collision events from the time-lapse movies into ImageJ. We used MTrackJ (a cell tracking
plugin for ImageJ) to track the positions of the colliding cells as a function of time. The individ-
ual cell’s leading and lagging ends were marked manually for each image in the loaded frame
stack. These marked positions were converted to a time-series of (x, y) pixel coordinates by
MTrackJ (Fig. B.1C). From the pixel coordinates (the cell’s leading and lagging pole positions)
we calculated the cell orientations as a function of time (Fig. B.1D, see previous section for
details).
Measuring the spontaneous turning ofM. xanthus cells
The change in the primary cell orientation that we measured in our experimental time-lapse
images also includes an additional component due to the spontaneous turning of the cells. To
estimate the actual change in cell orientation due to collision, we measured the mean orienta-
tion change (θ¯basal) of isolated cells for the duration of mean collision time (t¯c) (Fig. 2.3E,
B.3A). We subtracted this value from our experimental estimates of cell orientation change. To
measure the mean orientation change of individual cells, we first tracked the orientation (θi(t))
of isolated cells over time (Fig. B.3B) from the time-lapse images and then calculated the mean








|θi(t)− θi(t+ t¯c)| (B.1)
where N is the total number of cells tracked, |θi(t)−θi(t+ t¯c)| is the absolute orientation change
of cell i in the time interval t¯c, and K is the number of such possible measurements for a total
tracking time of T .
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Figure B.3: Cell properties measured in experimental data for wild-type cells. (A) Distribution
of collision times from the experimental data of wild-type cells. (B) Tracking history of indi-
vidual cell orientations over time indicating the spontaneous random cell orientation changes.
Each trajectory/color represents measurements from a single isolated cell. (C) The distribution
of collision angles and (D) cell lengths from wild-type cell data.
Experimental methods
In the following section, optical microscopy experiments are performed by Douglas Litwin,
graduate student in Dr. Heidi Kaplan Lab, University of Texas - Houston Medical School.



























































































































































Figure B.4: Cell collision behavior for variations in cell geometrical parameters. (A) Mean
and standard deviations in the primary cell orientation changes as a function of cell collision
position for variations in the cell mechanical parameters (see Table B.1). Black circles represent
mean values from the experimental observations. (B) Variations in the maximum change in the
primary cell orientation for small perturbation (∆dc = ±0.2mm,≈ half-cell width) of collision
position from center of the node. (C) Maximum change in the primary cell orientation in cell
collisions as a function of the variation in cell length. Here length of the primary cell is varied
while the secondary cell length is fixed at 7 mm. We also find that the results are similar for
variation of secondary cell length (data not shown). (D)Mean and standard deviation in primary
cell orientation change as a function of adhesive strength for an increased number of adhesive
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Figure B.5: Force-velocity relation ofM. xanthus gliding motors at various nigericin concentra-
tions. (A-C) Force velocity curves for three different nigericin concentrations: 0 μM (A, blue
circles), 10 μM (B, black diamonds), 20 μM (C, red squares). Velocity decreases exponentially
with force but never becomes negative consistent with an elastic coupling and inconsistent with
a viscous coupling between the bead and motor. The dashed lines are exponential fits to the
data. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean across trials (> 6 trials per data point).
Symbol Description Range varied
kb Angular spring constant/bending stiffness 10−18 − 10−16 N.m
ka Spring constant of substrate adhesions 0-2000 pN/μm
γ Drag coefficient between cell surface 9× 10−5 − 9× 10−3 kg/s
and substrate attachment
Lmax Bond breaking length 0.25 - 1.0 μm (cell width)
Table B.1: Mechanical parameters varied in themodel for testing the robustness ofmodel results
erwinski, Mingzhai Sun in Dr. Joshua Shaevitz Lab, Princeton University.
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Cell Growth and Development
For cell collision experiments M. xanthus strains DK1622 (wild-type) and DK10407 (A+S−)
were grown in CTT broth (1% Difco Casitone, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 8 mM MgSO4 and
1 mM KHPO4 pH 7.6) or on CTT agar (CTT broth containing 1% agar) at 32 ◦C. When M.
xanthus cells reached mid-log phase (4 × 108 cells/ml), the cells were diluted to 20% in TPM
buffer (CTT without Casitone).
For optical trap experiments M. xanthus strain DZ2 AglZ-YFP ΔpilA [74] was incubated
on 1.5% agar plates (CYEmedium - 1% peptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10 mMMOPS, pH 7.8) at
32 ◦C for 4 days. 10 μl of cells were transferred in 25 ml CYE containing 10 mg/ml tetracycline.
Cultures were incubated in a shaker at 32 ◦C overnight. Prior to experiments, 2 ml cell culture
grown to an OD of 0.78 was centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 5 min, the supernatant removed, and
pelet resuspended in 400 μl TPMmedium (10 mM Tris, 8 mMMgSO4, 100 mMKH2PO4, pH
7.8).
Microscopic imaging of cell collisions
Corning 35 mm tissue culture dishes were prepared for microscopy by drilling a 5 mm hole
in the bottom of the dish. A microscope cover slip was then taped over the hole and 5 mls of
1/2 CTT agar was poured into the culture dish. After the agar solidified, the microscope cover
slip was removed and 5 μl of the diluted M. xanthus (DK1622, DK10407) culture was spotted
onto the exposed agar and allowed to dry. The culture dish was then inverted and water was
added to the large agar surface. The cells were allowed to acclimate for at least 2 hrs before
imaging with an Olympus 81X inverted microscope fitted with a Hamamatsu HD camera. The
cells were imaged at 5 or 10 sec intervals for up to 12 hrs. The temperature was maintained at
30°C during the imaging.
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Flow chamber and surface preparation for bead assays with immobilized cells
Flow chambers were custom-made using double layers of double-stick tape and a cover slide
(thickness 1 mm) and a cover slip (#1.5, thickness 100 μm) as described previously [212]. The
final chamber volume was approximately 40 μl. 20 μl of 0.7% agarose dissolved in 6MDMSO
were injected into a chamber, incubated at room temperature for 15 min and washed with 400
μl TPM [70]. M. xanthus (DZ2) in TPMwas injected and allowed to attach firmly to the surface
for 30 min. Non-attached cells were washed out thoroughly using 2 ml TPM containing 10 μM
glucose. Samples were mounted onto the microscope and ready for experimental use.
For all bead experiments, polystyrene beads (diameter 520 nm) were washed and diluted in
TPM medium (0.005% weight/volume) containing 10 μM glucose and injected into the flow
chamber. Freely diffusing beads were optically trapped and placed on surface-immobilized
cells. For subsequent experiments in the presence of different concentrations of the drug nigericin,
TPMmediumwith the appropriate nigericin concentrationwas carefully injected into themicroscope-
mounted flow chamber.
Optical tracking and trapping
The optical trap was custom-built onto a Nikon TE2000 microscope equipped with a TIRF
objective (NA = 1.49, Nikon). A trapping potential for transparent objects was formed by
focusing the TEM00 mode of a high-powered Nd:YVO4 laser (wavelength 1,064 nm, up to
5W output power). A piezo-controlled tip-tilt mirror allowed for precise positioning of the
optical trap within the focal plane. The flow chamber was mounted on top of a 3D-piezo stage
with a wide working range (200 μm × 200 μm × 200 μm). The experiments were recorded by
an EMCCD camera mounted behind a 2.5 times zoom with a field of view of 41 μm × 41 μm.
A low-powered diode laser (wavelength 855 nm, operated at 3 mW output power) was
aligned with the optical trap, and the forward scattered light from trapped objects was collected
onto a position-sensitive photodiode placed in a plane conjugate to the back aperture of the con-
denser, pre-amplified at the diode, amplified and filtered (low-pass filter 53 kHz), and recorded
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with a data acquisition card. Using this acquisition, we implemented a PID feedback to fix
the bead position relative to the detector laser beam focus by moving the piezo. Typically, we
recorded positional tracking of bead movement on the cell surface with 10 kHz using stage
feedback in the lateral direction with a frequency of 50 Hz to keep the detection/tracking laser
focused on the bead. The height was fedback at a frequency of 1 Hz by comparing the bead’s
image with a look-up table taken prior to the actual tracking. Tracking could be performed
for hours without significant drift. We stored the images of the whole field of view at 1 Hz
to ensure that no other objects diffused into the path of the detection laser close to the focus.
In a post-processing step, the images were used to project the lateral dimensions of the bead
trajectories along the cell major axis.
Prior to deposition onto the cell, trapped beads were calibrated by monitoring their Brown-
ian motion at an acquisition frequency of 22 kHz for 10 s in close vicinity to the cell. A standard
protocol was employed to extract the harmonic trap stiffness, the linear photodiode-voltage to
position conversion factor, and an unbiased measure of the accuracy [213]. The sum signal of
the photodiode was used as a measure of bead displacement in the direction perpendicular to
the focal plane.
For force-clamp experiments, the optical trap was moved to an off-center position with
respect to the detection/tracking laser along the cell axis, but with the shutter closed. The exact
distance was chosen under the assumption that the exerted force was linear to the displacement
from the trap center [214]. If the bead moved at least 63 nm in one direction along the cell axis
within a time interval of less than 3 s and without tracking back, the shutter would open, thus
applying the preset force of the optical trap to the bead. Updating the bead position effectively
functioned as a force feedback, since the distance was kept constant at the same time. The
trap was released after 8 seconds. Runs where the kept if the velocity before and after force
application were the same within measurement error.
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collective cell alignment
Quantitative measurements of cell clustering
Cluster size distribution (CSD)
A B
Figure C.1: Identifying cell clusters using DBSCAN algorithm. Different colors represent dif-
ferent clusters of agent nodes identified from their positions that exceed given density threshold.
Snapshots of identified clusters for (A) Non-reversing cells (B) Reversing cells with slime-trail-
following mechanism (Ls= 11 μm, ϵs=1.0) at 160 min after simulation started. Cell density
η=0.24
We identify the clusters in the simulation region using a density based clustering algorithm
(DBSCAN [215, 216]) applied on agent node positions. This algorithm identifies groups of
nodes that exceed given density threshold and classifies them as separate clusters. We chose
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the parameters of the algorithm (minimum number of nodes to form a cluster, k = 21 i.e. 3
cells, and the minimum neighbor distance, dmin = 2) that resulted in good separation (visually)
between individual clusters. Using small neighbor distances (dmin ≤ 2) values in this algorithm
resulted in large clusters that are actually multiple separate clusters connected by a narrow
streams of agents. So we used minimum neighbor distance as dmin = 2 μm and later process
the individual clusters to include short distance (≤ 2 μm) neighbor agents.
Next, we determine the agents belonging to each separate cluster of nodes identified by the
algorithm. We process partial agents, i.e. only fraction of the agent nodes are included in the
cluster, to include in the all nodes of the agents into the cluster. We further process the clusters
to include all the nearest neighbor agents (dmin <0.75μm) that are missed by the algorithm.
We quantify the size of the clusters (m) by measuring the number of agents in each cluster.
Snapshots of identified clusters (after processing) from simulation are shown in Fig. C.1.
We quantify the cluster size distribution (CSD) bymeasuring the probability p(m) of finding
a cell in a cluster of size m. For this, we followed the procedure illustrated in Starruẞ et
al.[167]. After identifying and processing the clusters from simulation, we obtain an array of
various cluster sizes (mi) at each time frame. These values (mi) are converted into a normalized
histogram (fi) whose bin edges are chosen exponentially i.e. bin i(= 1, 2, ...) contains all
agents that belong to clusters of size 10(i−1)dm ≤ m < 10idm, where dm=0.33. Thus fi values
represent fraction of all agents found in cluster sizes represented by bin i. Finally, probabilities,
pi are calculated by dividing the fi values with the corresponding bin width dbi(= 10idm −
10(i−1)dm).
Mean cluster size, 〈m〉
Due to the sparse nature of cluster size distribution data from simulation, we calculate mean
cluster size at each cell density (η) using data from multiple simulation runs and from multiple
time points (τss,t) in each simulation run after CSD values reached steady state. We chose
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Figure C.2: Auto-correlation of simulation snapshots with time. (A, C) Non-reversing cells (B,
D) reversing cells (C, D) simulations with slime-following mechanism (Ls=2.8 μm, ϵ=1.0). For
all simulations, cell density η= 0.24. Images from 60 - 180 mins of simulation time are used.
Correlation among simulation images dropped to low value (0.1) after 20 mins.
this we measure the auto-correlation between the snapshots of cluster images from simulation
as a function of time (Fig. C.2). Image auto-correlation is calculated using Eqn. C.1 where
CI(t, t + δt) is the normalized cross correlation between snapshots (f, g) of the simulation at
times t and t + δt, NK is number of such image pairs. Normalized cross correlation between
two images f, g is calculated using Eqn. C.2 where n is the total number of pixels in the image,
fi,j – grayscale intensity of pixel at position i, j in image f , and f¯ , σg are the average intensity













(fi,j − f¯)(gi,j − g¯)
σfσg
(C.2)
Auto-correlation values are measured for snapshots of simulation between 60 to 180 mins
after initialization. From these results, we determined that correlation among cluster images
dropped to low value (< 0.1) after 20 mins for both reversing and non-reversing cells (Fig.
C.2). Thuswe take data from steady state time points (τss,t) separated by 20mins as independent
trials.
Mean cluster sizes at each time point (τss,t) is calculated using m¯t =
∑
i pimi, where pi is the
probability fromCSD andmi is the average cluster size (= 10(i−1)dm+(10(i−1)dm−10idm)/2) of
bin i. Finally, themean 〈m〉 and standard deviation in cluster size for specific cell density values
is calculated by averaging data from all the stead state time points frommultiple simulation runs
(n = 5).
Orientation correlation, C(r)
Alignment among neighbor agents is quantified using orientation correlation function C(r) =
〈cos2∆θr〉. Here ∆θr is the angle deviation between orientations of a pair of neighbor cell’s
whose center nodes are separated by a distance r (Fig. A.2F). 〈 〉 represents average over all
cell pairs that are separated by a distance r.
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t = 10 min
t = 90 min
t = 120 min
























































Figure C.3: Evolution of cumulative cluster size distribution (CSD) with time for different
model parameters. Non-reversing agents with cell densities (A) η = 0.16 (B) η = 0.24 (C) η
= 0.32 (D) Reversing agents with cell density η = 0.24 (E) Non-reversing agents following
slime-trails, η = 0.24 (F) Reversing agents following slime-trails, η = 0.24.
Symbol Description Value
M Total number of agents 246-3938
(η) (corresponding cell densities) (0.02-0.32)
ϵs Slime effectiveness factor 1.0
Ls Slime trail length 11 μm
kd Slime degradation constant 1.0 1/min
Vs Slime production rate 20 AU
τr Reversal period 8 min[51]




t = 1 min
t = 91 min
t = 121 min








































Figure C.4: Evolution of orientation correlation among cells with time. (A, C) Non-reversing
cells (B, D) Reversing cells (C, D) cells following slime-trails. All simulations performed at










kb = 1 x 10
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Figure C.5: Clustering behavior of non-reversing agents for variation in cell flexibility. (A-
F) Snapshots of cell clusters after 180 min of simulation (cell density, η = 0.24) with bending
stiffness (kb) values (A) 10−18 N.m (B) 5 × 10−18 N.m (C) 10−17 N.m (D) 2 × 10−17 N.m (E)
10−16 N.m (F) Rigid rods (G) Mean cluster sizes in simulation as a function of cell density (η)
for different cell bending stiffness values.
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B CA
Figure C.6: Clustering behavior of cells with with turning on/off cell reversals. Snapshots of
simulation at (A) 90min (B) 120min (C) 150min. Cell reversals were turned-off for the first 90
min of simulation and thereafter are turned-on from 90 to 120 min with reversal period = 8 min.
Reversals are turned-off again at 120 min. Cell clusters formed by simulating non-reversing
cells for first 90 min (A) are quickly, within 30 min destroyed by cell reversals (B). Suppression




Figure C.7: Clustering behavior of reversing-cells with lateral cell adhesions. Snapshots of
simulation at 180 min for different lateral adhesion force values. Adhesion force per cell (A)





















































Figure C.8: Clustering behavior of cells at high cell densities. (A-D) Snapshots of simulation
at 180 min for cell density η = 0.60. (E) Orientation correlation among cells at 180 min of
simulation time for non-reversing cells (red), reversing cells (green), non-reversing cells with
slime-trail-following (blue), and reversing cells with slime-trail-following (cyan). Dotted line
represents the orientation correlation values at 1 min simulation time.
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circular cell aggregates
Circular cell aggregate formation in simulation under variation of cell pro-
cesses
Non-reversingmodel cells formed circular aggregates independent of cell packing fraction
η=0.02 η=0.04 η=0.08 η=0.16
η=0.20 η=0.24 η=0.28 η=0.32
Figure D.1: Effect of cell density on circular cell aggregate (CCA) formation for non-reversing
model cells. Snapshots of simulation at 180 min for different cell packing fractions (η). Non-
reversingmodel cells formed circular aggregates at difference cell packing fraction values under
strong slime-trail-following by cells (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0).
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Circular cell aggregation formation is robust for non-reversing model cells
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
Run 4 Run 5
Figure D.2: Circular cell aggregates is reproducible across multiple simulation runs (n=5).
Snapshots of simulation at 180 mins for non-reversing cells under strong slime-trail-following
by cells (Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0) at cell packing fraction η=0.24.
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Periodically reversing model cells failed to form circular aggregates independent of cell
packing fraction
η=0.02 η=0.04 η=0.08 η=0.16
η=0.20 η=0.24 η=0.28 η=0.32
Figure D.3: Effect of cell density on CCA formation for periodically reversing model cells.
Periodically reversing cells (τr=8 min) moving under strong slime-trail-following (Ls=11 μm,
ϵs=1.0) failed to form circular aggregates at different cell packing fraction values (η). Snapshots
of simulation at 180 min.
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Effect of cell slime-trail-following efficiency on circular aggregate formation
ε=0.10 ε=0.20 ε=0.40 ε=0.60 ε=0.80 ε=1.00
Figure D.4: Effect of slime-trail-following efficiency on CCA formation. CCA formation de-
creased with decreasing cell slime-trail-following efficiency (ϵs, Ls=11 μm). Snapshots of the
simulation at 180 min.
η=0.02 η=0.04 η=0.08 η=0.16
η=0.20 η=0.24 η=0.28 η=0.32
Figure D.5: Effect of cell density on CCA formation for weak slime-trail-following efficiency
with non-reversing model cells. CCAs are not observed with non-reversing model cells at weak
cell slime-trail-following efficiency (Ls=0.6 μm, ϵs=0.2) independent of cell packing fraction.
Snapshots of the simulation at 180 min.
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Removing cell substrate adhesive interactions decreased circular cell aggregate formation
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3
Run 4 Run 5
Figure D.6: Effect of cell-substrate attachments on CCA formation. Removing cell substrate
adhesive interactions reduced CCA formation in our simulations even under strong cell slime-
trail-following conditions(Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0, η =0.24). Compare with Fig. D.2. Snapshots of
the simulation at 180 min.
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Substrate attachments required for circular aggregate formation







Figure D.7: Effect of cell-substrate attachments on CCA formation in simulation. Cells in sim-
ulation failed to form stable CCAs in absence of cell-substrate attachments (top row) whereas
cells readily formed CCAs with inclusion of cell-substrate attachments (bottom-row) under
similar slime-trail-following conditions (Ls =2.8 μm, ϵs =1.0). Snapshots of simulation at
180 min.



















































Figure D.8: Cell-cell adhesion implementation in our model (A) Pole-pole adhesion (B) Lateral
cell adhesion between adjacent cell nodes
For this we added adhesive interactions between head and tail nodes of lagging and leading
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cell pairs respectively. We model these interactions as adhesive attachments (linear springs,
kadh - spring constant) that form between the interacting nodes when they come close together.
These attachments add additional forces (Fadh) on the interacting nodes, towards each other,
when the distance between the nodes increase. These attachments breakwhen the force between
interacting nodes cross a threshold breaking force (Fmax).
Cell-cell adhesive bonds has minor effect on circular cell aggregate formation for non-
reversing cells
Fadh = 200 pNFadh = 100 pN Fadh = 400 pNFadh = 0 pN
Figure D.9: Effect of cell-cell adhesion at poles at different adhesion strength values for non-
reversing model cells (τr = 8 min) under strong slime-trail-following conditions (Ls =11 μm,
ϵs =1.0). Snapshots of simulation at 180 min.
Cell-cell adhesive interactions in absence of slime-trail-following by cells fail to produce
stable circular cell aggregates
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Fadh = 100 pN Fadh = 400 pNFadh = 0 pN
Figure D.10: Effect of cell-cell adhesion at poles for different adhesion strength values in ab-
sence of slime-trail-following by cells. Snapshots of simulation at 180 min.
Spiral cell initialization
To understand the stability of CCAs in our simulation under various cell processes, we have
initialized cells in spiral formation (Fig. D.11, t = 0min) and studied the cell motility behavior
with time. We have varied various cell processes that are proven to be critical for stable CCA
formation in our simulation i.e., variation of cell slime-trail-following efficiency (Fig. D.11),
variation of cell reversals, variation of cell density (Fig. D.12), pole-pole and lateral cell ad-
hesive interactions. Our simulation results with spiral initialized cells confirm our previous
predictions that stable circular aggregates require cells moving with long reversal periods with
neighbor cell alignment through mechanical collisions under strong cell slime-trail-following.
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Ls=11 µm, , ε=1.00Ls=11 µm, , ε=0.50Ls=2.8 µm, , ε=1.00Ls=2.8 µm, , ε=0.50
Ls=0.6 µm, , ε=1.00Ls=0.6 µm, , ε=0.50Ls=0 µm, ε=0.00t=0 min
Figure D.11: Stability of circular cell aggregates for variation of cell slime-trail-following effi-
ciency. Snapshots of simulation at 180min. Left to right panels (top row - no or very small slime
trail length (Ls=0.6 μm, ϵs=0.2), bottom panel - large slime trail length(Ls=11 μm, ϵs=1.0)) in-
dicate increasing cell slime-trail-following efficiency. Increase in cell slime-trail-following
efficiency increased stability of circular cell aggregate.





Figure D.12: Stability of circular cell aggregates for variation in cell density. Snapshots of
simulation at 180 min. Left to right panels indicate increasing cell density (N = number of
cells). Top and bottom panels represent cells moving under strong (top) and weak (bottom)
slime-trail-following efficiency respectively.
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swarm dynamics




















+ gρ−(1− ρtot/K)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Growth
+λ(ρ+ − ρ−)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reversals
ρ+(x, t), ρ−(x, t) - density of right and left moving cells respectively; (ρtot = ρ+ + ρ−); v -
mean speed of cells; D diffusion coefficient of the cells; g - growth rate of cells; K - carrying
capacity; λ - cell reversal frequency
Above set of partial differential equations are solved using Crank-Nicolson method (dt =
5×10−3 hr, dx =0.02 mm, tfinal =96 hr,D = 1.2×10−2 mm2/hr, v =2.4 mm/hr, g =0.14 /hr,
K =1, 1/λ =3.33×10−2−8.33 hr) and the resulting cell density profiles (left and right moving
cells) are shown in figure E.1. Corresponding total cell density profile (ρtot) is shown in figure
E.2. We observe that colony spread from above equations shows a constant rate expansion
(Fig. E.3) with time. Next we studied that final expansion of the colony as a function of cell
reversal period τr, shown in Fig. E.4. We observe that colony expansion increases linearly with
cell reversal period for small cell reversal period values (τr < 50 min) but colony expansion

























Figure E.1: Cell density profiles in space from 1-D continuum model. Reversal period, τr =
1/λ=100 min






















Figure E.2: Total cell density profile in space from 1-D continuum model with time. Reversal
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Figure E.3: Colony spread as a function of time from 1-D continuum model. Spread rate =
0.047 mm/hr, cell reversal period τr = 1/λ = 8 min
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

















Figure E.4: Final colony radius (at t=96 hr) as a function of cell reversal period τr
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Cell stalling not observed in biophysical cell simulation at high cell density
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Figure E.5: Visualization of cell velocities in simulations at high cell packing fraction. Snap-
shots of simulations (top row) and corresponding cell velocity distributions (bottom row) at 180
min for reversing (τr = 8 min) and non-reversing cells at high cell packing fraction (η = 0.40).
Color bar represents cell velocities in μm/min.
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Figure E.6: Schematic of flexible cell model in Monte-Carlo simulation model
We will follow the Monte-Carlo simulation model described by Wu et al. [103, 102, 101]
based on 2-D off-lattice flexible model M. xanthus cells. Each cell is represented by a string
of N(= 3) circular nodes (1, 2, .., N ) of radiusW/2 connected by (N − 1) equal length linear
segments of widthW representing a total cell length of L (Fig. E.6). Node 1, N are designated
as head and tail nodes respectively. Neighboring linear segments have rotational freedom and
there are (N − 2) such rotational joints whose angles are θi representing angle between each
pair of neighbor segments. Relative positions of circular nodes ri are free to change according
to the Monte-Carlo simulation step such that the model cell shows bending and linear elastic
behavior.
Cell movement
At each step of the simulation first the head node is moved to a new position and the remaining
cells nodes move according to the Monte-Carlo simulation steps (described later). Movement
of head node to a new position (rnew1 ) for a cell k is calculated using Eqn. E.1 based on cell
speed V0 in the unit vector direction eˆk combined with additional rotational noise η¯ in cell
movement. Node movement direction (eˆk) is calculated based on current travel direction (A¯k)
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- M. xanthus A motility, average direction of neighbor cells (S¯k) - M. xanthus S motility and
underlying slime orientation (L¯k).
rnew1 = r
old
1 + eˆkV0 + η¯
eˆk =
αA¯k + βS¯k + γL¯k








η¯ = Beiθ (E.1)
Here cell travel direction (A¯k) is same as the direction of vector from node 2 to node 1.
For S-motility, we measure the average nematic orientation < θ > of neighbor cells (count
= n and align the cell k in acute angle with average neighbor cell orientation < θ > i.e Sˆk ·
eˆ<θ> ≥ 0. Each cell leaves a slime trail in its current travel direction while moving on the
2-D surface. Orientation of slime trail (L¯) is stored as a 2-D vector field/grid whose values
are over-written with each pass of a model cell movement. α, β, γ are the relative fractional
coefficients determining contributions from each process for node movement direction eˆk. B
is the orientational noise strength and eiθ = cosθ + isinθ where θ is chosen randomly in the
range [0, 2pi] with uniform probability.
Monte-Carlo simulation step
Each cell configuration is defined by its Hamiltonian energy (H) that depends on its node posi-
tions (ri) and angles (θi) between the segments. A cell’s Hamiltonian energy is defined by the
equation E.2 where Kb, Ktheta are the linear extension and bending spring constants respec-















Relative cell node positions ri are updated according to following Monte-Carlo simulation
step. At each step of simulation , first the head node a cell is moved to a new position (described
later) with a displacement of∆x and the following the tentative movements for other nodes are
repeated for 2.5N times. 1) Randomly choose a node i among [2, ...N ] nodes andmove the node
i in the direction of node i− 1 for a distance of∆x+ δn where δn is small noise displacement.
2) Calculate the Hamiltonian energy change ∆H from current change in node positions. 3)
Accept the change in node positions with probability P based on Metropolis algorithm [206]
shown in Eqn. E.3 where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the system temperature (a parameter
that moves the system away from equilibrium).
P = 1, ∆H ≤ 0
P = e−k∆H/kT , ∆H > 0 (E.3)
Collision resolution
When the head node of cell k collides/overlap with body of cell j, collision is resolved by
choosing a new direction for cell k. New direction for cell k is chosen randomly such that new
direction is in acute angle with cell j direction if head node of k is less than one cell width
distance from either of end nodes (head or tail) of cell j i.e. end-end collision. If distance
between head node of cell k and end nodes of other cell j is more than one cell width i.e. head-
to-side collision, then average direction of cell k and cell j is chosen as new direction for cell
k and cell k is stalled till next simulation time step.
Additionally periodic cell reversals are implemented using an internal reversal cell clock
that is incremented for every time step of simulation. When the cell reversal clock reaches the
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threshold cell reversal period, we reverse the direction of cell travel by reversing the order of
cell nodes i.e. cell nodes are ordered N,N − 1, ...1.
Simulation setup
We simulate cell swarm behavior in a 2-D rectangular simulation region (Fig. E.7A). Cells are
initialized with random orientation and positions in the constant cell density region at bottom
of the box representing the colony interior. Cells move and interact with neighbor cells and
collectively swarm out from the initial region. We track the number of cells leaving the initial




Swarm expansion behavior for from Monte-Carlo simulation
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Figure E.7: Swarm expansion behavior ofmodel cells inMonte-Carlo simulations.(A) Snapshot
of simulation at 200 min from Monte-Carlo simulation (B) Cell number flux recorded as a
function of time in Monte-Carlo simulation model for reversing cells (τr = 8 min) with slime-
trail-following by cells. (C) Relative cell flux calculated from Monte-Carlo simulation model
as a function of cell reversal period.
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Swarm expansion behavior for a mix of reversing and non-reversing cells
A B
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Biophsyical cell agent-based simulation
without cell-stalling assumptions
Figure E.8: Swarm expansion behavior of model cells at a colony edge with a mix reversing and
non-reversing cells in simulations.(A) Cell number flux recorded fromMonte-Carlo simulation
model for cell populations with mix of reversing and non-reversing cells. Each colored line
represent the results from simulation with different fraction of non-reversing cells. (B) Relative
cell flux from Monte-Carlo simulation model as a function non-reversing cell fraction. (C)
Cell number flux from biophysical cell agent-based-simulation for cell populations with mix
of reversing and non-reversing cells. (D) Relative cell flux from biophysical cell ABS model
as a function of non-reversing cell fraction
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Analysis and quantification of cell motility tracking data
Data filtering and smoothing
M. xanthus cell motility tracking data for both wild-type (reversing) cells and non-reversing
mutants is provided by Dr. Joshua Shaevizt Lab, Priceton University. This data describes the
movement of individual M. xanthus cells as they swarm on solid agar surfaces and is obtained
by applying high-resolution cell tracking algorithms on time-lapse microscopy images of M.
xanthus swarms [168, 204]. Cell tracking data is stored in the form of Matlab© cell structures.
Each Matlab cell structure contained tracking information for a single M. xanthus cell (called
cell track). Each row of cell track has 4 data columns: (frame number, cell x position, cell
y position, distance moved from previous frame). Cell positions are given in pixels with the
following scaling: spatial scale: 1 pixel = 80 nm and frame to frame time interval for images =
10 sec.
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Figure E.9: Instantaneous cell velocities from a single cell track for wild-type and non-reversing
M. xanthus cells calculated from frame to frame displacement of the cell
First we calculated the instantaneous cell velocities based on cell displacement from frame
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to frame and plotted them as a function of frame number for both reversing and non-reversing
cells (Fig. E.9). We observe that the instantaneous cell velocities are highly noisy due to errors
from microscope drift during imaging and errors from tracking algorithm. To reduce noise we
filtered/smoothed cell velocity using a weighted moving average method.
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Figure E.10: Smoothed cell velocities (circles) calculated from instantaneous cell velocities
(line) using moving weighted average method for a single cell track for wild-type and non-
reversing cells
Instantaneous cell velocities values are smoothed using weighted moving average method,
where a cell velocity at each time point is estimated as a weighted sum of previous and next








where wi are weights associated with neighbor time points i = [−n,−n+ 1, ..., 0, ...n− 1, n].
Here we use weights from a triangular weighting function wi = n−|i|+1with n = 3 centered
at current time point i = 0. Resulting smoothed cell velocities are shown in Fig. E.10. We
ignore data from cell tracks that are less than 10 min length.
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Smoothed cell velocity values from all the cell tracks for each min of cell travel are pooled
together and the resulting histograms of cell velocity distributions are shown in Fig. 5.5 for
both wild-type cells (n=4791 cell tracks) and non-reversing mutants (n=18628 cell tracks). We
observe that cell velocities follow a normal distribution.
Mean cell velocities
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Figure E.11: Cumulative distance traveled by individual cells (n = 100) as a function of time
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Figure E.12: Cell cumulative travel distance with time fit to a linear function for wild-type and
non-reversing cells
Appendix F
Biophysical cell model implementation using
Box2D physics engine
Rigid body simulation in Box2D physics engine
Box2D physics engine
Box2D is a 2-dimensional rigid-body physics engine (simulation library) that simulates the
motion of rigid bodies based on Newtonian dynamics. It was developed by Erin Catto [172]
to add physics based motion effects in 2-D games. Additionally it supports kinematic objects,
static objects and motion constraints on bodies. We use Java port of Box2D library(LiquidFun
[217]) for our simulation. Description of various features of Box2D library and how these












Figure F.1: Rigid body representation in Box2D physics engine. Each rigid body i is rep-
resented by a point particle at center with position (ri) and orientation (θi). Multiple shapes
(S1, S2) can be associated with a single body. Shapes are attached to the center particle through
a fixture object. Fixture objects define material properties of the body (density, friction coeffi-
cient, restitution etc.). Mass of the body (mi) can be either specified or automatically calculated




Rigid bodies in Box2D are point particles (specified by their position, ri and orientation θi
in the physics world Fig. F.1A) with shapes (fixtures) attached to them. Mass of the object
is determined by the the shape and dimension of the the fixture attached. Rigid bodies also
define other properties such as body type (Dynamic, Kinetic, Static), linear damping coefficient,
angular damping coefficient etc.
Fixture
Fixtures attach to the body and define its shape (using Shape object - Circle, Polygon) and other
material properties such as density, friction, restitution. Multiple fixtures can be attached to a
single body to create complex shaped bodies.
Joints
Joints connect two bodies and impose constraints on their motion (removes degrees of freedom,
see Fig. F.1B). Various type of joints in Box2D available. E.g. Revolute joint restricts relative
motion between the connected objects to rotation; Distance joint restricts the distance between
connected bodies; Prismatic joint restricts relative motion of connected bodies to a specified
axis of translation; Weld joint attaches the two bodies removing all degrees of freedom.
Physics World
All the bodies in Box2D are contained in the physics world. Additionally it defines the di-
rection and magnitude of gravity. Physics world object computes the motion of all the bodies
contained in it based on the forces acting on the bodies and their movement constraints defined
by the joints. Further it provides collision detection between bodies and resolves collisions by
applying additional forces on the bodies to separate the colliding objects.
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Restrictions of Box2D
Box2D can only simulate motion of rigid bodies. Soft/deformable bodies and bodies with
changing shapes can not be simulated in Box2D. Dimension of any dynamic body should be
with in 0.1 to 10 units to keep the error of Box2D physics solver within tolerance limits. All
parameters specified in Box2D solver are in MKS system.
Rigid body construction in Box2D
Each rigid body is constructed by creating shape, fixture and body objects. Properties of the
each type of object are specified by corresponding definition objects (FixtureDefinition, Body-
Definition, JointDefinition etc.).
// create shape of the body
CircleShape cshape = new CircleShape();
cshape.radius = 1f;
// create fixture definition for the body





// create body definition





Body body = physicsWorld.createBody(bd);
// attach fixture to the body
body.attachFixture(fd);
Creating joints between bodies
// creates a revolute joint between two bodies
// create Joint definition
RevoluteJointDef rjd = new RevoluteJointDef();
rjd.bodyA = bodyHead;
rjd.bodyB = bodyTail;
// set anchor position for the joint in bodyA relative to its
center
rjd.localAnchorA.set(new Vec2(0, 0));




RevoluteJoint revJoint = (RevoluteJoint) physicsWorld.
createJoint(rjd);
M. xanthus model cell representation in Box2D
Each model cell is represented by a connected string of rectangular (N − 1) and circular (N )
bodies (see Fig. F.2). Each pair of neighbor bodies are connected by revolute joints i.e. 1











Figure F.2: M. xanthus model cell representation as connected rigid bodies in Box2D physics
engine. Each pair of neighbor nodes (rectangular-rectangular, rectangular-circle) are connected
by revolute joints of Box2D library. 3 revolute joints used at nodes 2, 3, ..N − 1.
joints (between rectangular-rectangular bodies, between rectangular-circular bodies × 2) are
created at nodes 2, ..., N − 1. Each body moves in the physics world due to various forces
acting on the bodies subject to joint constraints.
Physics simulation step in Box2D
At each step of simulation, physics solver iterates through all the bodies in the physics world
and computes the position and velocity of the bodies subject to the forces and constraints acting
on them. For each body i physics solver accumulates the forces (Fi) and torques (Ti) acting on
it and updates its position (ri), velocity (r˙i) and orientation (θi) using following equations of
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